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1Abstract
As a result of relativistic transformation, electrons moving through an electric field, expe-
rience an effective magnetic field, the spin orbit (SO) field, whose direction depends on the
momentum and couples to the electron spin. The SO interaction has become a versatile
resource in fundamental semiconductor research and is at the heart of semiconductor spin-
tronics. In two dimensional zinc blende structures, the Rashba and Dresselhaus SO field,
are the two dominant contributions. While both are linear in momentum, the Dresselhaus
SO field also possesses a cubic contribution in momentum.
In this thesis, the persistent spin helix (PSH) state is investigated in transport measure-
ments. The PSH results from balancing the strengths of the two dominant contributions
to SO coupling, the Rashba parameter α and the renormalized Dresselhaus parameter β.
In this case the SO field is uniaxial and spins are robust against momentum scattering.
Quantum corrections to conductivity serve as a convenient tool to detect this symmetry,
which exhibits weak localization at the PSH symmetry point and weak antilocalization,
if the PSH symmetry is broken.
In the first part of this thesis we use the transition from weak antilocaliztion to weak
localization to detect the PSH state. Using a top gate and back gate we demonstrate
control of the Rashba SO coupling and, for the first time, tuning of the renormalized
linear Dresselhaus term β, independently of each other. This allows us to find the PSH
state not just for one particular gate configuration but for a continuous set of gate con-
figurations, where the ratio α/β remains to unity but their overall strength varies. This
enables a new concept, the stretchable PSH, where the length for a 2pi rotation of the
spins becomes tunable. We combine the transport data with numerical self-consistent
simulations and can determine all SO coefficients. Stretching of the PSH allows to convey
spin polarizations over long distances of up to 25µm, before their spin gets randomized
by the cubic Dresselhaus term. Furthermore, the stretchable PSH allows to coherently
control spin rotations at a fixed position.
2In the second part of this thesis, we break the PSH symmetry to extract the SO coefficients
purely from transport experiments. We first derive a closed-form expression for the quan-
tum corrections to the conductivity, in the vicinity of the PSH state, which includes the
Rashba and linear, as well as the cubic Dresselhaus term. In symmetrically doped wafers
with higher density the cubic Dresselhaus term is strong and breaks the PSH symmetry,
which is characterized by the reappearance of weak antilocalization. This allows us to
determine the cubic Dresselhaus term from fits to the new expression. In the second stage
we tune away from the PSH symmetry and are able to extract the linear SO terms by
keeping the cubic term fixed. We are thus able to unambiguously determine fundamental
band structure parameters that define the Rashba and Dresselhaus SO strength. The
obtained results between the two experiments are in very good agreement and compare
very well with recent optical studies.
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51 Introduction
With the demonstration of the first transistor in 1947 a positive feedback cycle of an
application driven research field evolved into the semiconductor and information indu-
stry, that shapes our everyday lives today. Fundamental research profited naturally from
this positive feedback loop: new semiconductor material systems and device fabrication
techniques down to the nanometer scale became available. If such semiconductor micro
and nano structures are cooled down to cryogenic temperatures of ∼ 4K or even below,
the coherence length of the electrons becomes comparable and can even exceed the length
of the structures. The coherence length is the length over which an electron maintains its
quantum mechanical character. Thus it became possible to investigate quantum mecha-
nical effects in very controllable environments and read them out via electronic transport
measurements.
Today this research field is called mesoscopic physics, which has lead to numerous discove-
ries like the quantum Hall effect [1], conductance quantization [2, 3], Coulomb blockade [4,
5] of single electrons in quantum dots [6] and quantum interference effects such as weak
localization [7, 8] and weak antilocalization [9, 10]. As one enters the realm of quantum
mechanics another property becomes accessible: the electron spin. The existence of the
spin and its quantizing character have been demonstrated in the famous Stern Gerlach
experiment already in 1922 [11] and were used to correctly describe the atomic spectra of
hydrogen and other atoms. The spin gives rise to other corrections, such as the spin orbit
(SO) interaction, which follows from the Dirac equation. Although being a relativistic
effect, SO coupling can be explained with classical electrodynamics: the electric field of
the nucleus in an atom is seen by electrons as a magnetic field in their rest frame, where
it couples to its spin.
One of the first measurements on semiconductors of the III-V group were done in 1953 [12].
This motivated Dresselhaus to review [13] the effects of SO coupling on the electronic
band structure in crystals with zinc blende structures. The topic remained without a
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Figure 1.1: a) Working principle of the Datta-Das SFET: A gate controls the electric
field in the device, which is seen by electrons as an effective magnetic field and the electron
spins precess around it. Their rotation angle is controlled by the gate. If the detector
and spin polarization are aligned, a large current (ON state) is measured, misalignment
gives a small current (OFF state). These two states can be interpreted as 0 or 1 and
could form the basis for a spin logic. Drawing adapted freely from [15]. b) Number of
publications in the last decades on the topic of SO coupling in condensed matter physics
(data aquired from Web of Science, accessed September 3, 2017). After the publications
by Bychkov and Rashba [14] and the Datta Das SFET proposal [15] (red colored bars),
the number of publications increased by an order of magnitude.
lot of interest in the community for almost three decades. However, it gained increasing
interest in the 1980s by the works of Bychkov and Rashba [14] and the proposal of a spin
field effect transistor (SFET) by Datta and Das [15]. The proposed SFET device and
its working principle are shown in Fig. 1.1 (a). Since then the interest in SO coupling
has ever been increasing exponentially, which can be seen by the number of publications
shown in in Fig. 1.1 (b).
Today, SO coupling plays a crucial role in all semiconductor systems and is a crucial
ingredient for many new effects such as the spin hall effect [16–18], the quantum spin hall
effect [19] or Majorana Fermions [20, 21] and motivates new technologically driven research
fields such as semiconductor spintronics [22]. Although SO coupling enables control of the
electron spin via electric fields, it also causes spin relaxation, which is a limiting factor
in experiments. A surprising effect was discovered, when the interplay of the Dresselhaus
and Rashba SO fields was investigated. If their strengths are equal, the effective SO field
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becomes uniaxial and spin relaxation is suppressed. This high symmetry state is known
as the persistent spin helix [23, 24], and its existence was demonstrated quite recently in
optical experiments [25, 26]. Due to its unique symmetry property and the suppressed
spin relaxation, the PSH offers itself for new applications in spintronics [27, 28] and as a
testbench to demonstrate control of all relevant SO parameters.
In this thesis we demonstrate a new concept, the stretchable persistent spin helix, which
allows to coherently control the electron spin via electric fields or convey spin information
over distances of several micro meters. We achieve this by independently controlling the
Rashba and Dresselhaus strengths, to tune into the PSH state and keep their ratio fixed,
while also being able to change their overall strength. This provides a powerful tool for
future spin based technologies and fundamental research. Quantum interference effects
offer themselves as a convenient tool to detect this state [29] and are very sensitive to
the SO coupling, thus providing an opportunity to obtain the SO parameters directly
from transport measurements. However, this has been a challenging task in the last
decades as there is no expression for the magnetoconductivity, including all relevant SO
parameters. However, the PSH state introduces a new small parameter, the difference
between the Rashba parameter α and the renormalized Dresselhaus parameter β. We
use this parameter to derive a new closed-form expression for the quantum corrections in
the vicinity of the PSH state, which includes all relevant SO parameters. By employing
this new expression, we are able to extract all relevant parameters that make up the SO
coupling, which are in agreement with numerical simulations. This new expression thus
provides a long anticipated resource to aid in the characterization of SO coupling solely
from transport measurements.
1.1 Thesis Outline
This thesis is organized as followed: In chapter 2 background information on relevant
topics is given. We summarize the properties of two dimensional electron gas systems
(chapter 2.1), give an overview of SO interaction (chapter 2.2), followed by a qualita-
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tive description of weak localization and antilocalization (chapter 2.3). We finish the
background section with a historical account of the most important theoretical and ex-
perimental works over the last three decades on weak localization and antilocalization
(chapter 2.4).
In chapter 3 we demonstrate universal control of the SO parameters, where we introduce a
new concept, the stretchable persistent spin helix. In chapter 4 we derive a new expression
to describe weak localization and weak antilocalization in the PSH regime and demon-
strate the validity of the theory in transport experiments, in the broken PSH regime.
Chapter 5 summarizes the results and gives an outlook.
92 Background
2.1 Two-dimensional Electron Gas in GaAs Quantum Wells
In this chapter we will briefly summarize the relevant quantities and concepts of the
host material system used in this thesis, a GaAs/AlGaAs quantum well (QW). Using the
technique of molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), one can grow (almost) perfect crystal layers
of a semiconductor material. By using materials with different band gaps and / or doping
the material, heterostructures are formed and allow to engineer the band structure along
the direction of growth according to the requirements of the device. Today research groups
have exquisite control of growing and engineering specific semiconductor heterostructures
of various materials (Ga, As, In, Al, Si), with very low surface roughness and defect
free material layers. This enables to ”grow” devices for electronic and optic applications
with specifically tailored properties, such as, density, mobility, spin-orbit interaction and
confinement energy.
The binary compound GaAs emerged as one of the most prominent material systems,
as it can be grown strain-free with Al0.3Ga0.7As forming very smooth interfaces, which
exhibit very little defects. Furthermore, GaAs has a high electron mobility, large Fermi
wavelength and large coherence time. By means of modulation doping, the electrically
active layer can be separated from the positive donor ions and the charge carriers are
confined in two dimensions, where they can move freely and exhibit high mobilities. Due
to the semi-insulating character of GaAs (also other semiconductors exhibit this property),
electric fields can be applied via gates and also ohmic contacts are possible, making it an
excellent candidate for quantum transport measurements.
The crystal structure of GaAs consists of 2 face centered cubic (fcc) lattices, which are
displaced by each other by half the diagonal of the fcc cube and form a so-called zinc
blende structure, the resulting unit cube of this structure is shown in Fig. 2.1 (a) with the
corresponding Miller indices. In the system used in this thesis the materials are grown
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along the [001] direction and the two main crystallographic axes, i.e. the natural cleavage
directions, are the [110] and [11¯0] directions, which are indicated with the dashed lines
in Fig. 2.1 (a), other growth directions are also possible, but the spin orbit coupling (see
next chapter), would have different symmetries not suited for the experiments here.
In table 1 the most relevant parameters of GaAs and Al0.3Ga0.7As are shown. Since GaAs
has a smaller band gap than Al0.3Ga0.7As, there will be a jump in the potential profile
at the GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As interface and a QW is formed. This is called a type I band
interface and heterostructures formed of these two materials allow to confine electrons in
a QW.
GaAs Al0.3Ga0.7As
EG (300 K) [eV] 1.424 1.798
EG (∼ 0 K) [eV] 1.519 1.893
lattice constant [Å] 5.65 5.65
dielectric constant 12.9 12.05
effective mass [me] 0.067 0.088
Table 1: Basic material properties of GaAs and Al0.3Ga0.7As, which are relevant throug-
hout this thesis.
To achieve a conducting channel or layer, doping is necessary. If the dopants are in the
active layer itself, a low electron mobility results. The remote modulation doping techni-
que, introduced by Dingle, Störmer, Gossard and Wiegmann [30], allowed to increase
the mobility of the charge carriers, which lead to new discoveries, such as the fractional
quantum hall effect [31]. Figure 2.1 (b) shows the material profile of a typical modulation
doped QW structure and the schematic conduction band diagram on the right: Typical
dopants are Si atoms, which are placed in a single layer, also called δ doping layer, which
is set back from the GaAs/AlGaAs interface by a few nanometers. In the δ doping layer
only a fraction of the dopants will be ionized, while the rest remains bound to the donors.
The ionized charges move into the energetically lower conduction band of the QW, formed
by the type I band interface, and leave positively charged donors in the δ doping layer,
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Figure 2.1: a) A GaAs zincblende structure and the respective Miller indices. The
main crystallographic directions correspond here to the dashed lines. The gray spheres
represent the Ga atoms and the blue ones refer to the As atoms. b) Material profile of
a GaAs QW with the schematic conduction band diagram indicated on its right. The
superlattice is used to screen the 2DEG from the substrate.
which bind the electrons to the GaAs/AlGaAs interface. This creates a two dimensional
electron gas (2DEG), indicated by the red shaded region in Fig. 2.1 (b). As a result of
this charge separation between the 2DEG and the positively charged donors, the band
structure becomes triangular. A typical heterostructure contains GaAs buffer layers to
reduce lattice defects from the GaAs substrate and superlattices of GaAs and AlGaAs
alternating, which are used to screen the 2DEG from the substrate. The substrate can
act as a back gate, if it is highly doped, which allows to tune the Fermi level EF with
a gate voltage Vg, depicted with the pink line in the band diagram. In the plane of the
2DEG the electrons are described within the single particle picture with parabolic energy
dispersion relation. Along the direction of growth the electron energy is quantized due to
the confinement potential and forms sub bands, the first two sub bands are indicated in
the band structure of Fig. 2.1 (b). The energy of the electrons is given by
En(k‖) = En,z +
~2k2‖
2m∗ ,
12 2 Background
with k‖ =
√
k2x + k2y ≡ kF , the momentum in the plane of the 2DEG, which is equivalent
to the Fermi wave vector and En,z are the quantized energies in z-direction. The quantity
m∗ is the effective mass, which takes into account the effect of the crystal potential on
the band structure. A draw back on QWs is the reduced mobility, since the electron wave
function experiences interfaces from both barriers. However, the width of the QW defines
the confinement and thus also the extent, to which the electron wave function is spread,
which is given its variance 〈k2z〉. External electric fields allow to tilt the band structure
and shift the wave function in a more controlled way as compared to the case of only one
barrier. We will see in the next chapter that this also allows to control the strength of
the spin orbit coupling.
2.1.1 Transport Properties
The relevant experimental parameters that characterize a 2DEG are the electron density n
and the mobility µ, which define the following quantities: The Fermi wavelength λF = 2pikF ,
Fermi momentum kF =
√
2pin and Fermi velocity vF = ~kFm∗ , the transport time τtr =
m∗µ
e
,
and the mean free path le = vF τtr. If an electric field is applied, electrons start to
accelerate along the field lines for the time τtr until they are scattered. The conductivity
σ for such a system can be expressed in various forms with the Drude-Sommerfeld model,
which reads
σ = e2ρ2DD (2.1)
= ne
2τtr
m∗
(2.2)
= 2e
2
h
kF le
2 . (2.3)
where ρ2D = m
∗
pi~2 is the density of states in 2D, which is constant and the diffusion constant
in 2D reads D = 12v
2
F τtr. Equation (2.1) is the so-called Einstein relation and Eq. (2.2)
and Eq. (2.3) are simply another way of expressing the Drude condcutivity.
The ratio between the mean free path and the size of the system L distinguishes between a
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ballistic (L < le) or diffusive (L > le) system. With decreasing temperature another length
scale becomes important, the phase coherence lϕ of the electron, being lϕ,diff =
√
Dτϕ in a
diffusive system and lϕ,ball = vF τϕ in a ballistic system. The coherence time τϕ is the time
over which the phase of an electron remains unchanged. In systems with large lϕ, quantum
interference effects are possible and lead to weak localization and weak antilocalization
in disordered systems (see next chapter) or to universal conductance fluctuations [32–35],
which scale as (L/lϕ)2 and are thus most pronounced if lϕ > L. In Eq. (2.3) the value
kF le ∼ le/λF is an often used measure to describe disorder (Ioffe-Regel criterion): A large
value of kF le means that the distance between two scatter sites and the Fermi wavelength
is large, so electrons behave quasi classical, this is the case for a typical conductor. If
λF ∼ le, the electrons start to localize, since their wave function spreads over the mean
distance between the scatter sites. If λF > le, one enters the regime of strong localization,
because the potential fluctuations tend to localize the wave functions [36].
In this thesis we investigate diffusive systems in the weakly disordered case i.e. kF le  1,
and the hierarchy and order of magnitude of the length scales for the systems investigated
in this thesis are
L > lϕ > le > λF
105 nm > 104 nm > 800 nm > 40 nm.
2.1.2 Scattering Mechanisms
The remote modulation doping technique creates ionized donors, which are spatially sepa-
rated from the 2DEG. This reduces scattering such that the angle between the incoming
and scattered electron is typically quite small and is thus called small angle scattering or
remote ionized impurity scattering. When the dopants are in the active layer they create
short ranged scattering potentials, decreasing the mobility, because now large angle scat-
tering is dominant. There are also other scattering mechanisms, which limit the mobility
in GaAs 2DEGs such as scattering from residual charged background impurities, lattice
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defects, alloy scattering due to disordered Al atoms in the AlGaAs layer. Furthermore,
the confinement energy defines how much the wave function bleeds into the barrier and
thus the amount of scattering due to interface roughness. Finally at high temperatures,
electron phonon scattering becomes dominant. The effective scattering rate is obtained
by summing up the independent scattering rates via Matthiessen’s rule:
1
τ
= 1
τremote
+ 1
τimpurity
+ 1
τlattice
+ 1
τalloy
+ 1
τinterface
+ 1
τe−ph
· · · . (2.4)
Thus, the shortest time scale will dominate the quasi classical transport properties in the
Drude model. In the following we will always talk about scattering on long range potentials
and the scattering time is called τtr. This time is different from the so-called quantum
lifetime, τq for scattering on short range potentials. We note that in the theory part to
calculate the weak localization correction, scattering of angles close to pi (backscattering)
will be considered, because these are the relevant contributions, this backscattering time
is denoted with τ1.
The coherence time defines the quantum mechanical properties of the electrons and thus
also the appearance of the aforementioned quantum corrections. The phase coherence is
influenced by electron-electron interactions, which can be calculated within Fermi liquid
theory [37]. Depending on the temperature, two dominant mechanisms occur. Large
energy transfers from electron-electron scattering is present at high temperatures and
results in dephasing. This dephasing rate in 2D reads
τ−1ee ≈
pi
4
(kBT )2
~EF
ln EF
kBT
, (2.5)
where T is the electron temperature, kB the Boltzmann constant and EF the Fermi energy.
At low temperatures so-called Nyquist dephasing dominates and the Nyquist dephasing
rate τN is given in 2D by
τ−1N ≈
kBT
~
1
kF le
ln kF le2 . (2.6)
This process describes, how the electric field fluctuations, due to the movement of the
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electrons, causes mutual dephasing. We note that in Eq. (2.6) the disorder term kF le
appears again: if the system is strongly disordered, τϕ is small and vice versa. The effective
coherence time τϕ is given from Eq. (2.6) and Eq. (2.5) by applying the Matthiessen’s rule.
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2.2 Spin Orbit Interaction
The observations of the fine structure in the spectra of atomic levels could not be explained
by the interaction of the electrons with its core, but only via the coupling of the spin with
its orbital motion. This coupling is a relativistic effect, which came to be known as spin-
orbit (SO) coupling and can be understood by a Lorentz transformation of the atomic
cores electric field E, into the rest frame of the electron. There the electric field is seen as
a magnetic field, which can couple to its spin. This effective magnetic field reads in the
case of v  c
BSO = − 1
c2
v× E (2.7)
where v is the electrons velocity and c the speed of light. Equation (2.7) already indicates
that the electron spin can in principle be controlled by an electric field. In a more rigorous
quantum mechanical description the SO interaction enters the Hamiltonian by expanding
the Dirac equation up to order of (v/c)2 (see for example [38]), which leads to the Pauli
term
HSO = ~4m20c2
σ · (p×∇V ), (2.8)
where V is the potential acting on the particle, m0 its mass, p its momentum and σ the
Pauli spin vector. The SO interaction in atoms comes from the Coulomb potential seen
by the electrons and thus splits the electron energy levels, which can be observed in their
spectra. In atoms the electric field is radially symmetric and depends only on the distance
r, thus ∇V = −dVdr rr . If this term is plugged into the Pauli term we obtain
HSO = ~4m20c2
1
r
dV
dr σ ·L, (2.9)
where L is the orbital momentum. This shows how the SO strength depends on the
atomic charge Z of the potential V and the coupling of the orbital momentum L and the
electron spin σ (i.e. on their quantum number). In fact, the strength of the SO coupling
increases with the atomic charge Z to its fourth power, if one approximates r with the
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Bohr radius.
In solids such as semiconductors the electrons states are described by bands, which are
affected quite substantially by SO coupling. Figure 2.2 shows schematically the band
structure of a typical direct band gap semiconductor, using tight binding or k ·p methods.
The conduction band is described by one s-like orbital with orbital quantum number zero
EG
ΔSOHH
LH
SO
CB
s-orbital
p_orbital
a b cE(k) E(k) E(k)
kSO-kSO
J=1/2
J=3/2
JZ=__3/2+_
JZ=__1/2+_
Figure 2.2: a) Band structure for GaAs with the conduction band, formed by the s-
orbitals, separated by the band gap EG and the valence bands formed by p-orbitals, where
one band is split off by the energy ∆SO due to the SO coupling. b) Conduction band for
a crystalline solid with spatial inversion symmetry. c) Conduction band for crystalline
solid with broken spatial inversion symmetry, which results in two parabolas shifted due
to the SO coupling.
and total angular momentum J = 1/2, thus the SO term has here no direct effect on
the electron. On the other hand the valence band is formed by p-like orbitals, which
are sixfold degenerate at zero momentum. The p-like orbitals have orbital momentum
L = 1 and SO coupling has a strong effect on the band structure by lifting the sixfold
degeneracy: A band with total angular momentum J = 1/2 is separated by the SO
gap ∆SO, from the heavy hole (HH) and light hole (LH) band, where J = 3/2, which are
fourfold degenerate at k = 0. In works by Parmenter [39] and Dresselhaus [13] it was found
that the crystal symmetry has a profound impact on the Pauli term for the conduction
band in zinc blende structures. In fact, there are two symmetry breaking effects that
give rise to SO coupling in the conduction band. One arises due to structural inversion
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asymmetry (SIA) and the other by bulk inversion asymmetry (BIA), which is present in
zinc blende structures. The influence of structural asymmetries can be understood by
Kramer’s theorem, which states, that every quantum mechanical system with half integer
spin obeying time reversal symmetry has a degenerate energy level. For electrons this
means, that the following relation holds
E↑(k) = E↓(k), (2.10)
which is depicted schematically in Fig. 2.2 b). However, if BIA or SIA is present, this
relation is broken, but Kramer’s theorem requires, that time reversal symmetry holds
such that
E↑(k) = E↓(−k), (2.11)
which corresponds to a shift in momentum k of the two parabolas, shown in Fig. 2.2 c).
Thus for each given k, spin up and down states have different energy. The parabolas
cross at zero momentum, which defines the spin orbit energy ESO, and the minima of
the parabolas define the SO momentum kSO, both are related to the actual SO coupling
strength.
2.2.1 Dresselhaus and Rashba Spin Orbit Coupling
In this section we describe the two most common inversion asymmetries and their rele-
vant properties in 2D system. The effect on SO coupling due to breaking of the bulk
inversion symmetry was first formulated by Dresselhaus in 1955 [13], who calculated the
Hamiltonian in a zinc blende structure (i.e. materials with a two atomic basis, such as
GaAs or InAs) grown along the zˆ‖[001] direction. Then the Hamiltonian in 3D reads
HD = γ[σxkx(k2y − k2z) + σyky(k2z − k2x) + σzkz(k2x − k2y)], (2.12)
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which is cubic in electron momentum k. The parameter γ is the material dependent
bulk Dresselhaus coefficient. In this thesis we are interested in 2D systems grown along
the [001] direction, where the [110] and [11¯0] direction are the main crystallographic
directions. Thus perform a rotation of the coordinate system by pi/4 an then we calculate
the expectation value of HD by taking 〈kz〉 = 0 and k2z → 〈k2z〉. This gives
H2DD =β1(k−σ+ + k+σ−)
+ 2β3
k2+ − k2−
k2F
(k−σ+ − k+σ−),
(2.13)
where we have introduced β1 = γ〈k2z〉, which depends on the width of the QW Further,
β3 = 14γk
2
F defines the strength of the cubic contribution of the Dresselhaus term. In
the rotated coordinate system we define xˆ+‖[110] and xˆ−‖[11¯0]. From Eq. (2.13) we
can see that the Dresselhaus Hamiltonian splits up in a linear-in-momentum part and
a cubic-in-momentum part. The cubic contribution can play a crucial role in transport
measurements [29] and influences spin dynamics [25, 40]. In this thesis the cubic term
is considered, which allows in-situ control of the Dresselhaus SO term, via the Fermi
momentum kF enabling new possibilities in spin dynamics (see chapter 3) and transport
experiments (see chapter 4).
In transport experiments conduction is defined by electrons at the Fermi level, and one
can write Eq. (2.13) in polar coordinates by introducing (k+, k−) = kF (cosϕ, sinϕ), where
ϕ is the angle between the momentum kF and the [110] axis. This gives
H2DD = kFβ(σ+ sinϕ+ cosϕσ−) + kFβ3(σ+ sin 3ϕ− σ− cos 3ϕ), (2.14)
where β = β1 − β3, the renormalized linear Dresselhaus term, which reduces β1 by β3.
The first term with the first harmonic of the polar angle ϕ maintains the same symmetry
as the linear terms in Eq. (2.13) but with a different prefactor β. Since β3 ∝ k2F , and kF =
√
2pin, where n is the electron density in the 2DEG, the renormalized linear Dresselhaus
becomes in-situ tunable. Furthermore, the term with the third harmonic of the polar
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angle has a different symmetry, and its strength depends on β3, thus being also tunable
with density. The possibility to control also the Dresselhaus term adds an additional knob
in experiments and is of crucial importance for the experiments in this thesis.
With advanced control of growing heterostructures and superlattices, as described in the
previous chapter, and more finesse and micro- and nano fabrication techniques, it became
possible to control the structure inversion asymmetry, known as the Rashba effect [14].
The corresponding Hamiltonian follows directly from Eq. (2.8), where the symmetry bre-
aking electric field points along zˆ‖[001] and thus reads
H2DR = α(σ−k+ − σ+k−), (2.15)
where we have used the same coordinates as in Eq. (2.13) and α is the Rashba parameter.
This parameter defines the strength that arises from all internal electric fields such as
doping, band structure, due to the growth profile, the Hartree term and also external
fields, which can be applied via gate electrodes. There has been some controversy, if the
Rashba term plays a role at all [41, 42]: The Ehrenfest theorem states that the force
on electrons in a bound state is zero, and thus the average electric field should be zero,
and the Rashba effect should vanish. In a qualitative way this can be understood as
followed [43]: In a QW the electron wave function is spread across the entire well and
also penetrates into the barriers. The electric field originates from the potential drop of
the band structure at the barriers (see band structure in Fig. 2.1 (b)). The experienced
electric field has to be weighted with the probability of the wave function, which is large
at the barrier with the δ doping layer and small at the other barrier, if it is not doped. By
using Ehrenfest’s relation one can show (see e.g. reference [44]), that the average electric
field is zero, if the different effective masses between barrier and QW are ignored [45]. If
the effective mass discontinuity is considered, a small finite electric field remains. But this
effect alone gives a too small value for α compared to experimental findings. Detailed k·p
band structure calculations [46] for heterostructures revealed, that the main contribution
comes from the valence band offsets to the barrier,making the Rashba effect a considerable
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contribution to SO coupling.
Using H = 12gµBσBSO, we can sketch the effective SO field BSO by the electrons depen-
ding on their momentum. In Fig. 2.3 we show the effective SO field defined by Eq. (2.13)
and Eq. (2.15). In Fig. 2.3 (a) only the linear Dresselhaus SO field is drawn, which aligns
a b
c d
k+
k-
k+
k-
k+
k-
k+
k-
ky kx
Figure 2.3: SO fields for a) only linear Dresselhaus term β1, b) only cubic term β3, c)
β1 & β3 combined, d) Rashba term α. The red circle depicts to the Fermi surface in 2D.
with the momentum direction along the kx and ky direction (dashed orange lines). Pa-
nel (b) shows only the cubic Dresselhaus term, where the SO field along the kx and ky
direction vanishes. Panel (c) depicts the linear and cubic Dresselhaus fields. The Rashba
SO field is shown in panel (d). It has rotational symmetry and the SO field is always
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perpendicular to the momentum, as is for the cubic Dresselhaus term.
Other contributions to SO coupling. All mechanisms that break the spatial sym-
metry give rise to SO coupling. For instance, if strain is present, it will deform the crystal
lattice. Strain induced SO coupling has the same symmetry as the Rashba term. Another
contribution arises at the interface: different atoms at each side of the interface can ap-
pear and different bond angles can be shared, which changes the symmetry from D2d to
D2c and gives rise to interface inversion asymmetry [44, 47]. In a later chapter we address
this topic quantitatively. The statistical distribution of the donors in the delta doping
layer gives rise to a locally varying electric field, which adds to the Rashba effect such that
α = αnorm + α(r). This term becomes observable in symmetric QW (αnorm = 0) and is
known as random Rashba SO coupling [48] and was recently observed in InSb 2DEG [49].
2.2.2 The Persistent Spin Helix Regime
In real systems the Rashba and Dresselhaus SO coupling are always present and have to be
treated as a sum. The effective SO field is shown in panel a) of Fig. 2.4. Electrons traveling
on random paths from point A to B, experience a different SO field, whenever their
momentum changes and their spin orientation effectively becomes randomized at point B,
which is shown in the lower panel of Fig. 2.4 (a). If we neglect the cubic Dresselhaus term
for a moment, we can write the combined SO Hamiltonian from Eq. (2.13) and Eq. (2.15)
in the following form:
HSO = (−α + β)σ+k− + (α + β)σ−k+. (2.16)
In this form one sees that in the case of ±α = β the SO coupling along either k− or k+
vanishes. This is the so-called persistent spin helix (PSH) regime [23, 24]. In this case
the SO field becomes uniaxial, which is depicted in Fig. 2.4 (b). In the PSH regime the
spin dynamics change drastically: scattering does not affect the direction of the SO field
anymore and the spin will precess around a fixed axis, and the precession angle is defined
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a b
k+
k-
k+
k-
λPSH
Figure 2.4: a) α 6= β, the SO field is no longer uniaxial and the electron spin becomes
randomized, when diffusing randomly through the sample. b) α = β, the SO field is
uniaxial and the spins describe along the x+ direction a helical pattern, no spin precession
occurs along the x− direction.
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by the distance traveled along x+. As a result the spins will describe a helical pattern
as they travel from point A to B, giving the phenomenon its name. We introduce a new
quantity, the SO wavelength λPSH, the distance to displace an electron to obtain a full 2pi
rotation in the PSH state. With the Lamor frequency defined by the SO field one directly
gets
λPSH =
~2pi
2m∗α. (2.17)
The pecularity of this symmetry was already recognized in 1995 by Pikus and Pikus [50],
when the quantum corrections to conductivity were calculated in the presence of Rashba
and Dresselhaus coupling (see next chapter). However, its effect on the spin dynamics was
theoretically worked out and put in greater context by Schliemann [23], who proposed a
so-called nonballistic SFET. Later on, Bernevig [24] coined the phrase of the persistent
spin helix, which is due to the induced SU(2) symmetry for the spins in this case. These
considerations are correct only if the cubic Dresselhaus term is neglected. However, if the
cubic term becomes significant, it can break the PSH symmetry, and the SO field will be
similar to that in Fig. 2.4. In this thesis universal control of the PSH is demonstrated.
Furthermore the existence of the PSH symmetry allowed to derive new closed form ex-
pressions for the quantum corrections to conductivity around the PSH symmetry, which
include all SO terms (α,β1 and β3) from Eq. (2.13) and Eq. (2.15). This has been a long
standing open topic in the field of quantum transport for more than 20 years. Applying
this new theory to a GaAs QW allows to fully determine all relevant SO parameters.
2.2.3 Spin Relaxation and Dephasing
As we just discussed, the effective SO field has a strong influence on the dynamics of spins.
To understand the respective contributions of the Rashba and Dresselhaus coupling, a
good understanding of the respective relaxation mechanisms is needed. Optical experi-
ments offer the possibility to directly monitor the spin polarization and relate measured
relaxation times to theoretical models. The same relaxation and dephasing mechanisms
also manifest themselves in transport experiments. Thus a good understanding of those
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mechanisms is important to develop theories for transport theories, which has motivated
new transprt experiments [51, 52].
The two mechanisms, which govern the spin dynamics in presence of SO coupling [53] are
the Elliott-Yafet (EY) mechanism [54, 55] and the D’yakonov-Perel (DP) mechanism [56].
In the EY mechanism scattering at phonons or at impurities (at low temperatures) causes
spin relaxation, as the SO coupling mixes the bands with different spins enabling spin flips
upon scattering. This type of spin relaxation is present in metals and semiconductors with
inversion symmetry (note not asymmetry!) and also materials with strong SO coupling
like InSb or InAs/GaSb QW [57, 58]. The EY relaxation rate is proportional to the
scattering rate. A common expression for the inverse EY relaxation time reads [53]
1
τEY
≈
(
∆SO
∆SO + EG
)2 (
EF
EG
)2 1
τtr
. (2.18)
For typical values in our samples we get τEY of the order of micro seconds, which is a large
time scale compared to the scattering time normally being of the order of pico seconds.
The DP process can be easily understood as follows: In a two dimensional system electrons
are being scattered i.e. by impurities and remote doping potentials. The mean time
between two scattering events is the transport time τtr. Between two scattering events
the spin precesses for the time τtr around a magnetic field with the Larmor frequency ΩSO.
Upon scattering, the momentum k and thus the direction of B is changed, and the spin
precesses around a different axis. In the limit for many scattering events these random
changes of B(k) effectively randomize the spin orientation. There are two cases to be
distinguished:
i) weak SO coupling: ΩSOτtr  1
ii) strong SO coupling: ΩSOτtr  1
Case i) is known usually as the DP mechanism: The spin precesses only a little bit between
two events, before it starts to precess around a different axis, and the spin slowly follows
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these tiny changes. In this case, the spin performs a random walk on the Bloch sphere and
one finds (see also chapter 3.6.8) for the spin relaxation time τ−1DP = Ω2SOτtr, which is also
known as motional narrowing. If the SO coupling is strong (i.e. case ii)), the spin rotates
very fast, as if it has flipped before being scattered at all. Upon scattering the direction of
the SO field changes, and same process starts with a completely different spin orientation,
and the spin orientation is completely lost. More detailed calculations [59, 60] involving
the Rashba and Dresselhaus terms show that the spin relaxation times are anisotropic in
the plane of a 2DEG and are of the form
1
τDP±
∝ (α± β1)2, 1
τDPz
∝ (α2 + β21), (2.19)
where ± stands for the coordinates along the [110] and [11¯0] direction. In chapter 3.6.8
we will give explicit expressions for these times and apply them to a GaAs 2DEG.
Other relaxation mechanisms. There are two further mechanisms, which are not
related to the spin orbit coupling. First, the Bir-Aronov-Pikus mechanism [61], which
causes spin relaxation due to exchange and relaxation of electrons-hole pairs, which is
dominant in hole systems. Second, in semiconductors with nuclear magnetic moment
the hyperfine interaction of the electron spins with the nuclear environment causes spin
relaxation [62], this effect becomes important in quantum dots or other systems with
strong confinement.
2.2.4 Spin Orbit Parameters
In this chapter we have introduced the Rashba and Dresselhaus SO coupling, which are
defined by the parameters α and γ. In this thesis these two parameters are independently
determined and compared to their theoretical values, which are usually obtained from
multi-band k·p calculations. In literature the Dresselhaus coefficient γ is often denoted
with b6c6c41 , and its value in GaAs is often given as 27 eVÅ3 [43]. However, depending on
the method of calculation, its value varies from 7-36 eVÅ3, an ample overview in theory
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and experiment is given in the supplementary of reference [63]. Recent studies and more
detailed calculations find that the value tends to be in the range of 10 eVÅ3, the results
presented in this thesis are ∼ 11 eVÅ3.
As we have discussed previously, the Rashba effect arises from the structure inversion
asymmetry. Thus there are internal electric fields due the asymmetry in the bandstructure
and static contributions. An externally applied electric field will also change the band
structure. The Rashba parameter can be written as α = rEstatic + r6c6c41 Ez, where the
first term is a constant that depends on the sample itself, and the second term describes,
how the band structure is changed by an external electric field. In chapter 3.3.4 the
different contributions to the Rashba parameter will be discussed. The parameter r6c6c41
is also calculated from multi-band k·p calculations and is given in units of eÅ2. Since
electric fields can be conveniently applied via gates, the value of r6c6c41 could be determined
quite reliably in transport experiments [64–66]. From simulations one obtains a value of
r6c6c41 = 5.206 eÅ2 [43]. However, in a QW this value changes almost by a factor 2 [67]. In
this thesis we obtain a value of r6c6c41 ∼ 10 eÅ2, which is in good agreement with theory.
The question remains how these two parameters can be determined experimentally. As
already mentioned, optical experiments are the most convenient method, which allows to
measure the effect of Rashba and Dresselhaus SO coupling on the electron spin [18, 68–70].
Transport measurements on the other hand are more complicated since the spins can not
directly be observed, and the details of the underlying SO mechanisms have to be built
in a theory for the conductivity. There are two popular types of transport measurements
known to allow determination of the SO parameters: beating patterns in Shubnikov de-
Haas oscillations have been widely used to measure the SO induced spin splitting in the
single sub-band regime. However, only the Rashba term could be reliably determined.
Quantum corrections to the magnetoconductivity are the other method, which is the main
topic of this thesis and will be discussed in detail in the next chapter.
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2.3 Localization and Magnetoconductivity
In their seminal work, published in 1979, Elihu Abrahams, Philip Anderson, Donald Licci-
ardello and Tiruppattur Ramakrishnan [71] introduced the concept of localization based
on a scaling argument for the first time. This motivated the development of genuine
microscopic theories for the localization on the conductivity in low-dimensional systems.
The first result in this direction was put forward by Gorkov [7], who calculated the quan-
tum corrections to conductivity using the diagrammatic perturbation theory. Abrahams
and Gorkov both found a logarithmic decrease of the conductivity, which depends on ratio
of the mean free path le and the coherence length lϕ. This effect came to be known as
weak localization (WL) and is a precursor for strong localization predicted by Anderson
in 1958 [36]. In this chapter, we provide an intuitive description of weak localization
and weak antilocalization (WAL), which counteracts the WL effect due to SO coupling.
Finally, we will discuss the most prominent theoretical and experimental works, that led
successively to a more complete picture of mangetoconductivity, accounting for the effect
of SO interaction. In the following, we always consider 2D systems with the coordinates
x and y in the plane, where the magnetic field is applied perpendicular to the x− y plane
in the z-direction and is denoted by Bz.
2.3.1 Weak Localization
In a normal conductor with diffusive transport the conductivity is given by the classical
Drude formula (see Eq. (2.2)). The WL effect is observed at very low temperatures, where
the coherence time τϕ can exceed the transport time by several orders of magnitude and
the Drude conductivity is reduced by the term
∆σ(0) = e
2
2pi2~ ln
τϕ
τtr
. (2.20)
An intuitive picture for describing WL was developed by Bergmann [72], which is based on
the interference of coherently backscattered paths. For backscattered paths, the electron
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wave splits into two partial waves, which travel the path in the clockwise (cw,+) and
counter-clockwise (ccw,-) direction with equal probability T± (see the dashed (+) and
solid lines (-) in Fig. 2.5 a)). The total quantum mechanical return probability P qmret is
then given by the squared sum of the transmission amplitudes T± of the two partial
waves:
P qmret = |T+ + T−|2 = |T+|2 + |T−|2 + T+T−∗ + T+∗T−. (2.21)
Here, the first two terms correspond to classical backscattering of one path only in each
travel direction and the last two terms to their self-interference. If time reversal symmetry
holds, T+ = T− = T , the self-interference terms double the classical return probability,
as the partial waves interfere constructively at their origin. This effectively increases
the resistance and thereby decreases the conductivity. All paths within areas of the
order l2ϕ contribute to this quantum correction. In presence of an externally applied
magnetic field Bz, the electrons traveling along the backscattered paths enclose an area
A and attain a magnetic flux Φ = BzA, which adds an Aharonov-Bohm (AB) phase
δ = 2piBzA/(h/e), where h is the Planck constant. Thus, there is an additional phase
factor to the transmission amplitudes, which depends on the magnetic field: T± = T e±iδ.
The return probability thus becomes
P qmret = 2|T |2
(
1 + cos
(
2pi ΦΦ0
))
, (2.22)
where Φ0 = h/(2e) is the magnetic flux quantum. The first term corresponds to the
”incoherent” addition of two scattered waves of equal amplitude. The second term is the
”quantum interference” term, due to coherent corrections, and oscillates depending on the
flux Φ. If this term is positive, conductivity is either suppressed compared to the incohe-
rent term, due to constructive interference, or enhanced, due to destructive interference of
the second term. This second term is the ”quantum correction” (QC) to conductivity. In
a disordered sample there are many paths of different areas. The oscillatory behavior of
those paths will average out, and only paths of area l2ϕ will contribute. Via the AB effect,
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the external magnetic field will remove these paths from contributing to the QC: a closed
path with area A < l2ϕ is threaded by one flux quantum, which results in a phase diffe-
rence of one radian between the partial waves, which thus interfere destructively and no
longer contribute to WL. The magnetoconductivity attains a V shaped curve, as shown
in Fig. 2.5 b), with a minimum in conductivity at Bz = 0. The QC can be calculated
within the framework of the diagrammatic perturbation formalism [7, 73]. The magne-
toconductivity (MC) ∆σ(B) was first calculated by Hikami, Larkin and Nagaoka [9] and
reads, in the case without SO coupling,
∆σ(Bz)−∆σ(0) = e
2
2pi2~
[
Ψ
(1
2 +
Bϕ
Bz
)
−Ψ
(1
2 +
Btr
Bz
)
+ ln τϕ
τtr
]
, (2.23)
where Ψ is the digamma function, and Bϕ and Btr is the coherence field and transport field
respectively, which is the field needed to dephase the electron wave function by 1 radian
in the time τϕ and τtr respectively. Equation (2.23) shows the difference of the QC to the
magnetoconductivity ∆σ(Bz) and the QC at zero magnetic field, ∆σ(0) (see Eq. (2.2)).
The ratio rϕ = Bϕ/Bz is a measure for how many of the coherently backscattered paths
contribute to the ∆σ(Bz). For rϕ = 1 all paths with areas l2ϕ contribute, and for rϕ → 0
all paths are dephased and no longer contribute. This is shown by the color scale in
Fig. 2.5 a): The color indicates which of the paths have become dephased as a function of
the magnetic field and no longer contribute to the WL curve in Fig. 2.5 b), which has the
same color coding.
2.3.2 Weak Antilocalization
If SO interaction is considered, the conductivity has no longer a minimum at Bz = 0, but
exhibits a local maximum. This effect is called weak antilocalization (WAL), which is
proportional to the SO strength and can completely suppress the weak localization effect,
even flipping the sign of the QC. This effect can be explained within the D’yakonov
Perel picture (see chapter 2.2.3): In the presence of SO interaction the electron spin
precesses around an effective SO field between two collisions, which is perpendicular to its
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Figure 2.5: a) Coherently back-scattered paths, in clockwise (dashed lines) and counter
clockwise direction (solid lines). The color of each path corresponds to the color scale on
the right and indicates how an increasing magnetic field Bz reduces the ratio rϕ = Bϕ/Bz.
b) Typical WL curve, normalized by the Drude conductivity σ0 and ∆σ is given by
Eq. (2.23). The color scaling is chosen to be the same as in a): For rϕ = 1 all paths
with areas l2ϕ contribute and for decreasing rϕ fewer paths contribute to the QC, and the
classical Drude conductivity is restored.
momentum k and lies in the plane of the 2D system. After each collision the momentum
direction changes and the spin precesses around a different axis, and after many scattering
events its orientation becomes randomized. We denote the initial spin state with |i〉,
which experiences a consecutive series of small rotations Rj resulting in the final state
|f+〉 = Rn · · · ·R2 · R1|i〉 = R|i〉. For the spin that has traveled the path in counter
clockwise direction, rotations occur in the reversed order, and the rotation angles are
also reversed such that the final state reads |f−〉 = R−11 · R−12 · · · · R−1N |i〉 = R−1|i〉. The
rotation matrix R is unitary, which means that R−1 = R†. Following the argumentation
of Bergmann [72] the return probability under the influence of SO interaction can be
calculated as in section 2.3.1:
P qmSO,ret = (〈f+|+ 〈f−|)(|f+〉+ |f−〉) = 2 + 〈f+|f−〉+ 〈f−|f+〉. (2.24)
With the unitary property of R we can rewrite the interference terms as
〈f−|f+〉 = 〈f+|f−〉 = 〈i|R2|i〉. (2.25)
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For no SO interaction R corresponds to the unitary matrix, and we recover the case of
WL, where 〈f+|f−〉 = 1. In the limit of strong SO interaction, upon return to the origin,
the spin is completely randomized and is likely to point in one direction as in any other
direction. It can be shown [72] that after averaging over all randomly rotated angles, the
terms for the QC in Eq. (2.25) give 〈f+|f−〉 = −1/2, thereby reducing the backscattering
amplitude by a factor of 2 compared to WL. This can be interpreted that the relative
spin orientation is 2pi, which gives destructive interference, since electrons are fermions
and require a 4pi rotation to obtain its original wave functions.
Figure 2.6 b) shows a typical WAL trace: at zero magnetic field a local maximum of
the conductivity appears, which rapidly decreases before increasing again, showing WL
behavior. To understand the effect of the magnetic field qualitatively we introduce lSO
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Figure 2.6: a) SO interaction causes the relative spin orientation for the clockwise
traveled state |f+〉 and counter clockwise traveled state |f−〉 to be closer to 2pi, thereby
causing destructive interference (dark blue path) and cause a local maximum at zero
magnetic field, see panel b). Increasing the magnetic field decreases conductivity up to
Bz = BSO, corresponding to the black colored path. Here, the WAL curve in panel b)
shows a minimum, and from thereon WL takes over, corresponding to the paths in the
gray shaded area with A < l2SO a). The color scale corresponds to the paths that have
been dephased in panel a) and the value of the conductivity with increasing Bz.
as an additional length scale, which corresponds to the distance traveled by the electron,
until the spin has rotated by 1 radian due to SO interaction, which we express as an
effective magnetic field BSO = ~2el2SO . Thus all paths encompassing areas A, which obey
l2ϕ ≤ A ≤ l2SO reduce the backscattering amplitude due to SO interaction. At zero magnetic
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field, this is indicated with the dark blue path in Fig. 2.6 a) and the local maximum in
Fig. 2.6 b). An increasing magnetic field gradually dephases these paths completely, which
can no longer contribute to WAL. This happens until Bz = BSO, which corresponds to
the minima in the WAL curve Fig. 2.6 b). All ”large” paths have been dephased and only
paths where the SO interaction does not cause any significant spin rotations remain (i.e.
R is the identity matrix in Eq. (2.25)), these paths are within the gray shaded area in
Fig. 2.6 a), which corresponds to A∗ < l2SO. From hereon all paths within the gray shaded
area are dephased with increasing magnetic field and we observe the WL effect as in
Fig. 2.5.
Finding a closed form of the quantum corrections to conductivity in the presence of all
SO terms, has proven to be a challenging task. Part of this thesis was done in close
collaboration with Catalina Marinescu, who derived a closed form expression in the case
of the Rashba and linear as well as cubic Dresselhaus SO terms, the detailed calculations
are shown in chapter 4. The resulting expression reads
∆σ(Bz) =− e
2
4pi2~
[
Ψ
(1
2 +
Bϕ
Bz
)
− 2Ψ
(1
2 +
Bϕ
Bz
+ BSO− + 3BSO32Bz
)
−Ψ
(1
2 +
Bϕ
B
+ BSO− +BSO3
Bz
)
+ 2 ln Btr
Bz
]
,
(2.26)
where BSO− ∝ (α−β)2 and BSO3 ∝ β23 and Btr is the transport field. In chapter 4 of this
thesis we will discuss the details of this expression and its derivation and apply it to an
experimental situation to determine SO parameters in GaAs QW.
2.4 Magnetoconductivity: The Last 30 Years
The first observation of the WL effect was in thin metal films by Gerald Dolan and Douglas
Osheroff [74] and shortly after by David Bishop, Daniel Tsui and Robert Dynes [75] in
inversion layers of Si MOSFETs. This was followed by observations of the WAL effect in
thin metal films [10], InP MOSFETs [76] and GaAs heterostructures [77]. To adequately
describe the WAL signature, a theory for the quantum corrections has to include the
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Figure 2.7: Quantum corrections as described by Eq. (2.26) for varying SO strength BSO
via the parameter BSO− in Eq. (2.26), which defines the minima of the WAL curve, which
is indicated with the red dashed curve, which approaches Bz = 0 as the SO coupling
strength becomes very small. The transport field Btr is indicated by the gray planes.
dominant SO relaxation mechanism, which are the Elliott-Yafet process (EY) or the
D’yakonov Perel (DP) process. The EY process dominates in thin metal films, inversion
layers of MOSFETs and materials with large SO splitting of the valence band (i.e. InSb or
GaSb) [57, 78]. The DP process is most pronounced in modulation doped semiconductor
heterostructures and depends on the details of the effective SO field, defined by the bulk
and structure inversion asymmetry, as discussed in chapter 2.2.1.
Furthermore a theory has to describe the WAL peak and the minima of the magneto-
conductivity, which occur symmetrically around Bz = 0 at a specific field, denoted with
BSO. Most theories are developed in the so-called diffusive approximation, which is valid
for Bz  Btr, but also have to satisfy BSO  Btr, to be able to describe WAL correctly.
In Fig. 2.7 we show the quantum corrections to conductivity with increasing SO strength,
denoted by BSO and out of plane field Bz. The gray shaded planes indicate the transport
field. At very small BSO, WL is observed and with increasing BSO WAL appears. With
increasing SO strength the WAL minima, indicated by the red dashed curve, occur outside
of the gray planes, and a theory in the diffusive approximation can no longer determine
meaningful SO parameters. The D’yakonov Perel’ process describes how the spin between
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two collisions rotates around the effective SO field with the Larmor frequency ΩSO (see
chapter 2.2.3). The angle θ between two scattering events is thus given by θ = ΩSOτtr. In
the diffusive regime θ  1, and one can express the validity of the diffusive regime in terms
of magnetic fields by BSO  Btr. In materials with high mobility θ ≥ 1 and BSO ≥ Btr,
which means that a theory developed in the diffusive approximation will no longer work.
However, nowadays the interest is towards materials with strong SO interaction (such as
InAs, InSb) and with high mobilities. This makes it necessary to develop theories that
are valid beyond the diffusive approximation. In the last decades various theories in these
two regimes have been developed considering various spin relaxation mechanisms. In the
following paragraphs we will give an overview of the most common theories in these two
different regimes and compare them with each other. First we will look at the theories in
the diffusive approximation and then at the works beyond the diffusive approximation.
2.4.1 The Diffusive Approximation BSO, Bz  Btr
Hikami, Larkin and Nagaoka [9]. This is the first work to describe the QC in
presence of a magnetic field Bz and SO interaction and spin scattering due to magnetic
impurities. The spin relaxation due to SO coupling is considered to be isotropic such that
the the spin relaxation times τxSO and τ
y
SO in the plane are equal. The spin relaxation time
due to magnetic impurities is denoted by τ zS . In this description the spin relaxation rates
due to SO interaction and magnetic scattering are added. The resulting QC are described
by the following analytical expression:
∆σ(Bz) =− e
2
2pi2~
[
Ψ
(1
2 +
Btr
Bz
)
−Ψ
(1
2 +
B1
Bz
)
+12Ψ
(1
2 +
B2
Bz
)
− 12Ψ
(1
2 +
B3
Bz
)]
,
(2.27)
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with the characteristic fields
B1 = BzSO + 2BxSO + 2BxS +Bϕ,
B2 = 2BzS + 4BxS +Bϕ,
B3 = 2BzS + 4BxSO +Bϕ,
where the fields Bji contain the relaxation times τ
j
i via the expression B
j
i = ~4eDτji , where
D is the diffusion constant in 2D. The indices correspond to i = SO, S and j = x, y, z.
In this description the SO relaxation τx,ySO times vanish in a strictly 2D system and only
τ zSO remains. Equation (2.27) does not give any information about the origin of the SO
interaction, but only allows to quantify it.
Al’tshuler, Aronov, Larkin, Khmel’nitskii [79]. The authors elaborate on the for-
malism to calculate the QC in two- and three- dimensional semiconductor systems. The
authors also investigate how electron-electron interaction and SO coupling due to bulk
inversion asymmetry enters the formalism and gives rise to WAL. This work thus paved
the way for later more detailed descriptions of the QC.
Iordanskii, Lyanda-Geller and Pikus [80]. As pointed out in the previous work by
Al’tshuler SO interaction due to bulk inversion asymmetry gives rise to WAL. In this
work the QC are calculated explicitly by including the full Dresselhaus Hamiltonian for
a QW grown in the [001] direction. Since transport happens with states at the Fermi
surface, it was recognized here for the first time that the linear Dresselhaus term in a 2D
system becomes renormalized by the cubic term and attains a density dependence (see
also chapter 2.2.1). This opens the door for in-situ control of the Dresselhaus SO coupling
(see also chapter 3). Expressions for zero and finite magnetic field Bz are found. Terms
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that describe the SO coupling are
B′SO =
~
4e
(2m∗
~2
β
)2
, (2.28)
BDSO = B′SO +BSO3, (2.29)
with BSO3 =
~
4e
(
2m∗
~2
β3
√
τ1
τ3
)2
, (2.30)
where τ1 is the backscattering time (equivalent to the transport time τtr) and τ3 its third
harmonic. Here, β is the renormalized linear Dresselhaus term, which has been introduced
in chapter 2.2.1. Interestingly, if all terms of the order of B′SO are omitted, one gets the
expression derived by Hikami, where BxSO ≡ BDSO.
Pikus and Pikus [50]. Here, the previous model by Iordanskii, Lyanda-Geller and
Pikus was extended even further to include also Rashba type SO interaction, denoted by
α. One of the remarkable discoveries by including the Rashba SO interaction was that
at α = β and β3 = 0, the QC to conductivity behave as if there is no spin relaxation,
because the spin rotations along the backscattered paths turn out to be zero and the QC
show WL. The full extend of this state and its modern interpretation was later given by
Schliemann [23] and Bernevig [24] and is now known as the persistent spin helix regime
(see chapter 2.2.2).
The QC with Rashba and linear and cubic Dresselhaus type SO couplings cannot be cal-
culated analytically for arbitrary ratios of α/β and β3 > 0 and thus have to be calculated
numerically. However, in the case of β = ±α and β3 > 0, the equations can be solved
analytically, and one gets the same expression as in the previous model, where B′SO is
ignored. The Rashba SO field as a function of α is given as
BRSO =
~
4e
(2m∗
~2
α
)2
. (2.31)
Other theories. Without any claim of completeness, we mention three further theories,
which are only slight modifications of the above ones: The first one is the theory by
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Maekawa and Fukuyama [81], which extends the Hikami model by including Zeeman
splitting. The introduction of a Zeeman field was motivated from the observation of a
WAL behavior in granular Cu films, when only an in-plane field was applied [82]. The QC
in p-type QW with one or two sub bands, where SO coupling is strong, was calculated in a
series of papers by Averkiev, Golub and Pikus [83–85] finding that the spin relaxation times
can be tuned with the QW confinement and a closed form expression for the QC. Another
analytical expression was derived by Punnoose [86], which is equivalent to the Iordanskii
model, but explicitly considers only Rashba type SO coupling and no Dresselhaus type
SO coupling.
Experiments in the diffusive approximation. The Hikami model was published
back-to-back with an experimental paper by Kawaguchi and Kawaji [8], who observed
weak localization in Si MOSFET inversion layers, where no SO effects were present. The
theory was successfully applied to determine the coherence time between 4 and 12K, fin-
ding a T−2 dependence. In an experiment by Bergmann [10] a Mg film was systematically
covered by a thin layer of Au adatoms, which posseses strong SO interaction. By gradually
increasing the Au concentration, the SO coupling strength was increased, which resulted
in the appearance of WAL. Choi [87] and co-workers used the HLN model to determine
systematically the coherence time as a function of the width of a 2DEG for temperatures
from 0.3 K to 4 K, finding good agreement with the Fermi liquid theory.
The simple closed form of the Hikami model makes it still a very convenient tool to extract
coherence times and finds recently a growing interest in the extraction of SO strength in
topological insulators such as InAs/GaSb QW [58] or thin SnTe films [88].
The first observation of WAL in GaAs heterostructures was made by Kawaji in 1984 [77],
using the theory from Kawabata (a theory from the ballistic limit) and Maekawa &
Fukuyama, the SO relaxation times could be extracted.
Almost a decade later two works [89, 90] attempted to systematically investigate the
origin of the SO interaction in GaAs 2DEGs by using an electrostatic gate to control
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the density in the sample. In the first work Dresselhaus [89] found no dependence of
BSO on mobility and thus ruled out the EY mechanism, concluding that the SO field is
due to inversion asymmetries, where the bulk inversion asymmetry dominates over the
structure inversion asymmetry. From the density dependence of the SO energy splitting
the Dresselhaus coefficient γ could be obtained. In a similar work by Hansen [90], high
densities were reached, from which they concluded that SO scattering becomes isotropic
and the EY mechanism is dominating. These two works showed that a more detailed
model for quantum interference is needed to correctly describe SO effects from quantum
transport.
The Iordanskii and Pikus models allowed a more systematic and detailed investigation of
the QC. The Pikus model was slightly modified for a QW, grown along the [110] direction,
in a work by Hassenkam [91], where fits to the QC allowed to extract values for Eq. (2.29)
and Eq. (2.31), which allowed to obtain the SO parameters α and γ.
In In-based heterostructures the Rashba coupling strength is quite large compared to
the Dresselhaus coupling strength, and the Iordanskii model can be applied by replacing
the Dresselhaus with Rashba SO coupling. This was done systematically in the work by
Koga [92], where electrostatic gates were used to systematically tune the Rashba strength
and obtain its value as a function of the effective electric field, finding linear behavior
of the Rashba strength on the electric field. The proportionality factor is a fundamental
band structure parameter, often denoted by r6c6c41 [43], and can be compared to literature
values.
In a review and experimental paper by Knap [93] the Hikami, Iordanskii and Pikus models
are tested against each other in In0.15Ga0.85As based QWs. The extracted SO fields
given by Eq. (2.28), Eq. (2.29) and Eq. (2.31), that are obtained from fits with the Pikus
model, are then plotted as a function of density finding general agreement. However, the
agreement is achieved by plugging in theoretically expected values and parameters from
self-consistent simulations, whereas no fit as a function of the density is done, which could
give less biased results.
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In a work by Pedersen [94] p-type GaAs QWs were investigated and the model by Averkiev
was applied, but the fits just barely capture the WAL minima, which is the case because
of the strong SO coupling and the non-applicability of the theory in this case, as the
authors also state.
2.4.2 Beyond the Diffusive Approximations, BSO  Btr
In this section we describe the theories, which are valid beyond the diffusive approximation
and remove its limitation Btr  Bz. The theories are described in chronological order
according to their publication year. We note that all these models do not yield any
analytical or closed form expressions and always have to be calculated numerically.
Kawabata [95]. Very shortly after the work of Hikami, this model was the first one
developed beyond the diffusive approximation: first for the 3D case [96] and later for the
2D case [95]. No details on the relaxation mechanisms are given. Furthermore the model
takes into account paths with 1 and 2 collisions, which have no area and thus do not
contribute to the coherent backscattering processes. This was corrected in later works.
The derived expression has to be calculated numerically.
Wittmann & Schmid [97]. This quasiclassical theory is derived in real space by cal-
culating the return probability of an electron after multiple scattering events to its origin.
The dephasing magnetic field enters as an exponential damping in the probability ampli-
tude. Spin-orbit coupling is not considered. The obtained results have to be calculated
numerically and are similar to the ones obtained from the Hikami model (i.e. all BSOi = 0
in Eq. (2.27)).
D’yakonov & Zduniak [98, 99]. Based on the model of Kawabata, D’yakonov [98]
derived a universal behavior at large magnetic fields, if the scattering is isotropic, and
paths with one or two collisions are excluded, which have been erroneously included in
the theory of Kawabata. At large Bz the QC show a universal behavior, which obeys
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the following relation ∆σ ∝ 7.74/√Bz. SO interaction and the low field limit are not
considered in this theory. The D’yakonov model was extended by Zduniak to include
dephasing due the SO coupling and the limitation due to the coherence time. This allowed
the model to be valid also for Bz  Btr and to describe the universal behavior of the
QC at high fields. Spin relaxation due to SO coupling is described with the in-plane spin
relaxation times τx,ySO and out of plane spin relaxation time τ zSO, as in the HLN model.
Interestingly, this model agrees quite well with the one from Hikami if SO strength is
small. The model is used to extract SO times in a In0.47Ga0.53As QW [99], where the
universal behavior is shown as well.
Dmitriev [100]. Being similar to the previous works, the authors considered here also
non-backscattering contributions to the conductivity and give a quasiclassical descrip-
tion of these. These non-backscattering contributions cause a small reduction of the WL
amplitude. The usual contribution comes from the constructive interference of the back-
scattered paths as discussed in chapter 2.3. However, it turns out that there are also
contributions to conductivity. A partial wave can travel from its initial point i on closed
path in the cw direction in the sequence i→ 1→ 2→ · · ·N → i and in the ccw direction
in the sequence i → N → · · · → 2 → i, skipping the scatter site 1. As a result the
phase difference between the cw and ccw path is different and their partial waves interfere
destructively, thereby reducing backscattering. This effect becomes important in clean
samples, where the number of collisions is small. Spin-orbit coupling is not considered in
this model.
Miller [101]. The initial work of Lyanda-Geller [102] described the QC in the limit of
high mobilities and strong SO coupling, which are linear-in momentum. In a later work
with Miller [101] the theory was extended to include all relevant SO contributions for a
GaAs 2DEG, i.e. α, β1 and β3. The resulting expression for the QC needs to be calculated
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numerically and depends on the effective SO fields,
B∗eff =
2m∗2
e~3
(α2 − β21 + 2pinβ1γ − pi2γ2n2), (2.32)
and
B∗SO =
m∗
2
36e~3pi
2γ2n2, (2.33)
which can be extracted from fits to the data. The theory is valid for Bz > B∗eff . In this
work the theory is directly applied to measured magentoconductivity data in a GaAs/Al-
GaAs heterostructure, where gate voltages were used to control the density in the sample,
allowing to directly extract the SO parameters α, β1 and γ. We note, that in this case
the linear Dresselhaus term β1 is not renormalized as in the ILP model and thus does not
attain a density dependence. The theory is not complete as it does not take into account
coherent interference contributions and remains blind to ±α = β.
Glazov and Golub [103, 104]. To overcome some of the limitations in the previous
theories, an attempt to fully describe the weak antilocalization in the ballistic limit was
first done by Golub [103], who derived a numerical solution for the QC, which includes
either the Rashba SO coupling or the linear Dresselhaus coupling and also considers the
non-backscattering contributions. In a later work [104] the theory was extended to include
all linear and cubic Dresselhaus terms as well as the Rashba term.
Probuaev and Golub [105]. In this specific theory the calculations of the QC include
the Dresselhaus SO Hamiltonian for QWs, which are grown along the [110] and [111]
direction, which are different from the [001] case. Along the [110] direction the Dresselhaus
SO Hamiltonian reads
H110D =
β
2 kyσz +
3β3
2 kF sin(3ϕ)σz, (2.34)
where β and β3 are defined as in the case for [001] QWs (see chapter 2.2.1). Remarkably,
in this case, the SO coupling only couples with the spins z-component. Along the [111]
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direction, one gets
H111D =
2β√
3
(kyσx − kxσy) + 4β3√6 kF sin(3ϕ)σz. (2.35)
Due to the inhomogeneous distribution of donors in the doping layers, a random electric
field appears, called the random Rashba field, and as a result the Rashba parameter
depends on position in the plane. The correlation length lc of the random Rashba field
serves as a parameter to distinguish between various cases: If lmfp  lc spin flip processes
occur, which is the situation as described by the Hikami model but here now in the
ballistic regime. In the opposite limit lc  lmfp the QC are described with the Glazov
model [104] but with different growth directions of the QW.
Sawada and Koga [106]. This is a numerical model, where the return probability
is calculated by summing up a fixed number of scattering events for predefined closed
loops. The set of closed loops can be scaled with the mean free path and are randomly
picked when calculating the return probability. The effect of magnetic field, dephasing,
SO coupling, interactions of the pseudospin and Zeeman field can be included on-demand
via modulation of scattering amplitude. If only the Rashba term is considered, the model
proves to be equivalent to the Golub model [103]. The total computation time is relatively
small, making this model a promising tool.
Experiments beyond the diffusive approximation. We will review experiments,
where only the theories beyond the diffusive approximation are applied. These experi-
ments are conducted mostly in InxGa1−xAs systems, where the SO interaction is strong
and high mobilities are present and thus BSO  Btr. We note that there are many ex-
periments, which extracted the SO relaxation time τSO as a single parameter, which is
not a very suitable parameter if compared across different experiments, to check for the
validity of a specific theory. A better approach is to use fundamental parameters, such as
the Rashba parameter, since these can be tuned in the experiment, and the underlying
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dependencies reveal more information and can be compared with theoretical predictions
of these parameters.
The work by Miller [101] serves as an ideal example. In a high mobility GaAs structure
the authors used electrostatic gates to systematically change the density n and extract the
effective SO fields (see Eq. (2.32) and Eq. (2.33)), from which they successfully extracted
the Rashba parameter α and Dresselhaus coefficient γ.
The model developed by Golub [103] was tested mostly in In0.47Ga0.53As systems, where
the Rashba parameter was extracted. This is a convenient material system, as beating
patterns in the Shubnikov de-Haas oscillations allow to extract the Rashba parameter,
which allows direct comparison with the results from the model for the QC. In particular
the works of Studenikin [107], Guzenko [108] and Zhou [109] compared their results with
these two methods finding overall good agreement. To our knowledge there is so far no
experimental study testing the extended Glazov model.
In a quite recent work Spirito [110] compared the models of Iordanskii [80], Miller [101],
Zduniak [99] and Golub [103] in a AlGaN/GaN 2DEG with each other, by extracting
the Rashba parameter α, finding good agreement across all models, except the one from
Zduniak.
2.4.3 Summary
In table 2 we summarize the discussed models in tabular form for convenience in chro-
nological order of publication year. On a side note: we distinguish between closed form
expressions, which consist only of known functions, like the Digamma function and ana-
lytical expressions, which may also contain infinite series.
The discussed models here are, to our knowledge, the most prominent describing QC to
conductivity with SO coupling. Despite this plethora of models, what strikes most, is that
there are almost no closed-form expressions that describe QC with a detailed picture of the
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underlying SO mechanism. Although extensive numerical calculations can be performed
on a normal computer nowadays, closed form expressions are much more convenient for
an experimentalist and allow to check if the limits of the model reproduce already existing
theories, i.e. the limit of no SO interaction or if α = β. Obtaining the SO coupling and
phase breaking times from fits to WL and WAL curves, is standard procedure in quantum
transport, but despite more than 30 years of research the progress on the theories has
advanced only in small steps. In the vincinity of the PSH regime the parameter α− β is
small and thus opens up a new regime, where the derivation of new expressions for the
magnetoconductivity becomes possible. Short of a general formula for any Rashba and
Dresselhaus strength, it would give a broad and powerful new tool into the hand of future
experiments to characterize and tune the SO parameters. In this thesis we have derived
such a new closed-form expression for the QC in 2D systems, which contains the Rashba
and linear and cubic Dresselhaus SO couplings. The derived expression is valid in the
limit of a weakly broken PSH symmetry, and enables to unambiguously extract all SO
parameters.
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Year/Authors regime SO mechanism comments
1980 Hikami et
al. [9] diffusive
τxSO = τ
y
SO, τ zSO,
EY-type closed form expression
1981 Maekawa &
Fukuyama [81] diffusive see above
closed form expression,
includes Zeeman splitting
1981 A’ltshuler et
al. [79] diffusive DP and EY
1 closed form expression
1984 Kawabata [95] beyonddiff.
τxSO = τ
y
SO, τ zSO,
EY-type only numerically solvable
1987 Wittmann &
Schmid [97]
beyond
diff. none
only numerically solvable,
quasiclassical theory in real
space
1994 Iordanskii et
al. [80] diffusive
β = β1 − β3, β3,
DP-type
analytical expression for
finite Bz and Bz = 02
1995 Pikus &
Pikus [50] diffusive α, β, β3, DP-type only numerically solvable
2
1996 Knap et al. [93] diffusive α, β, β3, DP-type
review of Iordanskii and
Pikus models with
experiments
1997 D’yakonov &
Zduniak [98, 99]
beyond
diff.
τx,ySO = 12τ
z
SO,
EY-type
only numerically solvable,
universal behavior at high Bz
1997 Dmitriev [100] beyonddiff. none only numerically solvable
1998
Lyanda-Geller [102]
beyond
diff.
linear in
momentum,
DP-type
only numerically solvable
1998 Averkiev et
al. [83–85] diffusive τ‖, τ⊥, EY type
analytical expression, p-type
QWs, with one and two
subbands
2003 Miller et
al. [101]
beyond
diff. α, β1, β3, DP-type
extended theory from
Lyanda-Geller3, for B > B∗eff
2005 Golub [103] beyonddiff. α or β1, DP-type only numerically solvable
2006 Glazov &
Golub [104]
beyond
diff. α, β, β3, DP-type only numerically solvable
2006 Punnoose [86] diffusive α, DP-type analytical expression, similarto Iordanskii model but for α
2014 Porubaev &
Golub [105]
beyond
diff.
random Rashba
α(r), β1 and β3,
EY- (if α(r)
dominates) &
DP-type
QWs grown along [110] and
[111], only numerically
solvable
2017 Sawada &
Koga [106]
beyond
diff.
various interaction
mechanisms
on-demand
only numerically solvable
Table 2: 1other relaxation mechanisms such as intervalley scattering are considered, 2for
α = β and β3 > 0 the expression from HLN is obtained; 3the Lyanda-Geller expression
can also be used, results differ by a factor 3 and α and β1 cannot be distinguished.
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3.1 Abstract
The Rashba and Dresselhaus spin-orbit (SO) interactions in 2D electron gases act as
effective magnetic fields with momentum-dependent directions, which cause spin decay
as the spins undergo arbitrary precessions about these randomly oriented SO fields due
to momentum scattering. Theoretically and experimentally, it has been established that
by fine-tuning the Rashba α and renormalized Dresselhaus β couplings to equal fixed
strengths α = β, the total SO field becomes unidirectional thus rendering the electron
spins immune to decay due to momentum scattering. A robust persistent spin helix (PSH),
i.e., a helical spin-density wave excitation with constant pitch P = 2pi/Q, Q = 4mα/~2,
has already been experimentally realized at this singular point α = β, enhancing the spin
lifetime by up to 2 orders of magnitude. Here, we employ the suppression of weak antiloca-
lization as a sensitive detector for matched SO fields together with independent electrical
control over the SO couplings via top gate voltage VT and back gate voltage VB to extract
all SO couplings when combined with detailed numerical simulations. We demonstrate
for the first time the gate control of the renormalized β and the continuous locking of the
SO fields at α = β; i.e., we are able to vary both α and β controllably and continuously
with VT and VB, while keeping them locked at equal strengths. This makes possible a
new concept: ”stretchable PSHs”, i.e., helical spin patterns with continuously variable
pitches P over a wide parameter range. Stretching the PSH, i.e., gate controlling P while
staying locked in the PSH regime, provides protection from spin decay at the symmetry
point α = β, thus offering an important advantage over other methods. This protection
is limited mainly by the cubic Dresselhaus term, which breaks the unidirectionality of the
total SO field and causes spin decay at higher electron densities. We quantify the cubic
term, and find it to be sufficiently weak so that the extracted spin-diffusion lengths and
decay times show a significant enhancement near α = β. Since within the continuous-
locking regime quantum transport is diffusive (2D) for charge while ballistic (1D) for spin
and thus amenable to coherent spin control, stretchable PSHs could provide the platform
for the much heralded long-distance communication ∼ 8−25 µm between solid-state spin
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qubits, where the spin diffusion length for α 6= β is an order of magnitude smaller.
3.2 Introduction
The inextricable coupling between the electron spatial and spin degrees of freedom – the
spin-orbit (SO) interaction – underlies many fundamental phenomena such as the spin
Hall effects – quantum and anomalous [111] – and plays a crucial role in newly discovered
quantum materials hosting Majorana [112] and Weyl fermions [113]. In nanostructures the
SO coupling strength can be varied via gate electrodes [64, 65]. As recently demonstra-
ted [114], this enables controlled spin modulation [15] of charge currents in nonmagnetic
(quasiballistic) spin transistors.
The SO coupling in a GaAs quantum well has two dominant contributions: the Rashba [14]
and the Dresselhaus [13] effects, arising from the breaking of the structural and crystal
inversion symmetries, respectively. When the Rashba α and Dresselhaus β SO couplings
match at α = β [23, 24], the direction of the combined Rashba-Dresselhaus field becomes
momentum independent, thus suppressing D’yakonov-Perel spin-flip processes, provided
that the cubic Dresselhaus term be small. The significantly enhanced spin lifetime at
α = β enables nonballistic spin transistors and persistent spin helices [23, 24]. However,
despite substantial efforts, so far this symmetry point has been achieved only at isolated
points with finely tuned system parameters [25, 26, 29], which is too difficult to be reliably
attained on demand as required for a useful technology.
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Here, we overcome this outstanding obstacle by (i) using a technique that allows inde-
pendent control of the SO couplings via a top gate voltage VT and a back gate voltage
VB while (ii) simultaneously measuring the suppression of weak antilocalization (WAL)
in an external magnetic field as a sensitive probe for matched SO couplings. While gate
tuning of the renormalized Dresselhaus coefficient β was already theoretically described
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in 1994 [80], we demonstrate this for the first time here in an experiment, and employ this
tunability to show robust continuous locking of the Rashba and Dresselhaus couplings at
α(VT , VB) = β(VT , VB) over a wide range of densities n, i.e., a ”symmetry line” (not a
point) in the (VT , VB) plane. This allows us to introduce the concept of the ”stretcha-
ble persistent spin helix”, see Fig. 3.1, with spin density sx+ ∼ sin(Qx+), sx− = 0, and
sz ∼ cos(Qx+) and variable pitch P = 2pi/Q, Q = 4mα/~2. The stretchable PSH makes
possible gate control of the spin precession over long distances due to strong protection
from spin decay by up to 2 orders of magnitude enhanced spin lifetimes at the symmetry
point α = β – without requiring in-plane electric fields to induce drift [70], and without
relying on micron-width channels to suppress decay [115].
Figure 3.1: Stretchable PSHs. Illustration of spin helices at different values of α = β
accessible in the measurements. The position x+ for one 2pi rotation (dashed curve) is
changing for the gate-locked regime α = β. The gray box highlights how the spin rotation
can be controlled (in situ) at fixed position ∼4.8µm by ∼ pi/2 over the same range of
α = β. The xˆ+||[110] and xˆ−||[1¯10] axes define the 2D plane.
Long-distance spin communication. — Within the range of the continuously
matched-locked SO couplings α = β, quantum transport in the well is diffusive for
charge (2D) while essentially ballistic (1D) for spins (see Supplemental Material (SM),
Sec. 3.6.8). A stretchable PSH could thus be used to coherently couple, e.g., spin qubits
over unprecedented long distances. Figure 3.1 illustrates how spin information can be
conveyed between spins via a stretchable PSH. These stretchy waves can be excited upon
injection of spin polarization; see, e.g., Refs. [25, 26]. Other spin communication modes
can be envisaged with this setup. The distance is limited mainly by the deviation from
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α = β and by the cubic Dresselhaus term, which is small in this range as we quantify
later on and leads to spin decay with spin-diffusion lengths λeff ∼ 8 − 25µm over which
spin dephases by 1 rad. Note that this type of spin manipulation and spin transfer is
not possible for a helix α 6= β, since λeff quickly drops below the helix pitch as the SO
couplings are deviating from the symmetry point.
The full electrical control of the SO couplings demonstrated in our 9.3-nm wide quantum
well can tune from α = β = 5 meVÅ to 4 meVÅ, thus enabling stretchable PSHs with
pitches P stretching from 3.5µm to 4.4µm; see Fig. 3.1. Within the shortest spin-diffusion
length λeff ∼ 8µm for our 9.3-nm well, controlled spin rotations by an angle θ = Qx+ =
2pix+/P can be performed under spin protection on any spin sitting at a position x
along the stretchable PSH by varying P in the range above. For example, a spin at
x ∼ 4.8µm can be rotated by ∆θ ∼ pi/2 as P varies in the range above, see gray box
shading in Fig. 3.1. Thus, stretchable helices could provide a platform for long-distance
spin communication.
Additional results. — WAL is also used to identify other regimes such as the Dres-
selhaus regime α = 0 in a more symmetrically doped sample. Combined with numerical
simulations, we extract the SO couplings α and β, the bulk Dresselhaus parameter γ, the
spin-diffusion lengths and spin-relaxation times over a wide range of system parameters.
We also quantify the detrimental effects of the third harmonic of the cubic Dresselhaus
term which mainly limits spin protection. Interestingly, our spin-diffusion lengths and
spin-relaxation times are significantly enhanced within the locked α = β range, thus
attesting that our proposed setup offers a promising route for spin protection and mani-
pulation.
In what follows, we first explain tuning of the Rashba coupling, then the essential density
dependence of the Dresselhaus coupling β that enables the continuous locking of the
SO fields, how it also leads to spin decay at higher densities, followed by the relevant
weak.localization-weak-antilocalization (WL-WAL) detection scheme, measurements, and
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simulations. A full account of our approach, including additional data and details of the
model and simulations, is presented in the Appendix and the SM.
3.3.1 Controlling the Rashba Coupling α
The Rashba coefficient [14] α can be tuned with the wafer and doping profile [25] as well
as in-situ using gate voltages [64, 65] at constant density n and thus independent of the
Dresselhaus term, see below. A change of top gate voltage VT can be compensated by an
appropriate, opposing change of back gate voltage VB [see Fig. 3.2 (a)] to keep n fixed [66,
116] while changing the gate-induced electric field δEZ in the quantum well, where z⊥2D
plane. Another Rashba term due to donor electric fields [117, 118] is negligible in our
structures; see SM.
3.3.2 Linear & Cubic Dresselhaus Terms in 2D
Because of to the well confinement along the z direction (growth), the cubic-in-momentum
bulk (3D) Dresselhaus SO interaction gives rise to, after the projection into the lowest
quantum well subband eigenstates, distinct terms that are linear and cubic in k, the 2D
electron wave vector. The linear-in-k term has a coefficient β1 = γ〈k2z〉 and turns out
practically independent of density in the parameter range of interest here. The cubic-
in-k term, on the other hand, is density dependent and has yet two components with
distinct angular symmetries: (i) the first-harmonic contribution proportional to sinφ and
cosφ and (ii) the third-harmonic contribution proportional to sin 3φ and cos 3φ; here φ
is the polar angle in 2D between k and the [100] direction (see SM). Interestingly, the
first-harmonic contribution with coefficient β3 has the same angular symmetry as both
the linear-in-k Dresselhaus β1 term (see Refs. [50, 80]), and the Rashba α term. An
additional term with the same form – the interface Dresselhaus term [44] – could also
play a role, see SM.
To a very good approximation, the coefficient β3 ' γk2F/4, where the Fermi vector kF '
√
2pin and n is the carrier density of the 2D gas. This neglects the tiny angular anisotropy
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in the Fermi wave vector due to the competition between the Rashba and Dresselhaus
effects (especially in GaAs wells). Note that by approximating β3 ' γpin/2, both the
first-harmonic and the third-harmonic parts of the cubic-in-k Dresselhaus term actually
become linear in k (see SM for details) and, more importantly, become density dependent.
We can now group the linear-in-k Dresselhaus term β1 together with the first-harmonic
contribution β3 into a single renormalized Dresselhaus term by defining β = β1−β3. It is
this density-dependent renormalized coefficient β that can be tuned with a gate voltage
to match the Rashba α coupling continuously. This matching leads to a k-independent
spinor (or, equivalently, to a k-independent effective SO field), whose direction is immune
to momentum scattering. In this way we achieve independent, continuous control of the
Rashba and Dresselhaus terms by using top gate and back gate voltages. This is an
unprecedented tunability of the SO terms within a single sample.
Spin decay at higher densities. — The strength of the third-harmonic contribution
of the Dresselhaus term is also described by the coefficient β3. This term, however, is
detrimental to spin protection as it breaks the angular symmetry of the other linear
SO terms and makes the spinor k dependent and susceptible to in-plane momentum
scattering, even for matched couplings α = β. As we show, the detrimental effect of the
third-harmonic contribution does not prevent our attaining the continuous locking over a
relevant wide range of electron densities.
Gate-tunable range of the Dresselhaus coupling β. — For the narrow quantum
wells we use here, β1 is essentially gate independent since the wave function spreads over
the full width of the well. This also implies 〈k2z〉  (pi/W )2 (the infinite well limit), see
Fig. 3.3(d), due to wave function penetration into the finite barriers. Thus, a change of
density by a factor of ∼ 2.5 changes β3/β1 = pin/〈2k2z〉 by the same factor, resulting in
a gate-tunable range of 0.08 . β3/β1 . 0.2. In addition, quantum wells of width
W = 8, 9.3, 11 and 13 nm were used [25, 119], resulting in a change of β1 by roughly a
factor of 2.
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Figure 3.2: Weak localization (WL) as an α = β detector, gate control of Rashba α at
constant density. (a) Measured charge density n (color) versus top gate voltage VT and
back gate voltage VB (9.3-nm well). Contours of constant density (3.5− 7.5)× 1011 cm−2
are shown. Inset: Optical micrograph of typical Hall bar, with contacts (yellow), gate
(center), and mesa (black lines). (b) Normalized longitudinal conductivity ∆σ/σ0 =
[σ(BZ) − σ(0)]/σ(0) versus BZ⊥ 2D plane. Curves for gate configurations 1 − 7 along
constant n = 4.5×1011 cm−2 are shown (offset vertically), also labeled in (a) and (c). (c)
Simulated Rashba α and Dresselhaus β coefficients (see text) against gate-induced field
change δEZ , shown for constant n = 4.5 × 1011 cm−2. The δEZ axis – decreasing from
left to right – corresponds exactly to the VB abscissa of (a) for a covarying VT , such that
n = 4.5 × 1011 cm−2 constant. Sketches of the well potential at 1, 4, and 6 illustrate the
change of α with δEZ . Note that α(δEZ = 0) 6= 0 since the external E-field (see SM) is
not zero at δEZ = 0.
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3.3.3 Detection Scheme for Matched SO Couplings
WAL is a well-established signature of SO coupling in magnetoconductance σ(BZ) [37,
50, 72, 80, 93, 101] exhibiting a local maximum at zero field. In the ±α = β regime,
the resulting internal SO field is uniaxial, spin rotations commute and are undone along
time-reversal loops. Therefore WAL is suppressed and the effectively spin less situation
displaying weak localization [i.e., σ(BZ) exhibiting a local minimum at BZ = 0] is resto-
red [23, 24, 29, 50]. Away from the matched regime, the SO field is not uniaxial, spin
rotations do not commute and trajectories in time-reversal loops interfere destructively
upon averaging [72] due to the SO phases picked up along the loops thus leading to WAL.
Hence this suppression is a sensitive detector for β = ±α. At high β3, this detection
scheme becomes approximate, giving β ∼ ±α [29]. We note that the WL dip – often used
to determine phase coherence – sensitively depends on the SO coupling [e.g. curves 3-6 in
Fig. 3.2(b)], even before WAL appears. Negligence of SO coupling could thus lead to spu-
rious or saturating coherence times. At higher temperatures, when quantum coherence is
lost, this detection scheme becomes inoperable, while it is expected that the mechanism
for tuning both Rashba and effective Dresselhaus coefficients continues to function with
only small corrections [44, 120] even up to room temperature. Also, note that Shubnikov-
de Haas oscillations do not show any spin-orbit splitting here (see SM) given the strength
of SO coupling in GaAs, making it clear that the quantum corrections in WAL and their
suppression at the symmetry point present a very sensitive detector for SO coupling.
3.3.4 Continuous Locking α = β
We proceed to demonstrate gate locking of the SO couplings α, β. Figure 3.2(b) displays
σ(BZ) of the 9.3 nm-well for top gate and back gate configurations labeled 1-7, all lying
on a contour of constant density; see Fig. 3.2(a). Along this contour, β is held fixed since
the density is constant (β1 is essentially gate independent), while α is changing as the gate
voltages are modifying the electric field δEZ perpendicular to the quantum well. Across
these gate configurations, the conductance shows a transition from WAL (cf. 1 and 2) to
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WL (4 and 5) back to WAL (7). Selecting the most pronounced WL curve allows us to
determine the symmetry point α = β. This scheme is repeated for a number of densities,
varying n by a factor of 2, yielding the symmetry point α = β for each density n [see
Fig. 3.3(a), blue markers], thus defining a symmetry line in the (VT , VB) plane. Along
this line, β is changing with density, as previously described, and α follows β, remaining
“continuously” locked at α = β. As mentioned earlier, this is a very interesting finding,
as it should allow the creation of persistent spin helices with gate-controllable pitches, as
illustrated in Fig. 3.1.
Simulations and Fitting of γ. —Self-consistent calculations combined with the trans-
port data can deliver all SO parameters. The numerical simulations [67] (see Appendix
and SM) can accurately calculate α and 〈k2z〉. This leaves only one fit parameter, γ, the
bulk Dresselhaus coefficient, which can now be extracted from fits to the density depen-
dence of the symmetry point, see solid blue line in Fig. 3.3(a), giving excellent agreement
with the data (blue markers). This procedure can be repeated for a set of wafers with
varying quantum well width and thus varying β1. This shifts the symmetry point α = β,
producing nearly parallel lines, as indicated with colors in Fig. 3.3(a) corresponding to
the various wafers as labeled. As shown, locking α = β over a broad range is achieved
in all wafers. Since gate voltages can be tuned continuously, any and all points on the
symmetry lines α = β can be reached. Again performing fits over the density dependence
of the symmetry point for each well width, we obtain very good agreement, see Fig. 3.3(a),
and extract γ = 11.6 ± 1 eVA˚3 consistently for all wells [Fig. 3.3(c)]. We emphasize that
γ is notoriously difficult to calculate and measure [63, 93, 101]; the value we report here
agrees well with recent studies [26, 63, 121]. Obtaining consistent values over wide ran-
ges of densities and several wafers with varying well widths provides a robust method to
extract γ.
Beyond γ, the simulations reveal important information about the gate tuning of the SO
parameters. The Rashba coefficient is modeled as α = αg+d + αw + αe in the simulation,
with gate and doping term αg+d, quantum well structure term αw, and Hartree term αe.
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Figure 3.3: Tuning and continuously locking α = β. (a) The markers indicate α ≈ β
for four different well widths (asymmetric doping) and various densities (gray contours
of constant n, labeled in units of 1011 cm−2) in the VT and VB plane. Error bars result
from the finite number of conductance traces in the (VB, VT ) space. Theory fits (solid
lines) are shown for each well, with γ as the only fit parameter (inset table, error bars
dominated by systematic error; see below). The dashed blue line indicates the slope of
constant α = β1, neglecting β3, which is inconsistent with the data. (b) Simulation of
locked α = β versus density n along solid blue line from (a), showing the various SO
contributions (see text). (c) Values of γ from fits for each well width W . Red dashed
line is the average γ = 11.6± 1 eVA˚3 (excluding W = 13 nm due to its larger error), gray
area is the ∼ 9% error, stemming mostly from the systematic uncertainty in the input
parameters of the simulations (see Appendix). (d) 〈k2z〉 as a function of well width W for
realistic (markers) and infinite (blue) potential.
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Along a contour of constant density, the simulations show that mainly αg+d and αw are
modified, while αe and β remain constant; see Fig. 3.2(c). The density dependence for
locked α = β, on the other hand, shows that while β1 is nearly constant, β3 is linearly
increasing with n, thus reducing β = β1−β3; see Fig. 3.3(b). Hence, to keep α = β locked,
α has to be reduced correspondingly. The Hartree term αe, however, increases for growing
n. Thus, on the α = β line, the other α-terms – mainly the gate- dependent αg+d – are
strongly reduced, maintaining locked α = β, as shown in Fig. 3.3(b). We emphasize that
neglecting the gate or density dependence of β3 and fixing α = β1 +const. results in a line
with slope indicated by the blue dashed line in Fig. 3.3(a), which is clearly inconsistent
with the data. Thus, the density-dependent β3 enabling gate tunability of the Dresselhaus
term is crucial here.
3.3.5 Dresselhaus Regime
We now show that α can be tuned through β and through zero in a more symmetrically do-
ped wafer, opening the Dresselhaus regime β  α. We introduce the magnetic field BSO,
where the magnetoconductance exhibits minima at BZ1 ≈ −BZ2. These minima describe
the crossover between WAL and WL, where the Aharonov-Bohm dephasing length and the
SO diffusion length are comparable. Beyond the WAL-WL-WAL transition [Fig. 3.4(b)
upper panel], BSO is seen to peak and decrease again (dashed curve). The gate voltages
with maximal BSO are added to Fig. 3.4(a) for several densities (red markers). We sur-
mise that these points mark α ≈ 0: BSO signifies the crossover between WL/WAL-like
conductance, thus defining an empirical measure for the effects of SO coupling (larger
BSO, stronger effects). For α = 0, the full effect of β on the conductance becomes appa-
rent without cancellation from α, giving a maximal BSO. Indeed, the simulated α = 0
curve [dashed red line in Fig. 3.4(a)] cuts through the experimental points, also reflected
in Fig. 3.4(c) by a good match with the simulated α = 0 crossing point (red arrow).
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3.3.6 Diverging Spin-Orbit Lengths
For a comparison of experiment and simulation, we convert the empirical BSO to a ”mag-
netic length” λSO =
√
~/2eBSO, which we later on interpret as a spin-diffusion length,
where e > 0 is the electron charge and the factor of 2 accounts for time-reversed pairs
of closed trajectories. We also introduce the ballistic SO lengths λ± = ~2/(2m∗ |α± β|).
These lengths correspond to a spin rotation of 1 rad, as the electrons travel along xˆ+
and xˆ−, respectively, with spins initially aligned perpendicular to the corresponding SO
field [e.g., for an electron moving along the xˆ+ its spin should point along xˆ+ or zˆ so
spin precession can occur, see SM (Eq. (3.27)), for an expression of the SO field]. For
β = +α, λ− diverges (no precession, indicating that an electron traveling along xˆ− does
not precess) while λ+ is finite, and vice versa for β = −α. An in-plane rotation of the
PSH by a fixed angle pi/2 from β = +α to β = −α was recently demonstrated [122].
Figure 3.5 shows the theoretical spin diffusion length λeff (see Appendix) and the ballistic
λ±, together with the experimental λSO, all agreeing remarkably well. Since at α = β spin
transport is ballistic despite charge diffusion, λ− and its diffusive counterpart λeff (small
β3) are essentially equivalent as shown in the SM. The enhanced λSO around α/β = 1
corresponds to an increased spin relaxation time τSO = λ2SO/(2D). Note that max(λ+, λ−)
quantifies the deviation from the uniaxial SO field away from α = β, and thus the extent
to which spin rotations are not undone in a closed trajectory due to the non-Abelian
nature of spin rotations around noncollinear axes. This leads to WAL, a finite BSO and
λSO ' max(λ+, λ−), as observed (see Fig. 3.5). Unlike the corresponding time scales, the
SO lengths are only weakly dependent on density and mobility when plotted against α/β,
allowing a comparison of various densities.
The third harmonic contribution of cubic-in-k term causes spin relaxation even at α = β
and becomes visible at large densities: WAL is present in all traces and through α = β
[Fig. 3.4(b), lower panel], because the SO field can no longer be made uniaxial, thus brea-
king spin symmetry and reviving WAL. A partial symmetry restoration is still apparent,
where – in contrast to the α = 0 case – a minimal BSO is reached (dashed curves) con-
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Figure 3.5: Experimental and theoretical SOl lengths and SO times. Experimental
λSO =
√
~/2eBSO (markers, densities as labeled, in units of 1011 cm−2) as a function
of the dimensionless ratio α/β (from SO simulation). The ballistic λ± (blue and red
dashes) and effective λeff (black dashed curve) are only weakly n dependent (small β3)
when plotted against α/β. Thus, curves for only one density (n = 6 × 1011 cm−2) are
shown. The experimental uncertainty on λSO is captured by the spread given by the three
slightly different densities. The coherence length Lϕ ≈ 7µm is added for illustration
(obtained from WL curves), setting the visibility of SO effects on the conductance and
thus the width of the WAL-WL-WAL transition. Inset: Experimental spin relaxation
time τSO = λ2SO/(2D) (circles) as a function of α/β for two densities as indicated. Theory
curves τeff (dashed) now include the symmetry-breaking third-harmonic term, preventing
divergence at α/β = 1, while λeff (main panel) does not.
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sistent with α = β [gray markers Fig. 3.4(a) at large n]. We include the cubic β3 in the
spin-relaxation time τeff (see Appendix), shown in the inset of Fig. 3.5 for two densities,
finding good agreement with the experimental τSO = λ2SO/(2D), where D is the diffusion
constant. Over the whole locked regime of Fig. 3.3(b), WAL is absent, and τSO is enhanced
between 1 and 2 orders of magnitude compared to α = 0. Finally, the coherence length
Lϕ sets an upper limit for the visibility of SO effects: WAL is suppressed for λeff  Lϕ,
setting the width of the WAL-WL-WAL transition (see SM).
3.4 Final Remarks and Outlook
This work is laying the foundation for a new generation of experiments benefiting from un-
precedented command over SO coupling in semiconductor nanostructures such as quantum
wires, quantum dots, and electron spin qubits. Moreover, our work relaxes the stringency
(i.e., the ”fine-tuning") of the α = β symmetry condition at a particular singular point
(gate) by introducing a ”continuous locking” of the SO couplings α(VT , VB) = β(VT , VB)
over a wide range of voltages, which should enable new experiments exciting persistent
spin helices with variable pitches in GaAs wells [25, 26], i.e., stretchable PSHs. Further,
this concept is also applicable to a range of other III-V semiconductors in various suitable
configurations. Another possibility is the generation of a Skyrmion lattice (crossed spin
helices) with variable lattice constants, as recently proposed in Ref. [123].
Finally, we stress that within the continuously locked regime of SO couplings we demon-
strate in our study, SO-coupled quantum transport in our samples shows a very distinctive
feature: it is diffusive (2D) for charge while ballistic (1D) for spins, thus providing a uni-
que setting for coherent spin control. This ultimately adds a new functionality to the
nonballistic spin transistor of Ref. [23]; i.e., it can now be made to operate as the ideal
(ballistic) Datta-Das spin transistor – but in a realistic 2D diffusive system, with yet
controlled spin rotations protected from spin decay.
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3.5 Appendix: Materials and Methods
GaAs quantum well materials. — The wells are grown on an n-doped substrate
(for details see SM) and fabricated into Hall bar structures [see inset, Fig. 3.2(a)] using
standard photolithographic methods. The 2D gas is contacted by thermally annealed
GeAu/Pt Ohmic contacts, optimized for a low contact resistance while maintaining high
back gate tunability (low leakage currents) and avoiding short circuits to the back gate.
On one segment of the Hall bar, a Ti/Au top gate with dimensions of 300× 100µm2
was deposited. The average gate-induced E-field change in the well is defined as δEZ =
1/2 (VT/dT − VB/dB), with effective distance dT/B from the well to the top gate or back
gate, respectively, extracted using a capacitor model, consistent with the full quantum
description (see SM). Contours of constant density follow δVT/dT = −δVB/dB. Deviations
from linear behavior appear at most positive or negative gate voltages due to incipient
gate leakage and hysteresis.
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Low-temperature electronic measurements. — The experiments are performed
in a dilution refrigerator with base temperature 20mK. We use a standard four-wire
lock-in technique at 133Hz and 100 nA current bias, chosen to avoid self-heating while
maximizing the signal. The density is determined with Hall measurements in the classical
regime, whereas Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations are used to exclude occupation of the
second subband, which is the case for all the data we discuss. The WAL signature is
a small correction (10−3) to total conductance. To achieve a satisfactory signal-to-noise
ratio, longitudinal conductivity traces ∆σ/σ0 = [σ(B)− σ(0)]/σ(0) are measured at least
10 times and averaged.
Numerical simulations. — The simulations calculate the Rashba coefficient α and
〈k2z〉 based on the bulk semiconductor band parameters, the well structure, the measu-
red electron densities, and the measured gate lever arms. We solve the Schrödinger and
Poisson equations self-consistently (”Hartree approximation”), obtain the self-consistent
eigenfunctions, and then determine α via appropriate expectation values [67]. The Dres-
selhaus coefficient γ is extracted from fits of the simulation to the experiment, which
detects the absence of WAL at α = β = γ(〈k2z〉 − k2F/4). Thus, given α and 〈k2z〉 from
the simulation and the measured n = k2F/(2pi), we obtain γ = 11.6± 1 eVÅ3 consistently
for all asymmetrically doped wells. Taking into account the uncertainties of the band
parameters, the experimental errors and a negligible uncertainty on 〈k2z〉, an overall un-
certainty of about 9%-10% or about ±1 eVÅ3 on γ results. About 1%-2% error originates
from the experimental uncertainty of determining α = β. The doping distribution (above
or below well) is not expected to influence γ, and hence we use the same γ for the more
symmetrically doped wafer. Fits to the α = β experimental points then determine how
much charge effectively comes from upper rather than lower doping layers, fixing the last
unknown parameter also for the more symmetrically doped well (see SM).
Spin-dephasing times and lengths. — In WL or WAL measurements, additional
spin-dephasing is introduced by the external magnetic field B via the Aharonov-Bohm
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phase arising from the magnetic flux enclosed by the time-reversed trajectories: ∆ϕ =
2eAB/~, where A is the loop area. Here we take A = λ2SO = 2DτSO as a characteristic
”diffusion area” probed by our WL or WAL experiment, with τSO being the spin-dephasing
time, and λSO the spin diffusion length. By taking ∆ϕ = 1 (rad) at B = BSO, we can
extract the spin-diffusion length λSO and spin-dephasing time τSO from the minima of the
WAL curves from λSO =
√
~/2eBSO and τSO = ~(4eDBSO)−1, respectively. The factor of
4 here stems from the two time-reversed paths and the diffusion length.
Effective SO times and lengths. — Theoretically, we determine τSO via a spin
random walk process [D’yakonov-Perel (DP)]. The initial electron spin in a loop can
point (with equal probability) along the sx− , sx+ , and sz axes (analogous to x+, x−, and
z, respectively), which have unequal spin-dephasing times τDP,sx− , τDP,sx+ , and τDP,sz . For
unpolarized, independent spins, we take the average τeff = (τDP,sx− + τDP,sx+ + τDP,sz)/3,
which leads to an effective spin-diffusion length λeff =
√
2Dτeff . Actually, λeff is defined
from the average variance λ2eff = σ¯2 = 2Dτeff , obtained by averaging the spin-dependent
variances σ2sx− = 2DτDP,sx− , σ
2
sx+
= 2DτDP,sx+ and σ
2
sz = 2DτDP,sz over the spin directions
sx+ , sx− , and sz (this is equivalent to averaging over the τ ’s and not over 1/τ ’s). In the
SM, we discuss the spin random walk and provide expressions for the DP times including
corrections due to the cubic β3 term. Figure 3.5 shows curves for the spin-dephasing times
and lengths presented here. In the main panel, the cubic β3 is neglected in λeff since for
n ≤ 7 × 1011 cm−2, WL appears at α = β (small β3). In contrast, the cubic term is
included in τeff in the inset since at the higher density n = 9 × 1011 cm−2, WAL persists
(sufficiently strong β3).
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3.6.1 Wafer Structure: Details
The quantum well (QW) samples are grown on (001) n-doped substrates, serving as a back
gate, with total distance of 1210nm between back gate and QW, including 600nm of low-
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temperature (LT) grown GaAs, see Fig. 3.6. The LT GaAs creates a barrier by pinning the
Fermi level midgap [124]. Thus, in a simple plate capacitor model, the effective distance
dB between QW and back gate is reduced by the thickness of the LT barrier, increasing
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Figure 3.6: Quantum well wafer profiles. MBE growth profiles of the asymmetrically
(left) and more symmetrically (right) doped QW wafers. The GaAs QW width W is
8, 9.3, 11 and 13 nm for the asymmetric and 11 nm for the symmetric QW, respectively.
the range of tunability and reducing leakage currents at the same time. Similarly, dT is
defined as the distance between QW and top gate. Good agreement is found between
dB/T extracted from the measured back/top gate dependence of the carrier density and
the as-grown thicknesses of the layers in the QW structure. The QWs are 75 nm below the
surface with a setback of 12nm to the Si δ-doping layer above the well for the asymmetric
QWs with W = 8, 9.3, 11 and 13 nm and an additional doping layer 12nm below the
2DEG for the more symmetric 11 nm QW.
Using top and back gates, the density is tunable typically in a range of n ≈ 2 - 8·1011 cm−2
(Fig. 3.7a) corresponding to mobilities µ ≈ 2 - 20m2/(Vs) (Fig. 3.7b). Tunability is limited
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by onset of gate leakage and hysteresis issues. For positive VT > 300mV and large negative
VB < −2V, a non-linear gate dependence is observed. Shubnikov-de Haas measurements
indicate that all data in this study are in the single 2D subband regime, consistent with
the numerical simulations. In section 3.6.9 we show a more detailed analysis of the
Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations. For low densities n . 2 · 1011 cm−2, WAL as a signature
of SO coupling becomes very weak or disappears due to the small wave number k2F = 2pin.
At even lower densities the electrons become strongly localized by disorder. Hence the
lower left corners of Fig. 3.7a) and b) corresponding to low densities are not displayed.
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Figure 3.7: Density and mobility map of 9.3nm QW. Charge carrier density n (a) and
mobility µ (b) as a function of top gate voltage VT and back gate voltage VB. Contour
lines are labeled in units of 1011 cm−2 (a) and m2/(Vs) (b), respectively. The lower left
corner was omitted due to a general lack of WAL at low n.
3.6.2 Temperature Dependence
Elevated temperatures suppress quantum corrections to conductivity, as shown in Fig. 3.8.
The magnetic field position BSO of the MC minima, however, appears not affected by
temperature (dashed line in Fig. 3.8), consistent with a spin-orbit (SO) length λSO inde-
pendent of T . At elevated temperatures, WAL and the BSO minima are shallower and
eventually can disappear, due to loss of coherence. This leads to a broadening of the
WAL-WL-WAL transition with increasing temperature, i.e. the size of the gate voltage
range where WAL is suppressed grows with increasing temperature, see Fig. 3.9 from left
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to right. Thus, in absence of symmetry breaking effects of the higher harmonic β3, the
phase coherence defines the width of the WAL-WL-WAL transition in our experiment.
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Figure 3.8: Temperature dependence of WAL. Magnetoconductance for a specific gate
configuration (9.3nm QW, n = 4.5 · 1011 cm−2, VT = −146mV, VB = 1V) showing clear
WAL signature at T = 300mK (green). The WAL maximum at BZ = 0 weakens for
T = 650mK (olive), and essentially disappears at T = 1200mK (red). The position
of the MC minima (defined as BSO) appears to be not affected by temperature (dashed
vertical line).
3.6.3 Numerical Simulations
Self-consistent approach and potential. The confining potential of our
GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As wells (see Fig. 3.10) contains [67]: (i) the structural part Vw
arising from the band offset at the interfaces, (ii) the potential Vg from the top and
back gates, which allows us to adjust the symmetry of the well profile and the electronic
densities while keeping the chemical potential µ constant, (iii) the doping potential Vd,
which remains fixed at low temperatures (we also use Vg+d = Vg + Vd), and (iv) the
electronic Hartree potential Ve which depends on carrier density. The 3D electron charge
density in the well ρe depends on the total potential Vsc = Vw + Vg+d + Ve, which in turn
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Figure 3.9: Temperature dependence of WAL-WL-WAL transition of the more sym-
metrically doped 11nm QW, shown for base temperature (left panel), 500mK (middle
panel) and 1K (right panel) for various (VT , VB) configurations (color coded) at constant
density n = 6 · 1011 cm−2. The curves are shifted vertically for clarity. Upon increasing
T , WAL weakens and finally disappears on both sides of the low-T symmetry point (see
e.g. green and dark brown curve), resulting in a widening of the transition.
depends on ρe via the Hartree term. Hence to find the eigensolutions of the system, we
solve the Schrödinger equation for electrons in the total potential Vsc = Vw + Vg+d + Ve.
Both Vw and Vg+d depend only on the z variable (growth direction). Within the Hartree
approximation, the electron charge density is ρe(z, ~r) = 2
∑
ν,~k |ϕν,~k(z, ~r)|2fk,ν , where
ϕν,~k(z, ~r) = 1√A exp(i~k · ~r)ψν(z) with ψν(z) being the νth subband wave function of the
well, ~k the in-plane electron wave vector, A a normalizing area, and fk,ν the Fermi-Dirac
distribution. Note that within the Hartree approximation, ρe(z, ~r) → ρe(z) because of
the plane-wave dependence of the wave function in the xy-plane and hence the Hartree
potential Ve depends only on z.
Upon summing over ~k, ρe(z) simplifies to ρe(z) =
∑
ν |ψν(z)|2nν , with the electron occu-
pation of the νth subband nν = m
∗
pi~2kBT ln[1 + exp(µ− Eν)/kBT ] and confinement energy
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Eν . Here µ is the electron chemical potential, kB the Boltzmann constant and T the
absolute temperature. The areal electron density n in the well and ρe(z) are related via
n =
∫
dzρe(z) =
∑
ν nν . We then solve the resulting one-dimensional Schrödinger equation
together with the Poisson’s equation for the total charge density ρtot(z) = ρe(z) + ρd(z),
where ρd(z) denotes the ionized donor concentration profile. We obtain the subband ener-
gies Eν and wave functions ψν(z) iteratively within this self consistent procedure when
convergence is attained.
The potential profile and the corresponding wave function for the 9.3 nm well based on
our self-consistent scheme are shown in Fig. 3.10 for top and back gates set to VT = 75mV
and VB = −500mV, respectively, corresponding to point 4 in Fig. 3.2 of the main text.
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Figure 3.10: Self-consistent potential Vsc and the corresponding wave function Ψ for
our GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As 9.3nm quantum well with the top gate VT = 75mV and back
gate VB = −500mV. The QW band offset potential Vw, the electron Hartree potential Ve
and the gate plus doping potential Vg+d are also shown. The first subband energy level
is E1 = −776.0meV (indicated by solid green line inside QW), i.e. 16.4meV below the
Fermi energy (not shown), which is pinned at −759.6meV (i.e., the mid gap energy in
bulk GaAs). The resulting carrier density is n = 4.5 · 1011cm−2. Note that the origin of
the abscissa is in the center of the well and the wafer surface is located slightly farther
away than specified in the growth profile (see also Fig. 3.6) due to the lever arm measured
in the experiment.
Expressions for the SO coupling terms. Rashba spin-orbit coupling α. As shown
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in Ref. [67], the strength α of the Rashba coupling can be cast as the expectation value
〈...〉 of the weighted derivatives of the potential contributions (i)-(iv) above:
α = ηw〈∂zVw〉+ ηH〈∂zVe〉+ ηH〈∂zVg+d〉, (3.1)
with
ηw =
P 2
3
(
δv/δc
E2g
− δ∆/δc(Eg + ∆w)2
)
, (3.2)
and
ηH = −P
2
3
(
1
E2g
− 1(Eg + ∆w)2
)
, (3.3)
which involve the bulk quantities of the well layer, such as the band gap Eg and the usual
Kane parameters ∆ (”spin orbit”) and P , in addition to the potential offsets δi, i = c, v,∆
(e.g., in Fig. 3.10 Vw = δc[Θ(W/2− z) + Θ(z −W/2)] for a well of width W centered at
z = 0; here Θ(z) is the Heaviside function. See also Fig. 3.10 and Sec. (III.E) below for
a further discussion of these parameters). Even though α = αw + αe + αg+d comprises
seemingly independent contributions, we note that each of these αw, αe, and αg+d does
depend on all four potentials (i)-(iv) via the self-consistent wave function used in the
expectation values. In particular, they all change as we vary the gates (top and back),
which allows us to fine tune α and thus attain the α = β regime when the Dresselhaus
term is considered.
We emphasize that the Rashba coefficient α can be rewritten in terms of an ”external”
electric field Eext = Egate +Ed +Ee, where we have defined Egate = 1e〈∂zVg〉, Ed = 1e〈∂zVd〉,
and Ee = 1e〈∂zVe〉 with e > 0 the elementary charge. Since the total force on a bound
state is zero (Ehrenfest’s theorem), i.e., 〈∂zVsc〉 = 〈∂z(Vw + Ve + Vg + Vd)〉 = 0, one has
the relation of α with Eext,
α = (ηH − ηw)eEext. (3.4)
Now let us turn to the change of α due to a variation of Eext, i.e. a variation δVT
of the top gate voltage and/or a variation δVB of the back gate voltage, giving δα =
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e(ηH − ηw)(δEgate + δEd + δEe). In our model, the variation δEd ' 0 since the doping
potential does not vary with the gates. Furthermore, in the case of constant density (as
shown in Figs. 2c and 4c of the main text), we also have δEe ' 0 since the rearrangement
of the quantum mechanical distributions of electrons in the gate range we studied is
negligible. Therefore, to keep the carrier density n unchanged when we tune the gates, we
have δα ' e(ηH− ηw)δEgate. Note that in the main text of the paper (and in Figs.3.2 and
3.4c), we use the notation of δEz = δEgate to describe the change of electric field along
the growth direction due to the gates.
Dresselhaus spin-orbit couplings β1 and β3. The linear β1 and cubic β3 coefficients
of the Dresselhaus well Hamiltonian arise from the expectation value of the bulk cubic
Dresselhaus Hamiltonian [13]. Using our self-consistent electron wave functions, we obtain
β1 = −γ〈∂2z 〉 and β3 = γk2F/4, where γ is the bulk Dresselhaus parameter and kF the Fermi
wave vector. To a very good approximation the Fermi contours are essentially circles and
hence can be approximated by the 2D free electron result kF '
√
2pin, with n being the
areal electron density, and β3 ' γpin/2.
Input from the experiment. Input for our simulations are mainly based on the ex-
perimental conditions:
1. The chemical potential is pinned at mid gap in GaAs (= −759.60meV) [124].
2. The top gate voltage VT and back gate voltage VB enter the numerical calcula-
tion as boundary conditions when solving the Poisson’s equation for Vg(z), i.e.,
Vg(−dT ) = −eVT and Vg(dB) = −eVB with the coordinate origin being chosen as
the center of the well, which amounts to a linear external gate potential Vg(z) =
−e
[
VT + (VB−VT )dB+dT (z + dT )
]
. The gate lever arms, i.e., the dT and dB values, are ta-
ken from the experiment and are close to the nominal values from the wafer growth
profile.
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3. We model the delta-doping regions in our samples by considering monolayer-thick
doped regions with an effective ionized areal doping density ρeff used in the simula-
tion, distinct from the nominal doping ρnom specified in the MBE growth.
In the asymmetrically doped wafers, the effective doping density ρeff is chosen so that
the areal electron density n(VT , VB) in the QW matches the measured values for all gate
voltages using the experimentally determined gate lever arms. We find a donor ionization
efficiency ρeff/ρnom of about 50% for all asymmetric wafers. We need to introduce the
effective doping density ρeff because the simulation does not include effects such as partial
absorption of donor electrons e.g. by positive background doping or DX centers, resulting
in partial (∼ 50%) rather than full ionization of donors.
In the more symmetrically doped wafer, in contrast to the asymmetric ones, we have
two δ-doping layers: an upper layer above the QW with effective doping ρeffu and a lower
layer below the QW with effective doping ρeffl . The effective doping asymmetry ratio
r = ρeffl /ρeffu modifies the Rashba coefficient α by changing the electric field across the QW.
In the experiment, we detect the α = β regime (absence of WAL), where β ∝ γ. Thus, r
and with it the simulated α will directly affect the extracted γ. There is no reason to have
a γ for the symmetrically doped QW that is different from the asymmetrically doped, but
otherwise identical QW. Thus, we choose the doping asymmetry r by requiring that the
Dresselhaus parameter γ take on the same value γ = 11.6 eVÅ3 as for all the asymmetric
wafers, while choosing ρeffu to maintain the measured charge density in the QW. Here, we
obtain ρeffu ∼ 0.61 · ρnomu and r ∼ 0.3, i.e., about three times more doping from above than
from below the QW.
We note that the QW electron density n is significantly smaller than the total effective
ionized doping ρeff = ρeffu + ρeffl , e.g. n ∼ 5 · 1011 cm−2 versus ρeff ∼ 15 · 1011 cm−2. Due
to the close proximity of the QW to the surface and to the interface with the LT GaAs
barrier, a large fraction of the ionized donor electrons will populate surface and interface
states, rather than the QW. This results in strong band bending at the surface and LT
interface, lowering the QW energy below the chemical potential and allowing populate
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the QW with electrons.
Fit of the Dresselhaus parameter γ. With our self-consistent calculation of α and
〈k2z〉 we can determine a so-called γ-map, which gives contours in the VB and VT space
where the condition α = γ(〈k2z〉 − 14k2F ) is full filled. We fit our symmetry points (where
α ≈ β) to this map and extract an effective value of γ = 11.6eVÅ3. In Fig. 3.10 we show
our experimentally determined symmetry points and the fit to these, as well as contours
with similar values for γ. Our extracted value of γ is clearly in good agreement with the
data, since the other values of γ would require symmetry points at different values of VB
and VT .
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Figure 3.11: γ-map. Contours of various values for γ for the 9.3nm wafer and the
determined symmetry points with their fit. The value of γ is indicated at each contour in
units of eVÅ3
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3.6.4 Gate Voltages and Contours of Constant Density
We will now describe the effect of the gate voltages within a quantum mechanical model
and compare the results to that of a simple classical plate capacitor model.
Quantum mechanical description. Here we treat the variation δV Tg (z) due to a
change of top gate voltage δVT and the variation δV Bg (z) due to a change of back gate
voltage δVB as a perturbation and obtain the first order correction to the lowest subband
energy, δE1 = δET1 + δEB1 with
δET1 = 〈ψ0|δV Tg (z)|ψ0〉 = −e
dB − 〈ψ0|z|ψ0〉
dB + dT
δVT , (3.5)
and
δEB1 = 〈ψ0|δV Bg (z)|ψ0〉 = −e
dT + 〈ψ0|z|ψ0〉
dB + dT
δVB, (3.6)
where ψ0 is the envelope function in absence of δV Tg (z) and δV Bg (z), and dT (dB) the top
(back) gate lever arms. Notice that in all our wafers the well width W  dT (dB), which
ensures 〈ψ0|z|ψ0〉  dT (dB) since ψ0 is mostly confined in the well (if ψ0 is symmetric
with respect to the center of the well, i.e., in a symmetric wafer, 〈ψ0|z|ψ0〉 is always zero).
Therefore we have
δET1 ' −e
dB
dB + dT
δVT , δEB1 ' −e
dT
dB + dT
δVB. (3.7)
The resulting change of carrier density δn can be straightforwardly written as
δn = −m
∗
pi~2
(δET1 + δEB1 ) =
m∗
pi~2
e
(
dB
dB + dT
δVT +
dT
dB + dT
δVB
)
. (3.8)
Note that this change of density considers only the response to changes of the gate voltages
and neglects the resulting change of the self-consistent Hartree potential. When the self-
consistent Hartree potential is also included, the resulting gate lever arm is identical
to the lever arm obtained in the plate capacitor model (see below) and reproduces the
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experimentally measured density changes very well. On a contour of constant density, the
Hartree potential is essentially constant in the voltage range considered here, and thus
drops out. From Eq. 3.8, a constant density results for δVT/dT = −δVB/dB. Furthermore,
the change of electric field for constant density is
δEz =
δVT − δVB
dT + dB
=
δVT + δVT dBdT
dT + dB
= δVT
dT
dT + dB
dT + dB
= δVT
dT
= −δVB
dB
. (3.9)
Classical plate capacitor model. Based on a simple plate capacitor model, a variation
of top gate δVT and back gate δVB induces a change of carrier density δnT and δnB,
respectively,
δnT = 0
e
δVT
dT
, δnB = 0
e
δVB
dB
, (3.10)
which also agrees very well with the measured gate effect. To ensure a constant den-
sity when varying the top and back gates, i.e., δnT + δnB = 0, we obtain, δVT/dT =
−δVB/dB, identical to the expression from the quantum mechanical description. Furt-
hermore, the change of average electric field on the left and right of the 2DEG plate is
δEz = 1/2(δVT/dT − δVB/dB). On a contour of constant density, this again becomes
δEz = δVT/dT = −δVB/dB, as before in the quantum description. For simplicity, we use
δEz = 1/2(VT/dT − VB/dB), i.e. using the actual applied gate voltages, rather than only
changes of voltages, as a practical choice of the origin of Ez, e.g. for Figs. 3.3c) and 3.5c)
(main text).
3.6.5 Estimate of the Error Bars in the Rashba Coupling due to the Uncer-
tainties in Input Parameters
The Rashba coupling strength α is more sensitive to the band parameters, especially to
the band offsets of the quantum well (see expression for α above), than the Dresselhaus
β1, which in our phenomenological description solely depends on the well confinement
via the wave function. Therefore, to extract a reliable γ based on the condition α = β
(locked α = β regime or absence of WAL), it is essential to assess how sensitive the Rashba
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coupling is to the band parameters.
A sketch of the conduction and valence-band offsets for our GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As quantum
well is shown in Fig. 3.10, where the relevant bulk parameters are indicated. The com-
monly accepted band gap in GaAs at low temperature is 1.519 eV [43, 125–128], and the
band gap in Al0.3Ga0.7As is 1.951±0.006 eV [126]. The main offsets of a GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7A
quantum well, δc (electrons) and δv (heavy and light holes), are taken from literature with
uncertainties of about 2% [126]. We obtain the split-off hole offset δ∆ straightforwardly
through the relation, δ∆ = δv + ∆b −∆w with ∆w (∆b) the split-off gap in the well (bar-
rier), see Fig. 3.10 and Table 3. The split-off gap ∆b of the barrier is obtained from linear
interpolation of the GaAs and AlAs values [127]. From the uncertainties in δv, ∆b and
∆w, one can evaluate the error bar of δ∆ [129].
Another crucial quantity determining the Rashba α is the Kane parameter P (see Eq.
1-3), usually expressed via the quantity EP = 2m0P 2/~2 (see e.g. Ref. [127]), with m0
the bare electron mass. We take EP for GaAs from the widely accepted values quoted by
Hermann and Weisbuch [130] (see also [127]), who extracted this parameter via a detailed
fitting procedure involving both the effective mass and the g factor. In their fitting, an
error of effective mass and g factor less than 1% has been assumed. As pointed out by
Vurgaftman et al. in their classic review Ref. [127], other estimates of EP with smaller
errors seem to have internal inconsistencies. The band parameters and Kane parameter
EP used in the simulations and their corresponding errors are summarized in Table 3.
Table 3: Main relevant parameters for the Rashba coupling. The unit is in eV
∆b(AlAs) ∆w(GaAs) ∆b(Al0.3Ga0.7As)
Value 0.30a,e (0.28c) 0.341a–f (0.340h) 0.329c
Error 0.02 (6.7%) 0.001 (0.3%) 0.007 (2%)
δc δv δ∆ EP
Value 0.261b 0.171b 0.159f 28.9c,g
Error 0.003 (1.2%)b 0.003 (1.8%)b 0.01 (6.3%)f 0.9 (3.1%)c,g
aRef. [125], bRef. [126], cRef. [127],dRef. [128], eRef. [43], fRef. [129], gRef. [130], and
hRef. [131].
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Figure 3.12: Schematic of the band offsets for GaAs/AlGaAs well. Eg (Eb) and ∆w (∆b)
are the fundamental band gap and the split-off gap in the well (barrier), respectively. δi
(i = c, v,∆) denote the corresponding band offsets: δc for conduction band, δv for heavy
hole (and light hole) , and δ∆ for split-off hole.
With all these parameters and the corresponding errors at hand, we can now evaluate
the Rashba coefficient α and its uncertainty. The α coefficient for our 9.3 nm well as a
function of back gate is shown in Fig. 3.13, where we vary both the top and back gates so
that the curve follows a constant density, n = 4.5 ·1011 cm−2. The α plotted here actually
corresponds to the one shown in Fig. 2c (red solid curve) of the paper. The error bar of
α for several values of the back gate is also shown in Fig. 3.13.
The resulting error of α is found to be ∼ 8%, with two dominating contributions, ∼ 4%
from the uncertainty of the band parameters and ∼ 3% from the Kane parameter P . The
remaining ∼ 1% error of α arises from the uncertainty of the measured carrier density,
the effective lever arms, and the resulting uncertainty of the doping efficiency (ρeff/ρnom).
This error analysis holds for all wafers used in this study. Note that to determine γ
(Fig. 2c), we use the error bars arising from experimental uncertainty (1− 2%) only, not
taking into account the 13nm wafer data due to its significantly larger error bar (using
three data points from the 8, 9.3 and 11nm wafers in Fig. 2c). We then add the larger
systematic error, resulting in a total error on γ of about 9− 10% or ±1eVÅ3. Finally, we
note that the γ extracted from the 13nm wafer is also consistent with this γ-value.
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Figure 3.13: Error bar on the calculated Rashba coefficient α. Rashba coupling strength
α as a function of VB on a contour of constant density n = 4.5 · 1011 cm−2 for the 9.3 nm
QW and corresponds to the α curve (the red solid curve) in Fig. 1c. The error bar due
to the uncertainty in input parameters for several values of back gate is also shown. The
error is about 8%.
3.6.6 Interface Dresselhaus and Random Rashba SO Couplings
Below we introduce other possible factors that could possibly affect our results, including
the interface Dresselhaus [44] and random Rashba SO couplings [48, 117, 132].
Interface Dresselhaus term. In addition to the usual Dresselhaus term arising from
bulk inversion asymmetry, in heterostructures and QWs, there is also an extra contribution
to the Dresselhaus coupling due to the interfaces. The general form of linear Dresselhaus
term in QWs reads [44],
HD = −〈∂zγ(z)∂z〉(σyky − σxkx) = (βu + βint)(σyky − σxkx), (3.11)
where βu ≡ −〈γ(z)∂2z 〉 is the usual Dresselhaus coefficient, βint ≡ −〈γint(z)∂z〉 the contri-
bution due to the interfaces of the QW, and γ(z) characterizes the z dependence of the
bulk Dresselhaus parameter, which depends on the material present at position z (e.g.
GaAs or AlGaAs). Also, 〈〉 stands for the expectation value with respect to the ground
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state wave function ψ(z). We have
γ(z) = γb[Θ(−z −W/2) + Θ(z −W/2)] + γwΘ(W/2− |z|)
γint(z) = γb[−δ(z +W−/2) + δ(z −W+/2)] + γw[δ(z +W+/2)− δ(z −W−/2)],
with γw and γb as the bulk Dresselhaus parameter in the well and barrier layers, respecti-
vely, Θ the Heaviside step function, and W± = limδ→0W ± δ with W standing for the
well width. Note that β1 ∼ −γw〈∂2z 〉 for weak wave function penetration into the barriers.
The interface Dresselhaus coefficient can be written in a more expanded form [44],
βint = −
∫
ψ∗(z)γint(z)∂zψ(z) = γb
[
ψ
(
−W2
)
ψ′
(
−W
−
2
)
− ψ
(
W
2
)
ψ′
(
W+
2
)]
+γw
[
ψ
(
W
2
)
ψ′
(
W−
2
)
− ψ
(
−W2
)
ψ′
(
−W
+
2
)]
, (3.12)
with ψ′(z) the first derivative of the wave function. From Eq. 3.12, it is straightforward
to obtain the interface Dresselhaus coefficient in structurally symmetric QWs as a special
case, with βint = 2ψ(W/2)[γwψ′(W−/2) − γbψ′(W+/2)]. Note that βint in general is
nonzero even in symmetric QWs, in contrast to the Rashba term, which vanishes in
systems with no structural inversion asymmetry.
To estimate the size of the interface Dresselhaus term, we determine βint through our
self-consistent calculation. For completeness, we consider our wells of both asymmetric
and symmetric doping configurations, corresponding to asymmetric 9.3 nm and 11 nm
wells and symmetric 11 nm well. Note that the exact value of the bulk Dresselhaus
parameter γ is controversial in both theory and experiment, and its value in GaAs ranges
from 8.5 to 30 eVÅ3[44, 125]. To proceed, we take our value γw = 11.6 eVÅ3 for our
self-consistent calculation, and determine how βint depends on γb [133]. We find that
βint essentially has a linear dependence on γb, as shown in Fig. 3.14. A sign reversal of
βint at γb ∼ 8.5 eVÅ3, is attributed to the interplay of the quantities γw, γb, and ψ′(z)
(Eq. 3.12), with ψ′(z) obeying the condition of (1/mw)ψ′(W−/2) = (1/mb)ψ′(W+/2) and
(1/mw)ψ′(−W+/2) = (1/mb)ψ′(−W−/2) at the two interfaces, respectively. Here mw
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Figure 3.14: Interface Dresselhaus coefficient βint as a function of γb at γw = 11.6 eVÅ3,
for the asymmetric 9.3 nm well, the asymmetric 11 nm well, and symmetric 11 nm well,
respectively. The range of γb plotted here is based on a similar reduction of the γb value
from its k · p value as the reduction of γw from its k · p value [133].
(mb) is the effective electron mass in the GaAs (Al0.3Ga0.7As) layer[134]. Note that here
we do not consider the spin-dependent matching at the interface, the effect of which was
found negligible in medium-size band-gap semiconductors such as GaAs [42].
Though βint appears at least a factor of 5-10 smaller in magnitude than βu and may thus
be negligible, we emphasize that this estimate of the interface Dresselhaus coefficient is
speculative, since (i) the value γb for Al0.3Ga0.7As is not available and (ii) the evaluation
of γb from k.p theory is not reliable. Note that we find γw ∼ 11.6 eVÅ3 for GaAs, more
than a factor of two smaller than the value (∼ 27 eVÅ3) [43, 44] from k.p calculations.
Since the usual Dresselhaus term and the interface term have the same SO form, Eq. 3.11,
the interface term simply gets absorbed in a changed value of γ which we extract from
the experiment. However, in absence of a reliable value of γb in Al0.3Ga0.7As, the estimate
only gives a very broad range for βint (incl. a sign change of βint, see Fig. 3.14), we cannot
determine how much the extracted value of γ is affected. To our knowledge, βint was not
quantified in other work studying the SO terms [25, 26, 51]. Further work is needed in
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the future to study the interface term, especially in very narrow QWs where the effect is
expected to be large.
Random Rashba term. Fluctuations of the concentration of dopant ions could lead
to a random electric field along the growth direction of QWs [132], and hence a random
Rashba coupling [48, 49, 117, 132, 135]. Our recent self-consistent calculations showed
that the averaged random Rashba strength αR in GaAs QWs, similar to our wafers here,
is around one order of magnitude smaller than the linear Rashba α term, i.e., αR ∼ 0.1α
[123]. Furthermore, we found that at the α = β point the random Rashba spin relaxation
rate is more then 20 times smaller than relaxation due to the cubic Dresselhaus term,
indicating a negligible effect of the random Rashba term in our QWs [123]. For more
detailed discussions about the random Rashba term in GaAs wells and in other systems
in which the random Rashba coupling could possibly become important, see Ref. [123].
3.6.7 Effective Spin-Orbit Magnetic Field
For a 001-grown GaAs well, the linear-in-the-wave-vector SO term contains both the
Rashba and Dresselhaus contributions
H
(1)
SO = α(kxσy − kyσx) + β1(kyσy − kxσx), (3.13)
with α and β1 = γ〈k2z〉 the linear Rashba and (”bare”) Dresselhaus coefficients, respecti-
vely, and kx,y the electron wave vector along the xˆ||[100] and yˆ||[010] directions. The cubic
(in k) Dresselhaus term reads
H
(3)
SO = γ(kxk2yσx − kyk2xσy). (3.14)
Equations 3.13 and 3.14 can be rewritten in terms of sin/cos functions of φ (1st harmonic)
and 3φ (3rd harmonic) with φ the polar angle between k and x axis. The linear term has
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only the first harmonic contribution
H
(1)
SO = k
{
[α cos(φ) + β1 sin(φ)]σy − [α sin(φ) + β1 cos(φ)]σx
}
, (3.15)
while the cubic term contributes to both the first and third harmonics,
H
(3)
SO = k
{
β3[cos(φ)− cos(3φ)]σx − β3[sin(φ) + sin(3φ)]σy
}
, (3.16)
with β3 = γk2/4 the cubic Dresselhaus coefficient.
Rotating the reference frame. For convenience, we further rewrite the above equa-
tions in the rotated coordinate system The xˆ+||[110] and xˆ−||[1¯10]. The linear SO term
becomes
H(1)SO = (−α + β1)k−σ+ + (α + β1)k+σ−
= k
[
(−α + β1) sin(θ)σ+ + (α + β1) cos(θ)σ−
]
, (3.17)
while the cubic term reads
H(3)SO =
γ
2 (k
2
+ − k2−)(k−σ+ − k+σ−)
= k
{
β3[sin(3θ)− sin(θ)]σ+ − β3[cos(3θ) + cos(θ)]σ−
}
, (3.18)
with θ the polar angle in the rotated coordinate system, i.e., the angle between k and x+
axis. From Eqs. 3.17 and 3.18, one has all the first- and third-harmonic terms,
HSO = H(1)SO +H(3)SO
= k
{
[(−α + β) sin(θ) + β3 sin(3θ)]σ+ + [(α + β) cos(θ)− β3 cos(3θ)]σ−
}
,(3.19)
with β = β1 − β3 the renormalized ”linear” Dresselhaus coefficient. Note that here β =
β1 − β3 implying that part of the cubic Dresselhaus term (H(3)SO) renormalizes the linear
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parameter β1 thus altering the condition for attaining the regime of matched SO strength
(or absence of WAL) from α = β1 to α = β. With the approximation (main text) β3 '
γpin/2, which neglect the small anisotropy of the Ferm wave vector, this renormalization
renders the Dresselhaus coupling β density dependent thus providing a means to gate-
tune β and attain the ”dynamical” locking α = β over a wide range of gate voltages,
as described in the main text (see Fig. 3.3b)). The remaining part of the cubic term
(third harmonic) breaks the angular symmetry of the SO terms and is detrimental to the
protection from relaxation.
Effective SO magnetic fields. It is convenient to reexpress the spin-orbit Hamiltonian
HSO in a compact form, i.e, in terms of an effective magnetic field BRD(k) due to the
Rashba and Dresselhaus terms,
HSO = 12gµBBRD(k) · σ, (3.20)
with g the electron g-factor in the well, µB the Bohr magneton and
BRD(k) = B(1)RD(k) + B
(3)
RD(k), (3.21)
B(1)RD(k) =
2
gµB
k [(−α + β) sin(θ)xˆ+ + (α + β) cos(θ)xˆ−] , (3.22)
and
B(3)RD(k) =
2
gµB
k [β3 sin(3θ)xˆ+ − β3 cos(3θ)xˆ−] , (3.23)
where B(1)RD(k) and B
(3)
RD(k) are the first- and third-harmonic SO fields, respectively. [80,
136] Note that within the approximation β3 ' γpin/2 both B(1)RD(k) and B(3)RD(k) are
linear in k. In addition, observe that for matched SO couplings α = ±β, B(1)RD(k) is
unidirectional, i.e., its direction in real space is k independent, while B(3)RD(k) has a k-
dependent direction (through 3θ), as can be seen in Eqs. (3.22) and (3.23), respectively.
As discussed in the main text, the third harmonic contribution of the cubic Dresselhaus
term is detrimental to spin protection because its resulting effective field B(3)RD(k) causes
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random spin precessions upon momentum scattering even at α = ±β.
3.6.8 Diffusive Spin-Orbit Time and Length
Here we calculate several relevant time and length scales in our systems by using a simple
2D diffusive model.
Random walk in two dimensions: diffusive motion. We determine the theoretical
spin relaxation time τeff via the D’Yakonov-Perel’ (DP) spin dephasing mechanism: as
an electron performs a two-dimensional random walk in real space due to momentum
scattering, it precesses about the momentum-dependent spin-orbit field BRD(k), whose
direction is randomly changing as well, thus accruing random precessional phases and
spin dephasing after many scattering events in a time τDP.
Let rxi =
∑N
j=1 δ
j
xi
be the xi component of the electron position vector on the (x−, x+)
plane after a total of N scattering events whose jth displacement along the corresponding
direction we denote by δjxi . As usual in random walks [137], 〈rxi〉t = 0 = 〈δjxi〉t and its
variance σ2xi = 〈r2xi〉t = N〈(δjxi)2〉t. Here 〈...〉t denotes a time average over the survival
probability P (t) = exp(−t/τp), with τp being the momentum scattering time. Here,
P (t) is the probability of surviving a time t without suffering a collision (momentum
scattering). The individual mean square displacement 〈(δjxi)2〉t = 〈(vxit)2〉t is independent
of j and equals to 〈(δjxi)2〉t = v2F τ 2p , where we have used 〈v2xi〉t = v2F/2 and 〈t2〉t = 2τ 2p .
Since N = τDP/τp, we find σ2xi = (τDP/τp)v
2
F τ
2
p = τDPl2/τp = 2DτDP, where l = vF τp is
the electron mean free path and D = l2/2τp. We now define the spin diffusion lengths
along x+ and x− via λ2DP,x+ = σ2x+ = 2DτDP and λ2DP,x− = σ2x− = 2DτDP, respectively.
Since λDP,x+ = λDP,x− = λDP, the direction of the diffusion is isotropic and the product
λDP,x+λDP,x− = λ2DP = 2DτDP gives the characteristic loop area A of a closed trajectory.
Thus we obtain λDP =
√
2DτDP for the conversion between spin relaxation time and spin
diffusion length. As already shown in the main text and methods, using an Aharonov-
Bohm phase of ∆ϕ = 1 from the flux through A, we can convert the experimental BSO to a
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SO length λSO =
√
~/2eBSO, which we can further convert to a SO time τSO = λ2SO/(2D).
For a degenerate 2DEG, the individual DP spin relaxation rates are spin-direction depen-
dent, with τDP,sxi (i = +,−, z) for spins polarized along xˆ+, xˆ−, and zˆ, being described
by [60]
1
τDP,sx±
= 2τ1k
2
F
~2
[
(α± β)2 + τ3
τ1
β23
]
, (3.24)
1
τDP,sz
= 4τ1k
2
F
~2
[
α2 + β2 + τ3
τ1
β23
]
. (3.25)
Here, τ1 is the transport scattering time τp and we assume τ1 ≥ τ3, where τ3 is the third
moment of the momentum relaxation time [60]. For dominant small angle scattering, one
obtains τ1 = 9τ3.
Effective spin-dephasing time and effective spin-diffusion length Note that
Eqs. 3.24 and 3.25 describe the relaxation of polarized spins, e.g. optically excited spins.
In contrast, there is a negligible spin polarization in our transport experiment, therefore
we define an effective τeff for a random spin, by taking the average of the spin lifetimes
τeff =
1
3
(
τDP,sx+ + τDP,sx− + τDP,sz
)
. (3.26)
Here we average the spin relaxation times rather than the spin relaxation rates. This
is because we have three independent, equally populated spin components that are each
relaxing through its own, separate channels (diffusion), in contrast to a single spin species
that can relax through three different channels. More precisely, we note that the initial
electron spin in a loop can point (with equal probabilities) along the sx− , sx+ , and sz
axes (analogous to x+, x−, and z, respectively), which have unequal (and independent)
spin-dephasing times τDP,sx− , τDP,sx+ , and τDP,sz . Hence we take τeff to be the average
in Eq. 3.26. Note that this also correctly results in a diverging τeff for α = ±β in
case of negligible β3. With this at hand, we can define an effective diffusive SO length
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λeff =
√
2Dτeff reading
λeff =
~2√
6m∗
√[
(α− β)2 + τ3
τ1
β23
]−1
+
[
(α + β)2 + τ3
τ1
β23
]−1
+ 12
[
α2 + β2 + τ3
τ1
β23
]−1
(3.27)
Equivalently, this average spin diffusion length can be defined from the variance σ¯2xi =
(σ2xi,sx− + σ
2
xi,sx+
+ σ2xi,sz)/3, along xˆi i = +,−, obtained by averaging over the initial spin
directions. At α = ±β and small β3 (and/or τ3  τ1) the SO length λeff diverges, as
explained in the main text. We fit our data points using Eq. 3.27 and the ratio τ3/τ1
as a free parameter, as shown in Fig. 3.15. The resulting ratio τ3/τ1 . 0.2 (0.4) for
n = 6 · 1011 cm−2 (9 · 1011 cm−2) can be explained by small angle scattering, originating
from the long range potential of the remote donors.
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Figure 3.15: Theoretical and experimental SO lengths including symmetry breaking.
In contrast to the ballistic λ± (dotted red and blue), the diffusive λeff (dashed black and
green, fits to λSO data points) includes the symmetry breaking higher harmonic term and
does not diverge at α = ±β. The highest density n = 9 · 1011 cm−2 (green markers) shows
the strongest symmetry breaking effect, where WAL remains visible through α = ±β,
thus allowing extraction of λSO < Lϕ at α = β.
Equivalence between ballistic and spin-diffusion lengths. We now argue that the
ballistic spin precession lengths λ± = ~2/(2m∗|α ± β|) introduced in the main text and
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the spin diffusion lengths λDPsx− =
√
σ2sx− =
√
2DτDP,sx− and λ
DP
sx+
=
√
σ2sx+ =
√
2DτDP,sx+
defined via the DP random-walk process are equivalent. Here we drop the index xi on the
variance, as it does not depend on xˆi sinceD is assumed isotropic in our model (Sec. 3.6.8),
and add a spin index to it, which we had mostly omitted in the preceding paragraphs
for ease of notation. From its definition, λDPsx− describes the spin diffusion length for an
electron performing a random walk in two dimensions with its spin pointing initially along
sx− . A similar interpretation holds for λDPsx+ . The definition of the ballistic λ± did not
include third harmonic effects. Thus when setting to zero the third harmonic term in
Eq. 3.24 and converting the resulting τDP,sx± to lengths using λ
DP
sx+
and λDPsx− , we obtain
straightforwardly λDPsx+ = ~
2/(
√
2m∗|α+β|) ' λ+ and λDPsx− = ~2/(
√
2m∗|α−β|) ' λ−. The
diffusion constantD cancels in the conversion from time to length. Hence the diffusive spin
relaxation length and the ballistic spin precession length are mathematically equivalent.
The physical reason for this equivalence is as follows. Firstly, recall that the ballistic
precession lengths λ± define distances over which an electron traveling along xˆ± with
its spin perpendicular to the effective Rashba-Dresselhaus field [Eq. 3.22] precesses by 1
radian. More specifically, an electron traveling along xˆ− (xˆ+) with its spin pointing along
either xˆ− (xˆ+) or zˆ (or any linear combination of these) will undergo spin precession about
B(1)RD(k−, 0) = 2gµB (β − α)k−xˆ+ ( B
(1)
RD(0, k+) = 2gµB (β + α)k+xˆ−) covering a distance λ−
(λ+) as it rotates by 1 radian. Secondly, note that the spin diffusion length λDPsx− (λ
DP
sx+
)
denotes a distance over which an electron moving initially along an arbitrary direction
on the (x+,x−) plane and with its spin pointing along sx− (sx+), accrues a net preces-
sion of 1 radian about the total Rashba-Dresselhaus field [Eq. 3.22] after many random
momentum scattering events. However, because the initial spin polarization is pointing
along sx− (sx+) we can neglect the Rashba-Dresselhaus field component that is parallel
to sx− (sx+), i.e., the xˆ− (xˆ+) component, when calculating the spin dephasing due to
the DP mechanism. This is physically justified as the precession around the parallel field
component does not drive the spin direction away from its initial spin polarization, but
rather just randomizes its phase around that direction. In the presence of just the x+
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(x−) component of BRD, which is perpendicular to the initial sx− (sx+), the real-space
random-walk problem in two dimensions becomes a 1D problem in spin space with the
electron spin performing random (”Abelian”) precessions about this unidirectional field
component. What we just described, despite 2D charge diffusion, is similar to a ballistic
spin precession about a fixed axis, which is precisely what λ+ (λ−) is; hence the equi-
valence between the spin diffusion λDPsx+ (λ
DP
sx−
) and ballistic λ+ (λ−) lengths. Note that
when the initial spin polarization for the diffusive motion is pointing along sz then both
components of the Rashba-Dresselhaus field are relevant for spin dephasing away from
this initial spin direction; a simple calculation using λDPsz =
√
2DτDP,sz and Eq. 3.25 yields
λDPsz = ~2/(2m∗
√
α2 + β2).
3.6.9 Shubnikov-de Haas Oscillations
In this section we show Shubnikov-de Haas (SdH) oscillations measured during a separate
cooldown of the 9.3 nm QW. Measurements were performed in a dilution refrigerator with
base temperature 20mK. We have used a standard four-wire lock-in technique at 633Hz
and 100 nA current bias. In Fig. 3.16 a) and b) the density and moblitiy maps for this
cooldown are shown. The lower panels labeled with 1-3 show the SdH oscillations (left
column) and their respective Fourier spectra (right column) for a contour of constant
density (n = 4.5 · 1011 cm−2) as indicated in the density and mobility map. In Fig. 3.17
the SdH oscillations and Fourier spectra for the gate configurations 4-6 from Fig. 3.16 a)
are shown.
The SdH oscillations are clearly visible for all gate configurations. In the Fourier spectra
we see a peak at the fundamental frequency of approximately 10 cycles per Tesla and
multiples of it. Panel 1 of Fig. 3.16 also shows the SdH oscillations calculated from theory
(to be presented elsewhere) with up to k = 6 Fourier components (black). These higher
harmonics are clearly seen in the Fourier spectra and are in good agreement with the
experimentally observed ones. We also note that these peaks are not accompanied by
any additional peaks. The influence of the SO interaction on the magnetoconductance
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Figure 3.16: Shubnikov de Haas oscillations measured on the 9.3 nm QW - I. Charge
carrier density n (a) and mobility (b) as a function of top gate voltage VT and back gate
voltage VB. Contour lines are labled in units of 1011 cm−2 (a) and m2/Vs (b), respectively.
Gate configurations at which the SdH data was measured are indicated on the density
and mobility map as points labled with 1-6. The gate configuration at which α = β is also
shown. In the panel below the corresponding SdH oscillations at the gate configurations
1-3 are shown (left column) and beside its Fourier spectra (right column). In panel 1 the
SdH oscillations plotted from theory and its Fourier spectrum are shown as well (black
curves).
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Figure 3.17: Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations measured on the 9.3 nm QW - II. Continued
SdH oscillations and their Fourier spectra for the gate configurations 4-6 as indicated in
Fig. 3.16 a.
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oscillations can cause a spin splitting of the subbands which leads to a beating pattern
in the oscillations. Here we do not see any beating nor are there any other frequencies
visible. The beating pattern due to SO induced spin splitting has been reported in
InxGa1−xAs quantum wells [138]. Generally the SO strength is much larger in In-based
semiconductors than in GaAs, thus one would not expect to see here a beating of the SdH
oscillations. We try to estimate the beating frequency compared to the SdH frequency
for the measured data. The MC oscillations can simply be described by an oscillation of
the density of states in 1/B [43]. For a beating to occur there must be two frequencies.
By comparing the relevant energy scales we can get an estimate about the period with
which the beating would occur in the low field regime. For simplicity we assume only
a contribution of the Rashba SO interaction. We compare the Fermi energy EF to the
Rashba energy ER = αkF . We get ER = 2αkF = 0.13meV and EF = ~
2k2F
2m∗ = 14.0meV,
where we have used α ≈ 8meVÅ and n = 4.5 · 1011cm−2. This means that these beatings
would occur at a very large magnetic field, which is beyond the low field limit. Thus it is
impossible to observe these oscillations in our data.
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4.1 Abstract
We exploit the high-symmetry spin state obtained for equal Rashba and linear Dressel-
haus interactions to derive a closed-form expression for the weak localization magneto-
conductivity – the paradigmatic signature of spin-orbit coupling in quantum transport.
The small parameter of the theory is the deviation from the symmetry state introdu-
ced by the mismatch of the linear terms and by the cubic Dresselhaus term. In this
regime, we perform quantum transport experiments in GaAs quantum wells. Top and
back gates allow independent tuning of the Rashba and Dresselhaus terms in order to
explore the broken-symmetry regime where the formula applies. We present a reliable
two-step method to extract all parameters from fits to the new expression, obtaining ex-
cellent agreement with recent experiments. This provides experimental confirmation of
the new theory, and advances spin-orbit coupling towards a powerful resource in emerging
quantum technologies.
4.2 Introduction
The spin-orbit (SO) interaction is of profound importance for a broad range of phenomena
in modern condensed matter physics, such as spin textures [139, 140], spin Hall effects [18,
141], topological insulators [19, 142–144] and Majorana fermions [20, 21], as well as for
application in spintronics [22, 53] and quantum computation [145–147]. Semiconductors
such as GaAs, InAs, or GaSb offer various strengths of SO coupling combined with a high
level of electrical control [29, 64–66, 92, 116, 122, 148] over the SO parameters e.g. in
quantum wells and are thus suitable for a broad range of experiments. The two dominant
contributions to SO coupling in semiconductor quantum wells arise from breaking of
structural and bulk inversion symmetry, quantified by the Rashba coefficient α and the
Dresselhaus coefficient γ, respectively. While the Rashba effect [14] is linear in electron
momentum, the bulk Dresselhaus [13] term is cubic. When projected into a quantized
2D system, it retains a cubic component with coefficient β3 but also acquires a linear
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component of strength β.
A particularly interesting situation arises when α = β: a persistent spin helix (PSH)
can be formed [23, 24], which is robust against D’yakonov Perel scattering, strongly
suppressing spin relaxation [25]. In this state, spins do not precess at all when traveling
ballistically along one particular direction in the 2D plane, while precessing quickly when
proceeding along the orthogonal direction in the 2D plane. Effectively, spin symmetry
is restored by a complete cancellation of the Rashba and linear Dresselhaus terms along
one direction and the creation of a uniaxial internal SO field – broken only by the cubic
Dresselhaus term and by a deviation from α = β.
With optical methods, the SO parameters can be readily extracted from experiments [25,
26, 68–70, 149–152] by monitoring a spin component directly e.g. with Kerr rotation
methods. This is much more difficult to achieve from electronic transport measurements
where the spin information is not usually directly accessible. In materials with strong
SO coupling, the beating patterns of the Shubnikov de-Haas oscillations can sometimes
be used to extract the Rashba parameter [64–66, 116, 138]. Even if SO coupling is weak,
quantum interference effects depend very sensitively on the spin of the electron, giving
weak antilocalization (WAL) as the paradigmatic signature of SO coupling in quantum
transport experiments. To extract the SO parameters from such highly-sensitive magne-
toconductance measurements, one needs to rely on a model containing the relevant SO
terms. For some special cases, it was possible to derive closed-form expressions already
early-on: with cubic terms only [9, 79], without SO terms altogether [9, 153], or for the
spin helix point β = ±α and β3 = 0, in which case weak localization (WL) was recovered
[50] as if there were no SO coupling at all. It is clear that these are very isolated special
cases of limited practical use.
A closed-form expression for the quantum corrections to the magnetoconductance that
incorporates all the SO coupling terms identified above is highly desirable not just for its
fundamental theoretical value, but particularly also for applications, where it is important
to be able to extract the SO parameters from transport data in order to control and engi-
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neer devices. This is required to turn SO coupling into a powerful resource for quantum
technologies. Moreover, a closed-form theory is clearly preferable over a numerical ex-
pression which can be difficult or unpractical to handle for data fitting. However, despite
almost 4 decades of considerable efforts, it was not possible to provide such a closed-form
expression containing cubic and both linear terms.
The spin helix state – predicted [23, 24] and realized [25, 29, 121] only relatively recently
– affords a new opportunity in tackling this long-standing and unresolved problem by
offering a high symmetry point around which a new small parameter may be introduced:
the deviation from the perfect spin symmetry, via imperfectly matched linear terms ∝
α − β or through the cubic term ∝ β3. In both cases of broken spin symmetry, the
effective SO field remains small, i.e. the WAL minima occur at small magnetic field, thus
remaining in the spin diffusive regime.
Here, we exploit this new small parameter and are able to derive a new closed-form
expression including cubic and both linear SO terms in the vicinity of the PSH point
by following the established WAL formalism. Further, we develop a reliable method to
extract all relevant SO parameters from quantum transport data using the new expression.
This method exploits the cancellation of the linear terms to first extract independently
the cubic term and phase coherence in the high carrier density regime where the cubic
term already breaks spin symmetry and restores WAL. Then, we tune slightly away from
α = β and can now also extract the linear SO parameters, again from fits to the new
theory. This two stage procedure delivers all SO parameters, in very good agreement with
recent transport studies [63, 148] as well as optical experiments [26, 40, 154]. In particular,
we extract a Dresselhaus material parameter γ = 11.5 ± 1 eVÅ3 in good agreement with
recent experiments.
4.3 Theory of Quantum Corrections to Conductivity
There is a large body of literature addressing the subject of quantum corrections over the
past decades: already the very early work of Hikami, Larkin and Nagaoka [9] includes SO
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effects in the form of impurity scattering (skew scattering) in the diffusive regime and is
the only work to date to provide a closed-form expression in presence of SO interaction
and a magnetic field. The effect of an in-plane magnetic field was also discussed soon after
[81]. For the case of III-V semiconductors where the Dyakonov-Perel mechanism [56] is
prevalent in the diffusive regime, the linear and cubic Dresselhaus terms were included in
presence of a magnetic field [80], providing an analytical but not closed-form expression.
A similar expression is obtained when only the Rashba term is retained [86]. For the
generic case with both Rashba and linear as well as cubic Dresselhaus terms, a closed-
form or analytical expression is not available and a numerical solution has to be obtained
[50, 93].
Beyond the diffusive regime, only skew scattering was considered [95, 99] and had to
be solved numerically. Both Rashba and Dresselhaus terms could be treated but only
numerically and without taking into account coherent interference effects between the
terms [101]. More complete numerical models exist for either only Rashba or only linear
Dresselhaus terms [103] or also for all three terms [104, 106, 136].
Here, we consider a 2D electron gas placed in the xˆ − zˆ plane and the yˆ-axis perpen-
dicular to the plane. The single particle Hamiltonian corresponding to an electron of
effective mass m∗, momentum p = {px, py, pz} and spin σ = {σx, σy, σz} with Rasbha and
Dresselhaus SO coupling reads
Hp =
p2x + p2z
2m∗ + α(σzpx − σxpz) + β1(σzpz − σxpx)
− γ(σzpzp2x − σxpxp2z) ,
(4.1)
where β1 is the bare linear Dresselhaus coefficient. This choice of coordinates highlights
the existence of a zˆ in-plane axis, obtained through a pi/4 in-plane rotation to be parallel
to [11¯0] (xˆ ‖ [110]), that becomes the quantization axis for the electron spin. At α = β
the spin projection on this axis is a good quantum number of the system, a property not
immediately apparent if one chooses the standard designation of zˆ perpendicular on the
plane.
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Since the conduction in the degenerate Fermi system is realized only by states at the
Fermi surface of wave vector kF , px and pz are expressed as a function of the polar angle
ϕp between the momentum p and the [110] axis. In this case the Dresselhaus Hamiltonian
obtains two distinct angular symmetries, effectively renormalizing the linear Dresselhaus
strength to β [50, 80, 148]. We can now write the single particle Hamiltonian in terms of
symmetric (+) and antisymmetric (-) combinations of the linear SO couplings, as
Hp =
p2
2m∗ + ~(Ωp × σ) · yˆ. (4.2)
The SO coupling is expressed via Ωp, which is defined as
~Ωxp = kF [(α + β) cosϕp − β3 cos 3ϕp] , (4.3)
~Ωzp = kF [(α− β) sinϕp − β3 sin 3ϕp] , (4.4)
where β = β1 − β3 is the renormalized linear Dresselhaus coefficient. We follow the
standard formalism to calculate the quantum corrections to the conductivity [50, 73, 80,
153] for the single particle Hamiltonian in Eq. (4.2).
The quantum corrections to the conductivity result from the renormalization of the scat-
tering matrix element through the coherent superposition of the incident and scattered
states. Although the bare impurity scattering is considered to be spin-independent, in the
presence of spin-orbit coupling, an additional spin component is involved in the calculated
effective value of the matrix element. This is a result of the slight change in the energy
of the electrons when the backscattered momentum is not perfectly anti-parallel, but rat-
her deviates by a small vector q. The ensuing variation in energy ∆E(q), considered
small when compared with the energy uncertainty in the collision process ~/τ0, depends
simultaneously on the two spin states of the electrons before and after the collision, which
are considered uncorrelated. In a perturbative approach that involves a power expan-
sion in ∆E(q)τ0/~, the renormalization is done through the eigenvalues of an operator,
called the Cooperon, acting in the 4-dimensional space associated with the two spin 1/2
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particles. The eigenvalues of this operator then yield the corrections to the conductivity
when summed over all the changes q and spin channels. Here, in the vicinity of the spin
helix symmetry, these eigenvalues can be calculated exactly and we obtain a closed-form
expression for the quantum corrections.
The possible total-spin states formed correspond either to total angular momentum J = 0,
the singlet S, or to the total angular momentum J = 1, the triplet states T0 and T±,
labeled after the values of Jz = 0,±1. The associated four eigenvalues make up the
quantum corrections in a system with SO coupling. The singlet is antisymmetric under the
exchange of the incident and scattered spins, leading to an additional minus sign, thereby
making the singlet contribution positive and, thus, responsible for the antilocalization
contribution to the conductivity. The triplet states, on the other hand, are all symmetric
and contribute negatively to the conductivity upon backscattering, thus making up the
localization contribution to the conductivity.
If a magnetic field is applied, the electron energy is quantized in Landau levels (LL) of
index n. In this case, the magnetoconductivity corrections are evaluated from a properly
normalized sum that incorporates all the spin channels in all LL. The interplay between
the Landau level quantization and the action of the SO coupling in determining the WL
contribution in the α = β regime is illustrated in Fig. 4.1(a). For any given Landau level
|n〉, we plot the energy of the orbit with respect to the singlet state and indicate the
values of the Cooperon wave vector kx along xˆ, which fixes the center of the orbit.
As we show in the Appendix, when α ' β, the coupling between the triplet modes
decreases so much that it can be considered independent in a first order approximation.
This is a consequence of the electron spins becoming polarized along the zˆ direction under
the action of an effective magnetic field ∼ (α + β), an orientation that is left unchanged
by the scattering process. In the vicinity of this high spin-symmetry point, the orbits of
the triplet states are all separated in momentum space with T+ located at kx−Q+, T0 at
kx and T− located at kx +Q+, where Q+ = 2m
∗
~2 (α+β). The energy of the orbits with the
T± states is proportional to ((α− β)2 + 3β23)/2, while that of the state T0 is proportional
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Figure 4.1: Cooperon terms around the PSH symmetry α = β, with singlet (S) and
triplet (T0, T±) states in a generic Landau level |n〉. (a) Energy of the Cooperon eigenstates
as functions of kx, the Cooperon momentum along xˆ which fixes the center of the orbit.
The S and T0 states are located at kx and become degenerate at α = β and β3 = 0. T+ and
T− are degenerate, but since the orbits are separated by 2Q+ there is no coupling between
them, giving WL. (b) Energies of the eigenstates in one Landau level as a function of the
ratio of α/β. The full curves correspond to the case where the cubic term is zero and all
states are degenerate at α = β and WL is observed. The dashed lines correspond to the
states, when the cubic term is strong, then S and T0 state are not degenerate at α = β
giving WAL even at α = β.
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to (α − β)2 + β23 , as shown in Fig. 4.1(a). The four associated eigenstates are written in
the tensor product space between the LL representation and the total angular momentum
representation as |n〉⊗ |J, Jz〉. The corresponding Cooperon wave vector kx is introduced
in the position representation of |n〉.
Although the energies of the parallel spin modes T± are equal, the misalignment along
kx with the center orbits separated by exactly 2Q+ precludes any coupling between these
modes. This situation corresponds to the separation in the momentum space of the two
Fermi populations of up and down spin electrons by Q+, that become spin polarized by
an effective magnetic field proportional to (α + β) [24]. (The Cooperon is composed of
two electrons, so the single particle states are separated in the momentum space by Q+.)
The remaining modes with Jz = 0, whose orbits are located at kx, generate opposite
sign contributions to WL. Exactly at α = β and β3 = 0 they cancel, leading to the
disappearance of the WAL. In Fig. 4.1(b) we illustrate how the states in the same Landau
level evolve as a function of α/β for zero cubic term (full curves) and finite cubic term
(dashed curves), which highlights the role played by the cubic Dresselhaus term, lifting
the degeneracy at α = β such that the T0 and S state no longer fully cancel, giving WAL
even at α = β.
In the Appendix we outline the major steps for the calculation (with further details in the
SM) while here we give only the result of the closed-form expression for the conductivity
correction ∆σ(B⊥) in a magnetic field B⊥, expressed in terms of the digamma function
Ψ,
∆σ(B⊥) =− e
2
4pi2~
[
Ψ
(1
2 +
Bϕ
B⊥
)
+ 2 ln Btr
B⊥
− 2Ψ
(1
2 +
Bϕ
B⊥
+ BSO− + 3BSO32B⊥
)
−Ψ
(1
2 +
Bϕ
B⊥
+ BSO− +BSO3
B⊥
)]
.
(4.5)
The coherence time τϕ and transport time τtr define two characteristic fields, the dephasing
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field Bϕ and the transport field Btr, which are given by
Bϕ =
~
4eDτϕ
, (4.6a)
Btr =
~
4eDτtr
, (4.6b)
with D the diffusion constant in 2D.
The form of Eq. (4.5) is very similar to the one from Hikami, Larkin and Nagaoka [9], but
now the arguments in the digamma functions contain the linear Rashba and Dresselhaus
terms as well as the cubic Dresselhaus term, via the effective magnetic fields BSO− and
BSO3. These are defined as
BSO± =
~
4e
(2m∗
~2
(α± β)
)2
, (4.7a)
BSO3 =
~
4e
(
2m∗
~2
β3
√
τ3
τ1
)2
, (4.7b)
where ~ the reduced Planck constant and e the elementary charge. The contribution of
the cubic Dresselhaus term β3 is represented in Equation (4.7b), multiplied by the square
root of the ratio of the backscattering time τ1 and its third harmonic τ3 which arises due
to the higher angular harmonics of the Dresselhaus term in the SO Hamiltonian [50, 80]
(see Eq. (S4) in SM). In modulation doped structures, the doping layer is set back from
the 2D electron gas. Compared to doping incorporated inside the quantum well, this
creates a softer, longer range scattering potential for the electrons with more prevalent
small angle scattering [155, 156]. For the ratio of scattering times, the range of possible
values is 1/9 ≤ τ3/τ1 ≤ 1, where 1/9 corresponds to dominant small angle scattering [93]
and 1 indicates short range scattering (isotropic). Equation (4.5) is valid in the diffusive
regime, where Btr  B⊥ and naturally requires weak SO coupling. This is assuming that
the spins are precessing only by a small angle in a time τtr, corresponding to the condition
BSO±  Btr.
In Fig. 4.2 we plot the magnetoconductance according to Eq. (4.5) with and without the
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cubic Dresselhaus term. As we vary the Rashba strength α while keeping the renormalized
Dresselhaus term β constant, the conductivity traces transition from WAL (red traces)
to WL (black trace), where α = β. We note that the absence of WAL alone (red dashed
and black traces, left panel) does not uniquely identify the PSH symmetry point. Rather,
the most pronounced WL curve (black trace) with the deepest and sharpest dip indicates
realization of the PSH point. Some small amount of SO coupling (cubic and/or linear
terms) away from the symmetry point quenches WL, reducing the depth and sharpness
of the WL dip without the appearance of WAL, i.e. a maximum of conductivity at zero
field. A lower coherence time has a similar effect, also reducing the depth of the WL
dip, and can be difficult to separate from the effects of weak SO coupling [157–159]. If
a sufficiently strong cubic term is present, WL is suppressed and WAL appears even at
α = β (black trace), where the position of the WAL minima (indicated by the dashed
blue curve) are closest to B⊥ = 0.
4.4 Experiment
4.4.1 Control of Spin Orbit Parameters
We will now discuss the different constituents of Eq. (4.7a) and Eq. (4.7b) and how they
relate to experimental adjustable parameters. Electric fields, doping and the interface
of the heterojunction result in a confining potential, which causes structure inversion
asymmetry and is the origin of the Rashba effect [14]. Its strength α can be tuned as a
function of the electric field [64, 65] and is parameterized in our QW as follows
α = α0 + α1δEz, (4.8)
where α0 is a sample specific offset and α1 accounts for the effect of the induced elec-
tric field detuning δEz coming from the voltages applied to the top and back gates (see
Eq. (4.29) in the Appendix). The Dresselhaus SO interaction [13] is characterized by the
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Figure 4.2: Magnetoconductance curves in the regime close to the spin helix symmetry
as given by Eq. (4.5). The black traces correspond to α = β. Left panel: Spin orbit
coupling causes a quench of the WL before WAL appears (dashed red traces). Right
panel: For a strong cubic term, WAL appears even at α = β and is defined by the WAL
trace with the WAL minima closest to B⊥ = 0
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renormalized linear Dresselhaus strength β, which reads
β = β1 − β3 = γ
(
〈k2z〉 −
k2F
4
)
, (4.9)
where β1 = γ〈k2z〉 and β3 = 14γk2F is the cubic Dresselhaus term, with γ being the bulk
Dresselhaus material coefficient. As the Fermi momentum k2F = 2pin depends on the
density n, the renormalized Dresselhaus strength becomes controllable via gate voltages,
which has recently been demonstrated [148]. Over the range of the applied gate voltages
〈k2z〉 is effectively constant.
4.4.2 Evaluation Procedure
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Figure 4.3: Density map with symmetry points (purple triangles) as a function of top
VT and back gate VB voltage for data set #2 (see supplementary for details). Along
contours of constant density (labeled in units of 1015m−2), BSO− is changing as a function
of detuning δEz, while BSO3 is constant. The gray circles indicate the measured gate
configurations. The triangles correspond to the approximate position where α = β and
the purple line corresponds to a plot of the calculated PSH condition from the extracted
SO parameters. Eq. (4.5) is valid everywhere between the red dashed lines.
In the experiment, we first extract the cubic term and phase coherence where the linear
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terms cancel but the cubic term already breaks spin symmetry. Then, we detune the
linear terms away from equal size and can extract their strength as well, again from fits
to the new theory. We control the strength of the SO parameters α and β with the top
gate voltage VT and the back gate voltage VB. As described in the previous paragraphs,
these parameters depend on density n and the detuning δEz. To obtain a more useful
parameter space, we measure the density as a function of VT and VB and obtain a density
map, shown in Fig. 4.3, with contours of constant density, along which the detuning δEz
changes. We note that for sufficiently negative back gate and positive top gate voltages,
the contours of constant density become non-linear, which limits the usable range of δEz
and n. The range of the density is further limited by the requirement that the cubic
Dresselhaus term β3, which depends on density, be large enough, such that BSO3 causes
WAL even at the PSH symmetry.
The PSH symmetry points are indicated by the purple markers in Fig. 4.3 and their
position is estimated from the conductivity traces with the least pronounced WAL fea-
ture. This can be done, since along contours of constant density only BSO− changes as a
function of δEz and BSO3 remains constant, as scattering potentials do not change τ3/τ1
significantly for constant density. The gate configurations where conductivity traces were
measured are indicated by the gray circles in Fig. 4.3. At the gate configurations around
the symmetry point, BSO− is very small and is set to zero when fitting Eq. (4.5) to the
data, where only Bϕ and BSO3 are the fit parameters (see Appendix Sec. 4.6.4 and Sup-
plemental Material Sec. 4.7.4). The transport field Btr is known from independent Hall
measurements of density n and mobility µ. Since the symmetry point is not precisely
known, we determine BSO3 very similarly at the surrounding gate configurations and take
the average value, thus obtaining a more robust value for BSO3.
In Fig. 4.4(a) we show typical fits (red) to the measured (black) conductivity traces around
the symmetry point. The agreement between fit and theory is very good for B⊥  Btr,
where Btr is indicated by the dashed gray curve. The extracted fit parameters BSO3 (red
triangles) and Bϕ (blue triangles) are shown as a function of density in the upper panel of
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Figure 4.4: (a) Measured conductivity traces (black) around the symmetry point and
fits (red) using Eq. (4.5) with the respective density labeled at each trace in units of
1015m−2. The measured traces have been symmetrized in B⊥ for fitting. The gray dashed
curves correspond to the fit range obeying B⊥  Btr. (b) Upper panel: extracted BSO3
values versus density. The red dashed curve is a quadratic fit to BSO3. The blue markers
and curve correspond to the extracted and calculated Bϕ (see main text). Middle panel:
extracted τ3/τ1 using the later to be determined γ for each individual value of BSO3 from
the upper panel. The red dashed line is the average of τ3/τ1. Lower panel: coherence
time from the extracted Bϕ for the respective density and mobility. The red dashed curve
is a fit to the data assuming Nyquist dephasing. For the two lowest densities 6.0 and 6.5
(left of the dashed vertical line), the extracted values of BSO3 and Bϕ are only bounds,
see text.
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Fig. 4.4(b). A quadratic fit (see Eq. (4.7b)) to the BSO3 data finds good agreement, see red
dashed line. At low temperatures, Nyquist dephasing dominates [37] and τ−1ϕ ∝ TλF/le,
with T being the electron temperature, λF the Fermi wavelength and le the mean free path.
Here, the electron temperature is ∼100 mK estimated independently [160, 161]. Since
Bϕ ∝ τ−1ϕ , we can express Bϕ in terms of density and mobility via the above expression
for τϕ. This is shown with the blue curve, reproducing the trend of the extracted Bϕ
quite well. For n < 7×1015cm−2, indicated by the dashed black line in Fig. 4.4 b), we
observe that the conductivity traces in Fig. 4.4 a) no longer show a WAL feature and that
BSO3 ≤ Bϕ. Thus for densities to the left of the black dashed line, the extraction of a
meaningful value for BSO3 and Bϕ is no longer possible and only an upper bound can be
determined.
Using the value of Bϕ we can also determine the coherence time τϕ for each density, which
is shown in the lower panel of Fig. 4.4(b). The coherence time is of the order of 1 ns, which
is a value expected in GaAs 2D electron gases at mK temperatures [101, 162, 163]. The
red dashed curve shows the dependence of τϕ on density, calculated also for Nyquist
dephasing, in qualitative agreement with the data. This allows us to keep τϕ constant
along contours of constant density as the mobility change of ∼10% is smaller than the
error on τϕ.
We now proceed with the evaluation away from the PSH symmetry by keeping BSO3 and
τϕ fixed for each density, thus facilitating the extraction of BSO− as a function of the
detuning δEz. In Fig. 4.5(a) we show the fits (green) to the conductivity traces along
constant density, finding good agreement of the fit with the data. We repeat this for all
densities with the respective values of τϕ and BSO3 as previously determined. This delivers
a full data set of BSO− as a function of the density n and the detuning δEz. Rewriting
Eq. (4.7a) with the expressions of α and β (see Eq. (4.8) and Eq. (4.9)) we obtain
BSO− ∝
(
A+ α1δEz +
1
2piγn
)2
, (4.10)
with the fit parameters α1 and γ and A = α0−γ〈k2z〉. Thus, the extracted values of BSO−
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Figure 4.5: Measured traces away from α ≈ β. (a) Fits (green) to the conductivity
traces (black) for constant density n = 9.25 × 1015m−2 in Fig. 4.3. The gray dashed
lines indicate the range for the diffusive approximation. Each curve is labeled with its
detuning value δEz. (b) Extracted values of BSO− versus the detuning δEz for all densities
(arranged vertically and labeled in units of 1015m−2 for each BSO− curve). The error bars
correspond to the error on the fit parameter (i.e. one standard deviation). The data in
the gray shaded area is included in the fit.
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are expected to follow a parabolic shape, which is also seen in Fig. 4.5(b). Some deviations
from a parabola are apparent, which are due to the non-linear dependence of the density
on gate voltages (see Fig. 4.3). We exclude such data from the fit. The gray shaded area
indicates the data points included in the fit – the fit mask – considering the validity of
the theory and using only the linear region of gate voltage parameter space, see Fig. 4.3
and Appendix Sec. 4.7.4. The non linear behavior can be seen for larger detunings as the
effect of δEz weakens and the BSO− parabolas become stretched.
The resulting fit to the data is shown in Fig. 4.5(b) (blue curve), in good agreement with
the data within the fit mask and directly yields A, α1 and γ. Self consistent simulations
give a value for 〈k2z〉 [148], allowing us to determine the Rashba offset parameter α0 from
A.
4.4.3 Determination of the SO Parameters
In Fig. 4.6 we show the results from 5 independent measurements obtained from 2 Hall
bar samples on the same quantum well material (see supplementary Sect.4.7.3). Panels
(a) through (c) show the fitted values for γ, α0 and α1, with their average (red lines) and
standard deviation of the mean (red dashed lines). Data sets vary in exact position and
especially in number of points measured per density, resulting in varying fit values and
associated error bars. To work from the largest possible set of data available we simply
include all these independent measurements in the analysis. The complete data sets can
be seen on display in the supplementary. The blue lines correspond to the respective
values obtained recently from the same wafer material in a previous study [148].
We note that the reported values of γ in quantum transport over the last 30 years ranged
from ∼ 4-28 eVÅ3 [101, 164]. The values of γ = 28 eVÅ3 are close to the literature value,
which is obtained from k · p calculations. However, electronic bandstructure calculations
in k · p approximation or with density functional theory tend to give inaccurate SO
parameters because these calculations neglect either the many body interactions or contain
too many parameters which have to be assumed. In recent years, self consistent numerical
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Figure 4.6: SO parameters from 5 measurements obtained on 2 samples. Measurements
1 and 3 correspond to Hall bar no. I and measurements 2,4 and 5 correspond to Hall
bar no. II, where measurement 5 is from another cool down, details in supplementary
Sect. 4.7.3. The blue lines correspond to the values obtained in a previous work [148], the
red lines correspond to their average and the red dashed lines correspond to the standard
deviation of the mean. (a) Dresselhaus coefficient γ (b) offset α0 of the Rashba parameter,
(c) α1 of the Rashba parameter and (d) average scattering time ratio τ3/τ1.
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calculations including the cubic Dresselhaus term were combined with experiments [63,
148], giving values γ ∼ 9-11.5 eVÅ3. These results are confirmed by state of the art
single particle GW approximations, calculating the self-energy of a many body system of
electrons [165] or density functional theory with density dependent exchange potentials
[166]. These results agree very well with our average of 11.5± 1 eVÅ3 and also recent
works using optical spin excitation [26, 121, 154].
The offset parameter α0 accounts for SO coupling from the electric fields of the charges in
the doping layer and the potential of the Hartee term and is a sample specific parameter. It
can be calculated via self-consistent methods [67, 148], which is identical with the average
of the extracted value. Finally, the Rashba field parameter α1 has an average value of
around 9.4 eÅ2 which can also be calculated purely from band structure parameters in a
quantum well [67] giving 9.2 eÅ2, very close to previously extracted values [148] and ours.
With the previously determined values of BSO3, we can now extract the value of τ3/τ1
using Eq. (4.7b) and the now known value of γ. Assuming τ3/τ1 being constant over
the range of measured densities, allows us to extract τ3/τ1 from the quadratic fit to the
BSO3 data, shown in the upper panel of Fig. 4.4(b). The fit parameter is proportional to
γτ3/τ1 and turns out to be almost the same for all measurements and yields the values
shown in Fig. 4.6(d) by supplying the respective value of γ from each measurement. Since
τ3/τ1 ∝ 1/γ2, smaller values of γ yield a larger τ3/τ1, see data points #3 and #4 in
Fig. 4.6(d). From the BSO3(n) data we can also determine τ3/τ1 as a function of density
n, using the extracted γ, which is shown in the middle panel of Fig. 4.4(b). The values
barely change over the range of measured densities and its average value of ∼ 0.2 agrees
with the one extracted from the fit to BSO3. Overall, the extracted values of τ3/τ1 are
around 0.3, much smaller than 1, indicating that small angle scattering dominates [93].
4.5 Conclusion
We derived a closed-form expression for the quantum corrections in the vicinity of the
PSH symmetry, which includes the Rashba and linear Dresselhaus terms, as well as the
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cubic Dresselhaus term. In transport experiments, we studied how breaking of the PSH
symmetry, due to the cubic Dresselhaus term and the deviation of the balanced condition
of the linear terms, allows to fully quantify the SO strength in a GaAs QW. We achie-
ved this by carefully identifying the different PSH symmetry breaking mechanisms using
quantum interference effects.
From the extracted SO terms we directly obtain fundamental SO parameters such as
the Dresselhaus coefficient γ and the Rashba parameter α1, which are in good agreement
with recent calculations and experiments. Supplying the variance 〈k2z〉 from self-consistent
simulations allowed to determine the offset α0 of the Rashba parameter.
The good agreement of the extracted SO parameters with recent theories is an excellent
indicator that the new model accurately describes the quantum corrections in the vicinity
of the PSH symmetry and can be used as a tool in future studies, whenever Rashba
and Dresselhaus SO strengths are comparable. The capability to extract all relevant SO
parameters from quantum transport experiments – obtained from fits to a new closed-
form theory – opens the door to engineer and control the SO interaction as a useful
resource in novel quantum materials such as tailored spin textures, Majorana fermions
and parafermions. Further, it can be used to coherently manipulate spins in emerging
quantum technologies such as spintronics and quantum computation. This technique is
also applicable in other materials where the symmetry-broken PSH regime is accessible.
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4.6 Appendix: Materials and Methods
4.6.1 Formalism to calculate quantum corrections
Here, we highlight the most relevant results from the formalism to calculate the quantum
corrections. The full procedure to calculate the Cooperon and its eigenvalues is shown in
detail in the supplementary materials (SM). Our starting point is the general expression
connecting the quantum corrections to the conductivity ∆σ and the Cooperon eigenvalues
Ci(q),
∆σ = −2e
2Dτ 20 ν0
~2
∑
q,i
Ci(q) . (4.11)
To determine the relevant singlet and triplet Cooperon modes (i = 0, 1, 2, 3), we start
with the impurity mediated equation for the Cooperon amplitude Cp,p′(q)
Cp,p′(q) = |Vp,p′ |2
+
∑
p′′
|Vp,p′′ |2G+−p′′+~q,+~ωG−p′′,Cp′′,p′ .
(4.12)
The Cooperon amplitude above represents the effective interaction vertex which renor-
malizes the impurity scattering potential Vp,p′ . It iteratively includes all higher-order
processes (multiple scattering events) involving the scattering off of impurities of two
electrons following time-reversed paths described by the retarded and advanced impurity-
averaged propagators G±. We solve Eq. 4.12 via an iterative procedure by expanding the
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Cooperon ampliture in its angular harmonics and in the limit ~q  p (since ~q = p + p′
and p′ ≈ −p). After some lengthy but straightforward calculation (SM) we find for the
relevant zeroth-order harmonic of the Cooperon amplitude
C
(0)
p,p′(q) =
|Vp,p′|2
τ0H . (4.13)
The operator H in the denominator of the Cooperon is
H = Dq2 + 1
τϕ
+D
{[
Q2+ +Q23
]
J2z +
[
Q2− +Q23
]
J2x
+ 2Q+qzJx − 2Q−qxJz} , (4.14)
where Jx,z are the total spin angular momentum components and
Q± =
2m∗
~2
(α± β) , (4.15)
Q3 =
2m∗
~2
(
β3
√
τ3
τ1
)
. (4.16)
We can now diagonalize the Cooperon operator in Eq. (4.13), a matrix in the basis of
the total angular momentum of the two spins, and obtain the quantum correction from
Eq. (4.11). In what follows, we carry out this procedure for the case in the presence of
a quantizing magnetic field B⊥ relevant for the experimental probing of the weak- (and
anti-) localization corrections to the conductivity. As described in detail in the SM, in
this case we need to switch to a real space description. This is so because in the presence
of a magnetic field we approximate the propagators by simply multiplying their zero-field
counterpart by a vector potential (A) dependent phase [153]
G˜±(r, r′) = e
ie
~
∫ r′
r A(l)·dlG±(r, r′) . (4.17)
This standard procedure leads to the change H → H˜ with
H˜(r, r′) = ei 2e~
∫ r′
r A(l)·dlH(r, r′) , (4.18)
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in the denominator of the zeroth-order Cooperon operator; the Fourier transform of
H(r, r′) at zero magnetic field is given by Eq. (4.14).
We solve the generalized eigenvalue problem,
∫
ei
2e
~ A·(r′−r)H(r, r′)ψ(r′)dr′ = Eψ(r) , (4.19)
with suitable expansions of the integrand in powers of ∆r = r′ − r  l and define the
canonical transformation,
−i∇z =
√
2eB⊥
~
(a−a†)
i
√
2 , (4.20)
z + z0 = 1√ 2eB⊥
~
(a+a†)√
2 , (4.21)
with z0 = kx~/2eB⊥ (kx is the Cooperon wave vector along xˆ). a and a† are bosonic
operators, i.e. [a, a†] = 1 that describe the quantization of the Landau levels. We thus
obtain the characteristic equation in the number representation,
{
1
τϕ
+D
(
Q2+ +Q23
)
J2z +
(
Q2− +Q23
)
J2x
− DQ+Jz
√
4eB⊥
~
(a+ a†)− iDQ−Jx
√
4eB⊥
~
(a− a†)
+ D
(4eB⊥
~
)(
a†a+ 12
)}
|u〉 = E|u〉 , (4.22)
where |u〉 is the corresponding eigenket.
In the basis of the total spin angular momentum associated with the 4-dimensional tensor
product of the two spin operators of the electrons in time-reversed path, we evaluate the
singlet and triplet Landau eigenvalues E˜n,i = En,i/(4DeB⊥/~) of the Cooperon (i = 0
corresponds to the singlet state and i = 1, 2, 3 label the triplet state).
The singlet J = 0, Jz = 0 solution of the Cooperon equation is immediately factored, as
it is diagonal both in the spin and Landau level spaces. With these, the single Cooperon
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mode generates an eingenvalue for the n-th Landau level given by,
E˜n,0 = n+ 12 +
Bϕ
B⊥
. (4.23)
The remaining triplet equation, from Eq. (4.22), is written in the basis of J = 1, Jz =
{1, 0,−1} in terms of the effective magnetic fields from Eqs. (4.6a)-(4.7b)as
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
Bϕ
B⊥
+ BSO+
B⊥
+ BSO−+3BSO32B⊥ −i
√
BSO−
2B⊥
(a− a†) BSO−+BSO32B⊥
+a†a+ 12 −
√
BSO+
B⊥
(a+ a†)− E˜
−i
√
BSO−
2B⊥
(a− a†) Bϕ
B⊥
+ BSO−+BSO3
B⊥
+ a†a+ 12 − E˜ −i
√
BSO−
2B⊥
(a− a†)
BSO−+BSO3
2B⊥
−i
√
BSO−
2B⊥
(a− a†) Bϕ
B⊥
+ BSO+
B⊥
+ BSO−+3BSO32B⊥
+a†a+ 12 +
√
BSO+
B⊥
(a+ a†)− E˜
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
= 0 .
(4.24)
In the limit of α ≈ β, BSO−  BSO+, as well as BSO3  BSO+, leading to a justified can-
cellation of all off-diagonal terms proportional with BSO− or BSO− + BSO3 in Eq. (4.24).
Then, by redefining the canonical transformations to operators a, a† are modified to in-
corporate the additional translation proportional to Q+,
−i∇z =
√
2eB⊥
~
(a−a†)
i
√
2 ,
z + z0 ∓ ~Q+2eB⊥ =
1√
2eB⊥
~
(a+a†)√
2 , (4.25)
where − corresponds to Jz = 1 and + to Jz = −1. Then each mode can be diagonalized
independently generating the following triplet eigenvalues,
E˜n,1 = E˜n,2 = n+ 12 + BϕB⊥ +
BSO−+3BSO3
2B⊥ , (4.26)
E˜n,3 = n+ 12 + BϕB⊥ +
BSO−+BSO3
B⊥
, (4.27)
Within the same approximation, the associated eigenstates are written in the tensor
product space between the LL and the total angular momentum representations as
|n〉⊗ |J, Jz〉. Because the modes are obtained from three different canonical transfor-
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mations, Eq. (4.21) for Jz = 0, and Eq. (4.25) for Jz = ±1, the corresponding orbit
center in the position representation is determined by the Cooperon wave vector kx for
Jz = 0 and kx ∓ Q+ for Jz = ±1 respectively. The difference 2Q+ between the centers
of the parallel-spin Cooperon configurations corresponds to the Q+ separation between
the kx momenta of the single-particle states associated with the α = β regime [24]. (The
Cooperon has a charge 2e vs. the single particle states of charge e, hence the halving of
the momentum translation along xˆ.)
Phenomenologically, this situation corresponds to a decreased coupling between the triplet
modes within the same Landau level as the scattering processes do not involve any spin-
flipping. The original orientation of the incident particle is preserved as the electron
population becomes polarized by the effective field BSO+ along the zˆ axis.
After angular integration, Eq. (4.11) is properly modified to account for the magnetic field,
i.e., 12pi
∫
qdq → 14pi 4eB⊥~
∑
n, and the quantum corrections to the conductivity ∆σ(B⊥) in
the presence of a magnetic field are obtained,
∆σ(B⊥) ∼
nm∑
n=0
∑
i=0,3
1
E˜n,i
=
nm∑
n=0
 2n+ 12 + BϕB⊥ + BSO−+3BSO32B⊥
+ 1
n+ 12 +
Bϕ
B⊥
+ BSO−+BSO3
B⊥
+ 1
n+ 12 +
Bϕ
B⊥
 .
(4.28)
which upon further manipulations (SM) leads to Eq. (4.5) in the main text. This is the
main theoretical result of our work and essential for the two-stage fitting procedure used
to accurately determine all the spin-orbit couplings presented here. We emphasize that
the closed form expression for ∆σ(B⊥) in Eq. (4.5) contains not only the Rashba, but
also the linear and cubic Dresselhaus terms.
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4.6.2 GaAs quantum well materials
The sample is a modulation-doped 11 nm thick GaAs/AlGaAs quantum well, grown by
molecular beam epitaxy on a (001) n-doped substrate with two symmetrically placed δ
doping layers, each set back 12 nm from the quantum well. The highly n-doped substrate
serves as a back gate by incorporating a 600 nm thick low temperature grown GaAs
barrier, which pins the Fermi level midgap [124]. This reduces the effective distance dB
from the QW to the back gate and increases the available range of gate voltages. Using
wet etching, two identical Hall bars were defined with a Ti/Au gate of 300× 100µm2 on
top. The 2DEG is contacted with thermally annealed low resistance GeAu/Pt contacts.
The annealing parameters were carefully determined to achieve decent contact to the 2D
gas without short circuiting the back gate. The top and back gate architecture allows us
to keep the density in the QW constant, while changing the electric field detuning δEz,
which can be calculated in terms of the distances effective dT and dB and gate voltages
VT and VB of the top- and back gate, using a simple plate capacitor model. The detuning
then reads [148]:
δEz =
1
2
(
VT
dT
− VB
dB
)
. (4.29)
The back gate range is [-3 ,1 ] V and [-0.3 ,0.6 ] V for the top gate, corresponding to a
density range of [3 ,12 ]×1015m−2, and mobility range [2 ,14 ]m2/Vs. Individual density
and mobility maps are shown in the supplementary.
4.6.3 Measurement Technique
We perform the experiments in a 3He-4He dilution refrigerator with a base temperature
of 20mK. We measure in a standard four-wire lock-in configuration with a time constant
of 100ms and a current bias of 100 nA, chosen to avoid self-heating, which can reduce the
coherent part of the signal. After setting the gate voltages for each gate configuration
gates were given 20 minutes to stabilize. To observe a clear WL/WAL signal each trace
was measured at least 10-20 times and averaged.
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4.6.4 Symmetry Point Determination and Value of BSO3
To obtain a value of BSO3, the symmetry point (i.e. α = β) has to be determined first.
For this we perform fits to the measured conductivity traces for all gate configurations
along constant density, but replace the SO fields in the argument of Eq. (4.5) with B∗SO ∝
(α− β)2 +BSO3 and the extracted value of B∗SO will show a minima at α = β and we can
locate the approximate position of the symmetry point for each density, where we can
then estimate the value of BSO3 (see supplementary, Sec. 4.7.4).
4.6.5 Fit Mask
The fit mask ensures that the data points included are described by Eq. (4.5) and have
the correct δEz. We exclude data from the gate configurations in the non-linear region
of the density map (see Fig. 4.3), where the contours for VB . −1V, start to bend. This
bending corresponds to a change in the effective distance dB to the back gate, which we
use to calculate the detuning δEz. We suspect unpinning of the Fermi level to be the
reason for this change in dB. For more positive gate voltages we exclude data from gate
configurations, where the fit to the conductivity traces no longer matches the data. This
gives a lower bound on the validity of Eq. (4.5) and agrees quite well with the condition
BSO−  BSO+ (see red dashed lines in Fig. 4.3).
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4.7.1 Calculation of the Quantum Corrections
The quantum corrections to the conductivity are obtained by considering that the electron
states used in calculating the scattering matrix element that determines the relaxation
rate are themselves modified by previous scattering processes. The coherent superposition
of the (time-reversed) scattered states leads to stable transport modes associated with a
decrease in the conductivity value known as the localization correction. Next we outline
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the main steps in the calculation of these quantum corrections to the conductivity. We
follow closely the works of Iordanskii et al. [80], Knap et al. [93] and Marinescu [167]
In the following, we assume that scattering on impurities is elastic, spin-independent, and
involves only states at the Fermi surface, whose density of states per spin is ν0 = m∗/2pi~2.
The scattering matrix element Vp,p′ of two electrons with momenta p and p′, dependent
only of the angle ϕ between the incident and scattered directions, gives rise to a scattering
lifetime τ0
~
τ0
= ν0
∫
|Vp,p′ |2(ϕ)dϕ , (4.30)
within the first Born approximation. The propagation of the particles is described by
impurity averaged advanced (A) and retarded (R) Green’s functions, written in terms of
the single particle Hamiltonian, Hp (see Eq. (2) in the main text) as,
G±(p, ) = 1
−Hp ± i ~2τ0
. (4.31)
As discussed in the main text, the main object in the theory of localization is the Cooperon
operator, which represents an impurity averaged scattering amplitude for an electron
state p that is almost perfectly backscattered into p′ ≈ −p; ~q = p + p′, ~q  p
denotes deviations from the p′ = −p case. In this limit, the quantum corrections to the
conductivity can be determined in terms of the Cooperon eigenvalues Ci(q) [7, 9]
∆σ = −2e
2Dτ 20 ν0
~2
∑
q,i
Ci(q) , (4.32)
where D = v2F τ1/2 is the 2D diffusion coefficient, i indexes the singlet and triplet spin
states (to be discussed further below), vF the Fermi velocity and τ1 the transport scattering
time. The anisotropy of the scattering matrix element Vp,p′ [50] results in a series of
transport times, of which τ1 is the first (n = 1), defined by
~
τn
= ν0
∫
|Vp,p′ |2(1− cosnϕ)dϕ , (4.33)
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with n = 1, 2, 3... The impurity mediated Cooperon equation is
Cp,p′(q) = |Vp,p′ |2 +
∑
p′′
|Vp,p′′ |2G+−p′′+~q,+~ωG−p′′,Cp′′,p′ . (4.34)
To proceed, we first integrate the kernel in Eq. (4.34) over the kinetic energy p2/2m∗ in
the complex plane then expand the result in terms of the scattering rate ~/τ0, the leading
term in the denominator. Since after many scattering events the spin directions of the
two electron spins traveling along time-reversed paths are completely uncorrelated, we
label them by distinct indices σ and ρ, respectively. Thus Eq. (4.34) becomes,
Cp,p′(q) = |Vp,p′′ |2+ν0
∫ 2pi
0
dϕp′′|V (ϕp − ϕp′′)|2
{
1 + iωτ0 + iq · vp′′τ0 − (iq · vp′′)2τ 20
+ [iΩp′′ × (σ + ρ) · yˆ] τ0 − [iΩp′′ × (σ + ρ) · yˆ]2 τ 20
− 2 (q · vp′′) [Ωp′′ × (σ + ρ) · yˆ] τ 20
}
Cp′′ ,p′ .
(4.35)
Let us now search for an iterative solution by expanding the Cooperon in terms of har-
monics: Cp,p′(q) = C(0)p,p′(q) + C
(1)
p,p′(q) cosϕp + C
(2)
p,p′(q) cos 2ϕp + . . ., with ϕp being the
angle between ~q = p + p′ and p. The first order correction C(1)p,p′(q) is readily written in
terms of the components of total spin J = (σ + ρ)/2 (in ~ units) of the two electrons
∫ 2pi
0
dϕp′′ |V (ϕp − ϕp′′)|2 {vq cosϕp′′
+ 2 [(α− β) sinϕp′′ − β3 sin 3ϕp′′ ] Jx
− 2 [(α + β) cosϕp′′ − β3 cos 3ϕp′′ ] Jz} . (4.36)
Here ϕp′′ is the angle between p′′ and q, i.e., the same angular dependence of Cp′′,p′(q).
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Noticing that
ν0
∫ 2pi
0
dϕp′′|V (ϕp − ϕp′′)|2 cosnϕp′′
= ν0
∫ 2pi
0
dϕ|V (ϕp − ϕp′′)|2 cosn(ϕp − ϕp′′) cosnϕp
= cosnϕp
( 1
τ0
− 1
τn
)
= (τn − τ0)
τ0τn
cosnϕp ≈ (τn − τ0)
τ 20
cosnϕp (4.37)
with τ1 and τ3 given by Eq. (4.33), we can cast the first-order correction to the Cooperon
in the form
C(1) = i(τ1 − τ0) [vp′′ · q + 2(α− β)Jx sinϕp′′
− 2(α + β)Jz cosϕp′′ ]
− i(τ3 − τ0) (−2β3Jx sin 3ϕp′′ + 2β3Jz cos 3ϕp′′)C(0) . (4.38)
Upon inserting C = C(0) + C(1) in the kernel of Eq. (4.34) and performing some simplifi-
cations, all contributions proportional to τ0 drop out. A further linearization of Eq. (4.34)
yields the lowest order expression the for zeroth-order harmonic of the Cooperon
C
(0)
p,p′(q) =
|Vp,p′ |2
τ0H , (4.39)
where H is an operator in the 4-dimensional space associated with the total angular
momentum J , corresponding to the addition of the two spins, reading
H = Dq2 + 1
τϕ
+ 2k2F
[
(α + β)2τ1 + β23τ3
]
J2z
+ 2k2F
[
(α− β)2τ1 + β23τ3
]
J2x
+ 2kF (α− β)τ1vqzJx − 2kF (α + β)τ1vqxJz . (4.40)
where we have replaced −iω by 1/τϕ, the dephasing time, a descriptor of the inelasticity
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of the propagation. For convenience we introduce the following parameters
Q± =
2m∗(α± β)
~2
,
Q3 =
2m∗β3
~2
√
τ3
τ1
. (4.41)
We can then recast H as
H = Dq2 + 1
τϕ
+D
{[
Q2+ +Q23
]
J2z +
[
Q2− +Q23
]
J2x
+ 2Q−qzJx − 2Q+qxJz} . (4.42)
At this point we can diagonalize H and easily find eigenvalues Ci(q) of the Cooperon
operator (via Eq. 4.39) and from Eq. 4.32 determine the weak localization corrections
[80]. In the next section we generalize the above procedure by including a magnetic field,
essential for probing weak localization experimentally, and outline the derivation of the
general weak-localization formula first derived in this work (see Eq. (4.5) in the main text).
4.7.2 Quantum Corrections in Presence of a Magnetic Field
In the presence of a quantizing magnetic field, the position representation of the Green’s
function G±(r, r′) is modified as [79]
G˜±(r, r′) = e
ie
~
∫ r′
r A(l)·dlG±(r, r′) , (4.43)
a good approximation when the Landau orbit is larger than the Fermi wavelength. Be-
cause of this approximation for the Green’s functions, it is convenient to work in position
representation. By following essentially the same protocol as in the previous section,
i.e., from Eqs. (4.34) to (4.39), but now in the position representation, we find that the
denominator of the zeroth-order Cooperon acquires a phase (i.e., H → H˜ in Eq. 4.39)
H˜(r, r′) = ei 2e~
∫ r′
r A(l)·dlH(r, r′) , (4.44)
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where the Fourier transform ofH in the absence of the magnetic field is given in Eq. (4.42).
This approximation is correct for |r− r′|  l, where l is the mean free path. In this case,
the integral defining the phase in Eq. 4.44 can be linearized to A · (r′ − r). Now we can
solve the generalized eigenfunction-eigenvalue equation for H(r, r′),
∫
ei
2e
~ A·(r′−r)H(r, r′)ψ(r′)dr′ = Eψ(r) , (4.45)
by taking advantage that the difference ∆r = r′ − r is small so that the integrand above
can be expanded as a power series of ∆r. The kernel of the integral equation becomes,
H(r′ − r)
[
1 + i2e
~
A ·∆r + 12
(
i
2e
~
A ·∆r
)2]
×
[
ψ(r) +∇ψ ·∆r + 12(∇ψ ·A)
]
= H(r′ − r)
{
1 +
(
∇+ i2e
~
A
)
·∆r
+ 12
[(
∇+ i2e
~
A
)
·∆r
]2}
ψ(r) . (4.46)
By using the identity
∫
dr′H(r′ − r) (∆r)n = ∂
nH(q)
in∂qn
|q=0 . (4.47)
we can recast the expanded eigenfunction-eigenvalue equation for H(r, r′) in the form
{
1 +
(
−i∇+ 2e
~
A
)
· ∇q
+ 12
[(
−i∇+ 2e
~
A
)
· ∇q
]2}
H |q=0 ψ(r)
= Eψ(r) .
(4.48)
We consider a magnetic field B along the yˆ axis. In the Landau gauge, B can be expressed
as the curl of the vector potential A = {Ax = B⊥z, Ay = 0, Az = 0}. Hence Eq. (4.48)
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becomes
{
1
τϕ
+D
[
Q2+ +Q23
]
J2z +
[
Q2− +Q23
]
J2x
− 2DQ+Jz
(
−i∇x + 2eB⊥~ z
)
+ 2DQ−Jx (−i∇z)
+ D
(
−i∇x + 2eB⊥~ z
)2
+D (−i∇z)2
}
ψ(r) = Eψ(r),
(4.49)
with H(q) and its derivatives obtained from Eq.(4.42). We now introduce z0 = kx~/2eB
(kx is the Cooperon wavevector along the xˆ direction) and define the canonical transfor-
mation,
−i∇z =
√
2eB⊥
~
(a−a†)
i
√
2 ,
z + z0 = 1√ 2eB⊥
~
(a+a†)√
2 , (4.50)
so as to write Eq. (4.49) into the number representation,
{
1
τϕ
+D
(
Q2+ +Q23
)
J2z +
(
Q2− +Q23
)
J2x
− DQ+Jz
√
4eB⊥
~
(a+ a†)− iDQ−Jx
√
4eB⊥
~
(a− a†)
+ D
(4eB⊥
~
)(
a†a+ 12
)}
|u〉 = E|u〉 , (4.51)
where |u〉 is the corresponding eigenket. Equation (4.51) maintains the structure of the
original Cooperon in spin space (c.f. the corresponding eigenvalue equation for H in
Eq. 4.42), with q2 being replaced by 4eB⊥~
(
a†a+ 12
)
, while its components qx and qz
were replaced by
√
4eB⊥
~ (a + a
†)/2 and
√
4eB⊥
~ (a − a†)/2i respectively. To simplify our
notation, in what follows we introduce the following effective magnetic fields [80]: Bϕ =
~/4eDτϕ, BSO+ = ~Q2+/4e, BSO− = ~Q2−/4e , BSO3 = ~Q23/4e, Btr = ~/4eDτ1. Note
that the solution of Eq. (4.51) is obtained as a spinor in the 4-dimensional spin space
corresponding to the tensor product of the two spin operators associated with the incident
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and scattered particle, respectively. In what follow we work on the basis J, Jz of the total
angular momentum J = 0 and J = 1 and their corresponding z-components Jz = 0 and
Jz = 1, 0− 1.
The singlet J = 0, Jz = 0 solution is immediately factored, as it is diagonal both in the
spin and Landau level spaces. The n-th singlet Landau eingenvalue is
E0 = 4DeB⊥~
(
n+ 12 +
Bϕ
B⊥
)
, (4.52)
or
E˜n,0 = E04DeB⊥
~
=
(
n+ 12 +
Bϕ
B⊥
)
, (4.53)
The triplet solutions can be obtained from Eq. (4.51) (with 4eDB⊥/~ factored out) written
as a 3× 3 matrix in the basis of J = 1, Jz = 1, 0,−1 via
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
Bϕ
B⊥
+ BSO+
B⊥
+ BSO−+3BSO32B⊥ −i
√
BSO−
2B⊥
(a− a†) BSO−+BSO32B⊥
+a†a+ 12 −
√
BSO+
B⊥
(a+ a†)− E˜
−i
√
BSO−
2B⊥
(a− a†) Bϕ
B⊥
+ BSO−+BSO3
B
+ a†a+ 12 − E˜ −i
√
BSO−
2B⊥
(a− a†)
BSO−+BSO3
2B⊥
−i
√
BSO−
2B⊥
(a− a†) Bϕ
B⊥
+ BSO+
B⊥
+ BSO−+3BSO32B⊥
+a†a+ 12 +
√
BSO+
B⊥
(a+ a†)− E˜
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
= 0 ,
(4.54)
where E˜ = E/(4DeB⊥/~).
In the limit where the two linear SOI constants are almost equal, BSO−  BSO+ and
BSO3  BSO+, we can justifiably drop all off-diagonal terms proportional with BSO− or
BSO− + BSO3 in Eq. (4.54). This regime corresponds to a decreased coupling between
the triplet modes within the same Landau level as the scattering processes do not involve
spin flip. The original orientation of the incident particle is preserved as the electron
population becomes polarized by the effective field BSO+ along the zˆ axis. As a further
simplification, we perform another canonical transformations on the operators a, a† in
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order to incorporate the additional translation proportional to Q+,
−i∇z =
√
2eB⊥
~
(a−a†)
i
√
2 ,
z + z0 ∓ ~Q+2eB⊥ =
1√
2eB⊥
~
(a+a†)√
2 , (4.55)
where ∓ correspond to Jz = ±1, respectively.
The diagonalization of Eq. (4.54) can be done separately for each spin mode straightfor-
wardly as the determinant is diagonal. We find
E˜n,1 = E˜n,2 = n+ 12 + BϕB⊥ +
BSO−+3BSO3
2B⊥ , (4.56)
E˜n,3 = n+ 12 + BϕB⊥ +
BSO−+BSO3
B⊥
, (4.57)
where for convenience we have indexed the eigenvalues as E˜n,1, i = 1, 2, 3 corresponding
to the triplets with Jz = 1,−1, 0.
To calculate the corrections to the conductivity associated with Landau level diagonal
modes we have to replace the integral over q in Eq. 4.32 by a discrete sum over the
occupied Landau levels, i.e.,
1
2pi
∫ qmax
0
qdq → 14pi
4eB⊥
~
nm∑
n=0
, (4.58)
where we have used q2 = 4eB⊥~
(
n+ 12
)
(q2 is quantized) thus leading to 2qdq = 4eB⊥~ ∆n =
4eB⊥
~ , since ∆n = 1 (the minimum variation in the sum over n). nm is given from
the condition q2max = 4eB⊥~ nm = (Dτ1)
−1, which is the maximum momentum exchan-
ged allowed given by the transport time in the diffusion approximation. This gives
nm = ~/(4eB⊥Dτ1) = Btr/B⊥. Following the angular integration of Eq. (4.39), by using
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Eqs. (4.53) and (4.56), we obtain
∆σ ∼
nm∑
n=0
∑
i=0,3
1
E˜n,i =
∑nm
n=0
{
2
n+ 12+
Bϕ
B⊥
+BSO−+3BSO32B⊥
+
1
n+ 12+
Bϕ
B⊥
+BSO−+BSO3
B⊥
+ 1
n+ 12+
Bϕ
B⊥
}
. (4.59)
Since we consider nm  1, we can manipulate the sums over n in the following way. For
properly defined a’s, the sums in Eq. (4.59) have the generic form
nm∑
n=0
1
n+ a =
nm∑
n=0
1
n+ a −
nm∑
n=1
1
n
+
nm∑
n=1
1
n
= −
nm∑
n=1
a− 1
n(n+ a− 1) + C + lnnm
= −Ψ(a) + lnnm , (4.60)
where we have used the definition of the Euler constant C,
C = lim
n→∞
(
n∑
k=1
1
k
− lnn
)
, (4.61)
and of the Digamma function,
Ψ(a+ 1) = −C +
∞∑
n=1
a
n(n+ a) . (4.62)
Final formula for the weak localization corrections. Following the algorithm outlined
above, we obtain the corrections to the conductivity as
∆σ(B⊥) =− e
2
4pi2~
[
Ψ
(1
2 +
Bϕ
B⊥
)
+ 2 ln Btr
B⊥
− 2Ψ
(1
2 +
Bϕ
B⊥
+ BSO− + 3BSO32B⊥
)
−Ψ
(1
2 +
Bϕ
B⊥
+ BSO− +BSO3
B⊥
)]
.
(4.63)
The closed-form formula in Eq. (4.63) (same as Eq. (4.5) in the main text) is the main
theoretical result of this paper. It plays a crucial role in the two-stage fitting procedure
we have used to accurately extract all the SO parameters from our thorough weak (anti)
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localization measurements. We note that (4.63) accounts not only for the linear Rashba
and Dresselhaus contributions but also for the cubic Dresselhaus term.
4.7.3 Full Account of Data
Summary of extracted data
We first summarize the extracted values of the SO parameters α0, α1 and γ, the scattering
time ratio τ3/τ1 and the effective distances dT and dB for each sample. The values of dT
and dB are extracted from fits to the density map over the same range of gate voltages,
where the contours of constant density are linear. We note that the value of dB in
measurement #5 & #6 is smaller, because measurement #5 corresponds to a different
cooldown and measurement #6 to a different sample and wafer. The epitaxial values of
dT and dB are 75 nm and 1210 nm. The significantly smaller value of dB is due to the
low temperature grown GaAs buffer layer of 600 nm.
Table 4: All relevant extracted data for the different samples.
Measurement
# Sample α0 [meVÅ] α1 [eÅ
2] γ [eVÅ3] τ3/τ1
dT
[nm]
dB
[nm]
1 11 nm - I 1.7±0.6 9.3±0.3 13.4±1.2 0.21 107 750
2 11 nm - II 1.3±1.0 9.4±0.3 12.3±2.0 0.24 101 765
3 11 nm - I 0.9±0.7 9.8±0.2 10.2±1.4 0.37 107 750
4 11 nm - II 0.4±1.3 9.9±0.4 8.6±2.4 0.47 101 765
5 11 nm - II 1.6±1.4 8.4±0.3 12.8±2.7 0.23 102 736
6 9.3 nm -III 5.5±0.4 9.0±0.1 15.3±0.7 0.16 100 710
The following figures are organized as follows: The density map is shown in panel (a), with
the contours indicating the respective value of the density (in multiples of 1015 m−2). The
markers correspond to the manually determined symmetry points, the line in the same
color corresponds to the expected symmetry points from the extracted SO parameters
and the broken blue line corresponds to the expected symmetry points using the average
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of the extracted SO parameters. Panel (b) shows the contours of constant mobility with
its values indicated in m2/Vs. Panel (c) shows the fits to the WAL traces at α ≈ β for
all measured densities. Panel (d) shows the extracted values of BSO3, Bϕ, τ3/τ1 and τϕ
for the measured densities. Panel (e) and (f) show the extracted values of BSO− (green
markers) and its fit (blue line) for each density, indicated in multiples of 1015 m−2.
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Figure 4.7: First measurement on sample I. Gate configurations were measured not in a
particular order and their spacing in back gate voltage is not equidistant, because at this
stage the method how to aquire data most reliably, was still in development.
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Figure 4.8: First measurement on sample II. The mobility is slightly higher as in sample
I. Data are taken sequentially and back gate voltage spacing is chosen to be the same for
each density.
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Figure 4.9: Second measurement on sample I, the data are aquired here as in the case
of dataset 2. The spacing between the gate configurations is the same for each density.
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Figure 4.10: Second measurement on sample II, as in the previous measurements. Panel
(d) middle: The error bars on τ3/τ1 are so large because of the low value of γ ∼ 8.6 eVÅ3.
The black dashed line corresponds to the theoretical minimum of τ3/τ1.
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Figure 4.11: Third measurement on sample II in another cooldown.
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Dataset 6. Data from another wafer, which is doped asymmetrically and has a 9.3 nm
thick QW. The densities are much lower in this wafer resulting in a full suppression of
WAL at α ≈ β. The extracted SO values are within the range of the expected values for
this wafer, except the value of γ, which is larger than expected and we do not understand
it fully at this point.
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Figure 4.12: First measurement on sample III (9.3 nm quantum well, asymmetrically
doped).
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4.7.4 Details on evaluating BSO− and BSO3
Symmetry point determination and value of BSO3
Here, we show how the value of BSO3 and the position of the symmetry point are de-
termined from the WAL traces. The data presented is from measurement 3 at a density
of 8.25×1015 m−2. Figure 4.13(a) shows the measured magnetoconductance traces along
a contour of constant density. We can clearly see how the WAL peak gets smaller with
more positive gate voltage and then starts to increase again. As described in the main
text we fit the expression for the quantum corrections and extract an effective SO value
called B∗SO3 for each gate configuration, which will have a minimum around α ≈ β, see
Fig. 4.13(b), as the difference of between α and β should be very small and only the cubic
term remains. To obtain a value of BSO3, we perform fits to the WAL trace at the mini-
mum and ±1 trace from it, using Eq. (4.63), where BSO− is set to zero, see Fig. 4.13(c)-(e).
The final value for BSO3 and τϕ is obtained by taking the average of the three respective
values.
Validity of the theory
With the known values of BSO3 and τϕ the value of BSO− can be extracted from each WAL
trace. Here we show all measured magnetoconductivity traces with their respective fits
to the data of dataset 3. We can see that these fits give in general very good agreement
within the allowed fit range, given by BSO−, BSO3  Btr the gray dashed line in each
graph corresponds to B⊥ = 0.5Btr. For WAL traces measured at more positive back
gate voltage, the fit no longer captures the full WAL trace, especially at low densities
(n = 7.5 − 8.25 × 1015m−2), the extracted values of BSO− from these curves are then
disregarded. The respective traces are colored in gray.
The exclusion of the results from the fits to these traces also serves as a validity check
of the new theory. Equation (4.63) is obtained in the limit of BSO−  BSO+. Using the
expressions for BSO± we can rewrite the condition and obtain in terms of α and β:
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Figure 4.13: Determination of α ≈ β for measurement 3. Panel (a) shows the WAL
traces with their gate voltage indicated. In (b) the obtained values of B∗SO3 are shown as
a function of back gate, showing a minimum at around -0.7 V. The blue dashed curve is
a guide to the eye. Panels (c) to (e) show fits to the corresponding WAL traces around
the minimum. The black trace is where the WAL peak is almost suppressed. This is the
point, where α ≈ β.
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r ≡
∣∣∣∣∣α− βα + β
∣∣∣∣∣ 1, (4.64)
which sets the range of the applicability of Eq. (4.63) of the main text. By setting r ∼ 0.4,
a validity range can be defined in terms of top and back gate voltages. This range has
to be compared with the gate configurations measured and agrees well with the manually
excluded gate configurations.
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5 Conclusion and Outlook
In this thesis we have investigated the PSH in quantum transport measurements. We
first identified the parameters that define the PSH state and allow to control its pitch.
Contrary to previous experiments we explicitly included the cubic Dresselhaus term, which
renormalizes the linear Dresselhaus term and makes it controllable with the density. This
added an additional knob in experiments, which we realized in a GaAs QW, with a top
and back gate. This allowed us to independently tune the Rashba and Dresselhaus SO
parameters and introduce a new concept, the stretchable persistent spin helix. A concept
that allows to vary the length λPSH (see Eq. (2.17)) while maintaining the PSH state.
This enables coherent spin manipulations as well as transferring spin polarizations over
distances of up to 25µm and is only limited by the cubic Dresselhaus term, which can be
tuned by density.
In the second part of this thesis we used explicitly the cubic Dresselhaus term to break the
PSH symmetry in a controlled way. For this, we performed quantum transport measure-
ments in a symmetrically doped QW, where the density is high and the cubic term can no
longer be neglected. As in the previous experiment we employed the crossover from WAL
to WL to detect the PSH, however WAL does not vanish completely at α = β, due to the
stronger cubic term. In the regime around the PSH symmetry, we derived a closed form
expression for the quantum corrections to conductivity, which includes linear and cubic
Dresselhaus terms, as well as the Rashba term, thereby solving an issue that has remained
in the field for more than two decades. Employing this theory in the broken PSH regime
allows us to systematically extract the Dresselhaus coefficient γ and Rashba parameter
α. The obtained results are in excellent agreement with self-consistent simulations.
The observation of WAL at α = β is necessary to be able to apply a fit to the magneto-
conductance data. In fact, we show that a reasonable value for BSO3 can only be obtained,
if BSO3 > Bϕ. By going to even lower electron temperatures, which is ∼ 100mK in the
presented experiment, the coherence time τϕ could be increased, allowing to observe WAL
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at even lower densities and also allow a more precise determination of the PSH symmetry.
As a result a more precise determination of the SO parameters becomes possible. Furt-
hermore the ability to independently tune the Rashba and Dresselhaus parameters allows
us to enter the regime, where α = 0. Therein an analysis of the Dresselhaus parameter
as a function of confinement would allow to shed more light onto the true value of the
Dresselhaus coefficient and would explain if there is a dependence on the confinement,
which has been observed in optical experiments [151, 168]. A deeper understanding and
more precise values of the SO parameters facilitate work of research groups, designing
and simulating custom tailored SO wafer materials.
One of the longstanding quests in the field of semiconductor spintronics is a working
SFET beyond its functional demonstration [169, 170] to become a viable technology [171].
Independent control of SO coupling extends the toolbox for researchers in the field of
spintronics. Coherent control of the spin polarization could allow to switch between
parallel and anti-parallel alignment of spins, giving larger on-off ratios in an SFET.
Spin qubits in quantum dots are very promising contenders as the basic building block
for future quantum computation technologies [145]. A long spin relaxation time T1 and
spin coherence time T2 are crucial for coherent spin operations. While the T2 depends on
hyperfine interaction and can be prolonged with spin echo techniques, the spin relaxation
is mediated by SO coupling at large external magnetic fields [172–174]. In fact the inter-
play of the Rashba and Dresselhaus SO coupling gives rise to an anisotropy in the spin
relaxation time [175]. Top and back gated quantum dots with universally controllable SO
coupling ultimately allow to tune into the regime of α = β and extend the spin relaxation
time such that only the hyperfine interaction dominates.
In recent years InAs/GaSb double QWs have meet renewed interest due to the possibility
of creating a topologically insulating state [143]. By applying an electric field or varying
the QW thickness the InAs conduction band crosses with the valence band of GaSb
and a hybridization gap at finite momentum opens. This results in helical edge modes,
which would carry only one conductance quantum and can be detected with a four point
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measurement [144]. Recent transport measurements on this kind of systems observed a
fully SO polarized state [176]. Another work recently investigated SO parameters from
transport measurements [177], extracting Rashba and Dresselhaus parameters. However,
the obtained results are still preliminary and suggest a Dresselhaus coefficient γ = 0.
Transport measurements in this regime were done so far by employing Shubnikov de-
Haas measurements, which are still lacking a full theoretical description with all the SO
parameters. Our model would allow to gain further insight into the SO coupling in this
new material system.
Other recent proposals predict a persistent skyrmion lattice [178] in double GaAs QWs
with two occupied sub bands resulting from two crossed persistent spin helices. This
kind of system still remains to be demonstrated, but holds the potential to observe other
topological phenomena in 2DEGs.
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